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ABSTRACT
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Doctor of Philosophy
by Yongjian Huang
Recent years have seen exponential growth of social network sites (SNSs) such as Friend-
ster, MySpace and Facebook. SNSs ﬂatten the real-world social network by making
personal information and social structure visible to users outside the ego-centric net-
works. They provide a new basis of trust and credibility upon the Internet and Web
infrastructure for users to communicate and share information. For the vast majority
of social networks, it takes only a few clicks to befriend other members. People’s dy-
namic ever-changing real-world connections are translated to static links which, once
formed, are permanent – thus entailing zero maintenance. The existence of static links
as public exhibition of private connections causes the problem of friendship inﬂation,
which refers to the online practice that users will usually acquire much more “friends”
on SNSs than they can actually maintain in the real world. There is mounting evi-
dence both in social science and statistical analysis to support the idea that there has
been an inﬂated number of digital friendship connections on most SNSs. The theory
of friendship inﬂation is also evidenced by our nearly 3-year observation on Facebook
users in the University of Southampton. Friendship inﬂation can devalue the social
graph and eventually lead to the decline of a social network site. From Sixdegrees.com
to Facebook.com, there have been rise and fall of many social networks. We argue that
friendship inﬂation is one of the main forces driving this move. Despite the gravity of
the issue, there is surprisingly little academic research carried out to address the prob-
lems. The thesis proposes a novel algorithm, called ActiveLink, to identify meaningful
online social connections. The innovation of the algorithm lies in the combination of
preferential attachment and assortativity. The algorithm can identify long-range con-
nections which may not be captured by simple reciprocity algorithms. We have tested
the key ideas of the algorithms on the data set of 22,553 Facebook users in the network
of University of Southampton. To better support the development of SNSs, we discuss
an SNS model called RealSpace, a social network architecture based on active links.
The system introduces three other algorithms: social connectivity, proximity index and
community structure detection. Finally, we look at the problems relating to improving
the network model and social network systems.This thesis is dedicated to my father, a healthy non-smoker, who
had been battling lung cancer for nearly two years before he passed
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Recent years have seen exponential growth of social network sites (SNSs) such as Face-
book, MySpace and Friendster, which have attracted hundreds of millions of Internet
users over the last few years. Figure 1.1 shows how the traﬃc of visiting social networks
grow since 2002. In particular, Friendster was launched in 2002 and gained huge popu-
larity in 2004. MySpace was founded in 2003 and is the third most popular site in the
US only behind Yahoo and Google. Facebook was founded in 2004 and has the largest
number of registered users in the colleges. At the time of writing, some statistics suggest
that there are about 114.6 million users on MySpace, 300 million on Facebook1 and 65
million on Friendster2. It is estimated that there are hundreds of SNSs, with various
technological capabilities, supporting a wide range of interests and practices[20].
1.1 The Scope of Research
We deﬁne social network sites as websites that allow users to traverse the social network
of others. The concept of friendship is an elastic term without clear demarcation. In
this thesis, the friendship mainly refers to relatives, classmates, colleagues and other
friendships that are mutually acquired and recognised. In practice, most social networks
provide proﬁle services for users to present themselves and oﬀer many other services such
as activity updates, messaging, blogging, photo and video sharing, groups and forums.
The capability of navigating through the social network is unique to SNSs, in contrast to
traditional computer-mediated communication (CMC) tools such as emails and instant
messengers that mainly facilitate private one-to-one communications. Note that some
social media such as blogging software, Twitter, del.icio.us, Youtube and Internet forums
share some features with SNSs, yet while these Web applications oﬀer a lot of information
derived from user generated content (UGC), they do not focus on social relationships
1http://www.comscore.com
2http://www.facebook.com/press/info.php?statistics
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Figure 1.1: The Traﬃc of Friendster(2002), MySpace(2003), Facebook(2004),
Orkut(2004) and Bebo(2005) from 2002 to 2007
between the users. They generally lack of activity updates as presented on most social
network sites. Therefore, they are beyond the scope of this thesis. It should be noted
that some scholars may well regard these type of websites as social network services.
The research of SNSs is still in its infancy, which can be seen by various interpreta-
tions of the acronyms. For instance, it is not uncommon for SNS to be interpreted as
“social networking site” or “social networking service”. The word “networking” means
to initiate new relationships with strangers, which is one of the important motivations
for using SNS. However, as stated earlier, we primarily focus on the “network” aspect
of SNS rather than “networking”. The word “service” implies a broader category of
applications, with website service being only one of them. We prefer the term “sites” to
reﬂect the fact that most SNSs are based on the Web platform. These terms are usually
used interchangeably both in academia and industry.
One of the main objectives of this research is to study the social graph that lays the
foundation of SNS[44]. The topology and structure of the network will aﬀect people’s be-
haviours and activities on the micro level, which in return aﬀect the further development
of the network on the macro level[63]. Given the large scale and evolving characteristics
of social network, we are particularly interested in the problem of how to represent the
real-world social network correctly. The accurate representation of the real-world socialChapter 1 Introduction 3
network is essential, not only because users can navigate the network via meaningful
connections but also because it can facilitate network analysis and any algorithm based
on the network structure.
Chapter 3 and 4 analysis the problem of friendship inﬂation, which refers to the online
practice that users will usually acquire much more “friends” on SNSs than they can
actually maintain in the real world. We discuss the problems undermine the value of
social graph. The novel contribution of the thesis is to design an algorithm to identify
meaningful social connections. The algorithm, which combines the characteristics of
preferential attachment and assortativity, can identify long-range connections which may
not be captured by simple reciprocity algorithms. The thesis also introduces some
network algorithms to enhance reputation and trust of individuals by leveraging the
social graph. How to explore and navigate the network more eﬃciently will also be
discussed.
1.2 Motivation of the Research
There are increasing academic interests in the research of social networks from a wide
range of disciplines. Our research is mainly motivated by four aspects: (1) SNS is a
new communication tool; (2) SNS is the online “bank” of social capital. It represents
a good old-fashioned social networking paradigm based on existing real-world social
relationships; (3) It advances the establishment of the social Web where information
and knowledge can be distributed at the right time to the right people with an enhanced
layer of trust and security; (4) SNS can beneﬁt the development of large-scale multi-agent
systems by leveraging social intelligence.
1.2.1 Communication Media
First and foremost, SNS is a new communication tool. Social networks are capable
of providing asynchronous communications such as onsite messaging and public wall
posting. Many SNSs also oﬀer synchronous communication by introducing instant mes-
saging. The format of communication can come in many ways, from plain text to rich
multimedia. Unlike one-to-one communication tools such as emails and instant messen-
gers, users only need to publish their information once and their friends will be notiﬁed
instantly. For example, this can be done on Facebook by using NewsFeed. Technologies
of this type, according to Facebook, allow people to consume content from their friends
and stay in touch with the content that is being shared. Users can subscribe to people
and events they are interested in so as to receive the latest updates. Some social net-
works also support mobile SMS so that users can access the sites by texting. The vast
majority of social network sites are Web-based and it is therefore easier to reach moreChapter 1 Introduction 4
users than traditional communication software. This has been demonstrated by how
SNS members use the social networks. One survey on Facebook, for example, indicates
that the most use of SNSs was to keep in touch with friends from high school and ﬁnd
out more about a person they had met with oﬄine[81].
1.2.2 Social Capital
Social capital broadly refers to the resources accumulated through the relationships
among people[28]. SNS holds the information about people’s social relationships. SNSs
provide Proﬁles for users to present themselves to other members. These Proﬁles contain
information about personal identity. SNSs allow people to connect to their friends and
make these connections visible to other users. These social connections are stored in
the database of the social network sites. Users can carry out many social activities on
the SNSs such as messaging, blogging, uploading photos and videos, commenting and
public wall posting. SNSs can provide both asynchronous communication through in-
stant messaging and synchronous communication through private messaging and public
wall posts. Various communication channels, which are based on the ubiquitous Web
platform, make it very easy to socialise with other members. Some SNSs such as Face-
book provide services like news feed which can aggregate most of a user’s activities and
report them to their friends. These online activities are also “deposited” on the social
network sites. Users can manage their friends by using tools provided by the sites. Many
SNSs impose permission control of this information according to users’ preferences and
privacy settings. Social network sites are online “banks” of social capital in the real
world. Users can traverse their chains of friends and make new contacts through mutual
connections. The method greatly reduces the time and eﬀort for establishing trustful
relationships. They help users to build up and maintain their social capital, which has
a strong inﬂuence on business, economics, organisational behaviour, political science,
public health and sociology. SNSs’ contribution to the increase of social capital has
been conﬁrmed by a signiﬁcant amount of recent research[42][43][121][84][130].
1.2.3 Social Web
Social network services mirror people’s real-world relationships in cyberspace. They
provide a new platform for people to share information and communicate. In May 2007,
having already opened some APIs to third party developers, Facebook revealed its pro-
gramming infrastructure and declared that the site was going to serve as a platform for
programmers to develop applications, in the same sense that programmers can develop
applications and software on the computer platform and the Web platform3. In Novem-
ber 2007, Google released a set of APIs for Web-based social network applications, which
3FacebookPlatformLaunches:http://developers.facebook.com/news.php?blog=1\&story=21Chapter 1 Introduction 5
are dubbed “OpenSocial” and have been supported by a number of social network sites
including Bebo, Friendster, LinkedIn, Mixi, MySpace and Orkut4. In May 2008, Google
launched the Friends Connect project, which aims to deliver social features to every
website5. As a response, Facebook launched its similar service, Facebook Connect, in
July 2008. The development of standards and technologies make SNSs more ubiquitous
and accessible on the Web. More importantly, it incubates a new platform for software
development.
Figure 1.2: The Social Web framework. Reproduced from [108]
It has already been suggested to build a social network layer, which may be called the
“Social Web” on top of the existing HTTP and TCP/IP protocols, as indicated in Fig-
ure 1.2. The rationales of building a Social Web are mutual trust and accountability[74].
On the social network where connections are drawn from people’s interactions in the
real world, participants will be held more accountable for their online activities than
they have been in the past. Users can collectively hold those with whom they inter-
act online accountable for their antisocial actions (and for their failures to hold others
accountable)[72]. As a result, it can solve or mitigate many problems that plague today’s
Internet, such as spams, spyware and security issues.
On the other hand, a trustworthy social network facilitates the dissemination of knowl-
edge and information, thanks to the power of word-of-mouth[27][75]. Numerous studies
4http://www.google.com/intl/en/press/pressrel/opensocial.html
5http://www.google.com/friendconnectChapter 1 Introduction 6
have shown that one of the most eﬀective channels for dissemination of information and
knowledge within an organisation is its informal network of collaborators, colleagues
and friends[57]. Social networks can spread information much faster than the Web in-
frastructure, where a website may only be reached if it maintains a high ranking and
visibility on search engines and/or Web portals. Some sources indicated that photo shar-
ing on Facebook was more popular than Flickr6. The South Korea-based social network
site, Cyworld, which provides blogging, music and video sharing, claimed to have more
traﬃc than the highly touted YouTube7. Due to the power of social networks in viral
marketing, some singers and artists prefer to promote their music albums on MySpace
and other SNSs[7]. As a result, other traditional software such as blogs and Internet
forums attempt to exploit the success of SNSs by adding social networking features.
1.2.4 Multi-Agent Systems with Social Intelligence
Social network site can be considered as a large-scale system of interacting users. Major
social networks can have more than 1 million users. The users are actively interacting
with each other. Here, the ability to understand human beings and act wisely in human
relations is called social intelligence[119], which is equivalent to interpersonal intelli-
gence, a major category in Gardner’s classiﬁcation of multiple intelligences[50]. Social
intelligence is crucial to the development of human beings’ intelligence. The British psy-
chologist Nicholas Humphrey argued that “the social primates are required by the very
nature of the system they create and maintain to be calculating beings: they must be able
to calculate the consequences of their own behaviour, to calculate the likely behaviour
of others, to calculate the balance of advantage and loss and all this in a context where
the evidence on which their calculations are based is ephemeral, ambiguous and liable to
change, not least as a consequence of their own actions”[67]. He further suggested that
“the social intelligence, developed initially to cope with local problems of inter-personal
relationships, has in time found expression in the institutional creations of the savage
mind, which has created the systems of philosophical and scientiﬁc thought”. A multi-
agent system (MAS) is a system of interacting intelligent agents. The novelty of SNSs
in the context of MAS is the integration of users’ preferences and social networks which
exposes the information about the relationships between diﬀerent intelligent agents that
are being guided and supervised by their users, human beings. Given such heuristic
information, agents are aware of the relationships of other agents that they interact
with. It can be seen which agents are more popular, which are the hubs and which have
closer social relationships with whom. Social intelligence will improve the trust, com-
munication and coordination of the agents in a multi-agent system[122]. The artiﬁcial
social agents have close interactions with human beings. This is particularly true for
6Facebook Blog: http://blog.facebook.com/blog.php?post=2406207130
7Cyworld News: http://www.usnews.com/usnews/biztech/articles/061109/9webstars.cyworld.
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SNSs that provide development platform and APIs for third party developers, such as
MySpace and Facebook. Users can build up their canvas-like software agents by adding
various applications, making them full-ﬂedged social agents that are capable of doing
many jobs and interacting with other agents. The development of so-called friendly AI
technologies can greatly advance SNSs. We believe that modelling the connections be-
tween human beings can provide an alternative approach to the AI mainstream research
methodologies that mainly draw inspirations from modelling a single human being.
1.3 Thesis Structure
The remaining chapters are arranged as follows: Chapter 2 presents a literature review
of the history of social network sites in the IT industry, as well as previous research about
social science, complex networks and recent research on SNSs. This provides a historic
framework and evidential materials for our research on online social networks. In Chap-
ter 3, we will discuss the issues and problems of friendship management. We present the
arguments from both system designers and individual users. The clash between public-
ity and privacy, triggered by the use of static links, causes friendship inﬂation, which is
a major issue aﬀecting today’s SNSs. The hyperfriendship network model is introduced
in Chapter 4 to analyse the problems incurred by friendship inﬂation. The theory of
friendship inﬂation is supported by previous research as well as our nearly three-year ob-
servation of Facebook users in the network of the University of Southampton. We argue
that friendship inﬂation is partially responsible for the decline of many SNSs. Chapter
5 illustrates the algorithm of ActiveLink, which is designed to identify meaningful online
social connections. Chapter 6 shows the experimentation and evaluation of key ideas
of the algorithm of ActiveLink, including preferential attachment and assortativity. In
Chapter 7, we present RealSpace, an SNS model that is based on active links. Finally,
in Chapter 8, we will look at the problems in future research.Chapter 2
Social Networks
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we will review the development of social network sites in the IT industry.
This includes the debut of Sixdegrees.com, the success of Friendster and now the social
network boom. It will be followed by literature reviews from academic accounts, ranging
from social science to complex networks. Social networks have long been an important
research theme in social science. Topics in social science that are particularly relevant to
social network research in our thesis are small world phenomenon, strength of weak ties,
Dunbar’s number, social network analysis and social capital. As data about large-scale
networks are increasingly available, social networks are gradually identiﬁed as a type
of complex network due to their non-trivial topological features. Several mathematical
models have been identiﬁed to study complex networks. In addition, we present recent
research on SNSs. These include research on online social capital, privacy issues, friend-
ship performance, impression management, network structure analysis, reputation and
trust.
2.2 History of Social Network Sites
Social network sites attract much attention but they are hardly a novel idea. Social
network sites can be dated back to 1995, two years after the momentous Web browser
Mosaic was released. Match.com was an early online dating site. The website maintained
the contacts and proﬁles of the members which other users could search for. However,
this is not the social networking model that is currently being used today. The site did
not allow people to interact with one another and share information directly on the site.
Users had to communicate with other members either by using email or other oﬄine
methods. These sites may be better called “community sites”. Examples include Stu-
dent.com and Classmates.com. The development of social network sites reﬂect people’s
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eﬀorts to connect with each other through the Web. Since the launch of Sixdegrees.com,
we have witnessed a massive growth of social networks. Figure 2.2 illustrates the launch
dates of major SNSs.
Figure 2.1: Timeline of the launch dates of many major SNSs and dates when com-
munity sites re-launched with SNS features. Reproduced from [20]Chapter 2 Social Networks 10
2.2.1 1997-2000: The Debut of SNS
Inspired by the social theory of six degree of separation[124], the site Sixdegrees.com
was created in 1997. It was the ﬁrst recognisable social network site[20], as shown in
Figure 2.2. Individuals became members by registering information about themselves
and listing the names and email addresses of individuals whom they wanted to include
as their online friends. SixDegrees promoted itself as a tool to help people connect
with their friends[20]. However, the people search functionality was fairly primitive.
Members could only be queried by names and emails without the details about their
personal proﬁles. The site did not provide services such as blogging and photo sharing,
which are integral parts of today’s SNSs. This is probably because the relevant Web
technologies were not yet available or mature at that time. In summary, SixDegrees was
simply a bare social network site without meaningful applications and services. As a
result, users often complained that there was little to do on the site after registration.
After nearly four years of operation, the ﬁrst social network site, with more than 3
million members, closed down at the end of 2000. Figure 2.2 shows the announcement
from SixDegrees about closing down its website. Several factors may have led to the
site’s closure, among them are lack of funding due to the dot-com bubble and has
inability to establish a successful online advertising model. In fact, even today’s SNSs
are still struggling to ﬁnd the appropriate business models for social networks. Another
noticeable factor is that the Web technology at that time was not mature enough to
support meaningful interactions on the site. There was a lack of basic activities such as
wall posting, blogging and photo commenting. As commented by the founder Andrew
Weinreich, “the site was simply ahead of its time[20]”.
However, the website showed a successful demo of small world phenomenon. With more
than 3 million users, it demonstrated how people can connect with each other eﬀectively
on the Web. It justiﬁed the theory of Six Degree of Separation[124]. This inspire of
further development and improvement of SNSs in the following years.
2.2.2 2001-2003: The Success of Friendster
Despite the closedown of SixDegrees.com and the dot-com recession in the early 2000s,
there remained strong interest in developing social network sites. Among those SNSs
launched in 2001 were Cyworld and Ryze. Cyworld targeted the South Korea market
and has become the biggest social network site in the country. Ryze was designed to
target business professionals, particularly new entrepreneurs. Inﬂuenced by the suc-
cess of Ryze, Jonathan Abrams started Friendster in 2002, as a social complement to
Ryze[20], competing against Match.com, the many more established online dating sites.
In registering with the site, users were required to create a Friendster proﬁle with an-
swers to questions about personal information such as age, occupation, marital status,Chapter 2 Social Networks 11
Figure 2.2: SixDegrees.com Closing Down
general interests, music, books, ﬁlms and television shows. However, unlike most dating
sites of the day, which generally introduced strangers to users, Friendster was seeking
to introduce friends of friends to users. A user can invite friends to join his or her per-
sonal network and they can write “testimonials” about their friends. The testimonials
are often publicly displayed, which often enhances the trust of interaction. Users can
navigate the social network within four degrees of their personal network.
The approach is essentially the method that we use on most of the contemporary SNSs.
The Friendster social network was then still very primitive but the “four degree of
friend chains” had already given Friendster a huge competitive advantage to its rivals
at that time. The site registered its ﬁrst million users in just six months[107]. It then
rocketed to 3 million registered members, compared with 85,000 for LinkedIn and Tribe
combined[97]. Friendster caught up with the 1995-launched site, Match.com in a short
period.Chapter 2 Social Networks 12
The huge success of Friendster attracted massive press coverage1, as well as academic
research interest. It was reported that Google oﬀered US$30 million to buy Friendster
in 2003, but was turned down by Friendster2. By January 2004, the site had amassed
over 5 million registered accounts and was still growing[17].
2.2.3 2003-Now: The SNS Boom
Figure 2.3: Snapshots of some major Chinese social network sites which are inspired
by the success of Facebook
By 2003 it became obvious that there were huge business opportunities in social network
sites. Venture capitals were pouring into the SNS industry. MySpace was launched in
2003 to compete against sites like Friendster and Xanga. Some users who were fed up
with Friendster were encouraged to join MySpace. One particularly notable group that
encouraged others to switch were indie-rock bands who were expelled from Friendster
for failing to comply with proﬁle regulations[20]. MySpace welcomed the new users
and gradually established its reputation as a social network for musicians and their
fans. MySpace was taken over in July 2005 for US$580 million by News Corporation.
Facebook started in a niche market in 2004, catering to university students in the US.
New members were required to register with only university email addresses. In 2005,
1http://www.jabrams.com/friendster
2http://www.techcrunch.com/2006/10/15/the-friendster-tell-all-storyChapter 2 Social Networks 13
Facebook attracted US$12.7 investment and expanded to include high school students,
professionals and ﬁnally the general public. Bebo was founded by a British computer
programmer in the US and was initially designed for the teenagers. It was acquired by
AOL in 2008 for US$850m.
The major Internet players in the industry came to embrace and adopt SNSs due to their
huge popularity and commercial success. Google launched Orkut in 2004[115]. Yahoo!
360 was developed in 2005. Microsoft renewed its social network platform, Windows
Live Spaces. In China, QQ, the most popular instant messaging service in the country,
launched the social blogging system, QZone, in 2005. It is similar to Microsoft’s live
spaces. In Japan, Mixi, one of the several SNSs in the country, had over 10 million by
May 20083. With many more smaller websites adopting social network technologies, the
SNSs keep growing at a furious pace.
2.3 Social Science
Recent advancement in social network sites may be a new phenomenon in the IT in-
dustry but social networks have been studied extensively in social science for decades.
Social networks have long been an important research topic in social science. People’s
connections and the relationships between individuals and groups are key research top-
ics in the study of human society. It is a multi-disciplinary area which is informed by
many ﬁelds including anthropology, psychology and sociology. Topics in social science
that are particularly relevant to social network research in our thesis are the small world
phenomenon, strength of weak ties, Dunbar’s number, social network analysis and so-
cial capital. The disciplines provide diﬀerent perspectives from social computing on
social network research as they focus on individual behaviour, institutional incentives
and cultural norms[124].
2.3.1 The Small World Phenomenon
One of the early studies on social networks is the small world experiment, which was
carried out by Stanley Milgram in 1967. Milgram asked 296 people in Nebraska and
Boston to pass a letter through acquaintances to a Boston stockbroker. In the end,
some 64 letters passed from person to person were able to reach the designated targeted
individual. Of those letter chains that were complete, the average number of degrees of
separation was 6.2[94]. It should be noted that the people who received the tasks were
chosen at random and they passed the letters to people whom they thought would reach
the target according to their best knowledge. The idea was later popularised by John
3http://www.redorbit.com/news/technology/1394023/facebook_still_wants_to_avoid_
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Guare in his play Six Degree of Separation[60] in 1990. The theory can be illustrated in
Figure 2.4.
Figure 2.4: Illustration of the Six Degrees of Separation theory
Inspired by the experiment and the play, a site called SixDegrees.com was founded
in 1996, with a goal to “ﬁnd the people you want to know through the people you
already know”[23]. SixDegrees was one of the early successful websites based on the
theory of Six Degree of Separation[124]. Watts et al. attempted to explain the small-
world phenomenon by developing a statistical model, which was published in the Nature
Journal in 1998 and attracted a lot of research interest. To further examine the small
world theory in a more rigorous way, Dodds, Muhamad and Watts conducted research
on global social search in 2003 and found that social searches can reach their targets in
a median of ﬁve or seven steps[32]. In their experiment, more than 60,000 email users
attempted to reach one of 18 target persons in 13 countries by forwarding messages to
acquaintances. They ﬁnd that successful social search is conducted primarily through
intermediate to weak strength ties, does not require highly connected “hubs” to succeed,Chapter 2 Social Networks 15
and, in contrast to unsuccessful social search, disproportionately relies on professional
relationships. Interestingly, they discovered that although global social networks are,
in principle, searchable, actual success depends on individual incentives. More recent
research conducted by Microsoft researchers on its instant-messaging system shows that
the average path length is 6.6[87]. The data was taken from the MSN conversations
during June 2006. The dataset contains 180 million nodes and 1.3 billion undirected
edges. In this case, unlike a buddy graph where two people are connected if they appear
on each other’s contact lists, this so called communication network is where each user
is represented by a node and an edge is placed between users if they exchanged at least
one message during the month of observation.
2.3.2 Strength of Weak Ties
The ties of a social network refer to the connections between people and organisations.
There are three categories of ties: strong, weak, and absent. It is naturally assumed
that strong ties are important in one’s social network as they directly link to the user
per se. On the contrary, weak ties were often considered as less important if not ignored
by researchers. However, a paper titled The Strength of the Weak Ties was published by
Mark Granoveter in 1973, in which he argued that weak ties are crucial in interpersonal
networks as they enable the reaching of populations and audiences that are not accessible
via strong ties[57]. This somewhat counter-intuitive discovery is considered one of the
most inﬂuential sociology papers ever written[10]. The subsequent research showed that
the diﬀusion of ideas and innovation may be explained by the weak ties[58]. Interestingly,
Bernd Wegener suggested that individuals with high status prior jobs beneﬁt from weak
social ties, whereas individuals with low status prior jobs do not[127]. Burt argued that
structural holes, a concept closely related to weak ties, are entrepreneurial opportunities
for information access, timing, referrals and control[24]. With the emergence of social
network software, where people can make new connections by a few clicks, it is much
easier to establish weak ties.
2.3.3 Dunbar’s Number
In the early 1990s, based on research on non-human primates, the British anthropol-
ogist Robin Dunbar theorised that there is a supposed cognitive limit to the number
of individuals with whom any one person can maintain stable social relationships[38].
He proposed that the number is approximately 150, which is now known as Dunbar’s
number. He argued that the limit exists not only in ancient villages and tribal groups
but also in modern organisations. Gladwell elaborated the idea and proposed the rule
of 150[52]. He suggested that groups of less than 150 members usually display a level of
intimacy, interdependency and eﬃciency that begins to dissipate markedly as soon as
the group’s size increases over 150.Chapter 2 Social Networks 16
Recent research indicates that an upper limit may indeed exist on SNSs. Golder et al.
found that “[on Facebook] thousands upon thousands of people have anywhere from 1 to
a few hundred friends, but at about 250 friends, the number starts to drop sharply[55]”.
Some SNSs recognise such a limit and try to reduce the number of friends. Facebook, for
instance, was reported to impose a 5000-friend limit on users with “excessive friends”.
Given the rapid increase of social network connections, questions are raised about how
to maintain meaningful relationships[120].
2.3.4 Social Network Analysis
Social scientists have established a set of techniques for analysing social networks. It is
called “social network analysis”, or SNA, which is focused on identifying the patterning
of people’s interaction[123][112]. It is based on the assumption that social structure can
aﬀect people’s behaviours and activities. Social network analysis is essentially a variant
of network analysis, which is a branch of graph theory. SNA plays a crucial role in soci-
ology, anthropology, social psychology, organisational and business studies. Measures in
social network analysis include betweenness, closeness, degree centrality and eigenvector
centrality. The techniques of SNA are fairly well established and have been applied
to many areas. For example, they have been used to analyse and track down terrorist
groups[80]. In computer science, it is an important technique in knowledge management,
ubiquitous computing and information retrieval. Google’s ranking algorithm, PageRank,
for example, is a variation of eigenvector centrality over Web pages[22].
2.3.4.1 Basic Terminologies
A pair N(N,T) is called a social network if N is a ﬁnite set of individuals or organisations
and T is the set of relationships between them, T ⊆ (N × N). The elements of N and
T are called nodes and ties, respectively. There can be diﬀerent types and strength of
ties between the nodes. Let’s consider two ties: those of co-authorship and supervision.
For simplicity of notation we sometimes denote the tie(v,w) by vw, where w is called the
head and v the tail. If the tie is co-authorship, then the tie is symmetric, that is, vw =
wv. If the tie is supervision, then the tie is asymmetric: if vw represent the relationship
that the individual v supervises the individual w, then wv would be w supervised by v.
We can assign a non-negative number to the tie so that the strength of the tie can be
measured by the value of the number. This number is called the weight of the tie.
Two vertices v,w∈ V are adjacent in (N,T) if vw∈T or wv∈T. For n>1 the graph
P=({vi:16i6n}, {{vi−1,vi}:26i6n}) is called a path of length n-1. The geodesic dis-
tance from one node to another is the number of ties in the shortest path connecting
them. A node v∈N and a tie t∈T are incident in (N,T) if v is on t. The degree of a node
v is the number of ties incident to it. The indegree of a node v deg+(v) is the number ofChapter 2 Social Networks 17
the ties incident to it where v is the head of the ties. The outdegree of a node v deg−(v)
is the number of the ties incident to it where v is the tail of the ties. The degree of the
node v is the sum of the indegree and outdegree, deg(v)=deg+(v)+deg−(v).
2.3.4.2 Centrality Analysis
In a social network, it is important to identify the signiﬁcance of a node. The term
centrality refers to the relative importance of a node within the network[123]. Due
to the ambiguity of the concept of importance, there are various ways to calculate the
centrality of a node. The arguably most popular indices are betweenness, closeness,
degree and eigenvector.
Betweenness
An individual who plays a ‘broker’ role in the network can be regarded as important.
The more people this individual can connect to, the more powerful role an individual can
play in the network. Betweenness centrality reﬂects this judgement. For the network







where σst(v) is the number of geodesic paths from s to t that pass through the node v
and σst is the number of geodesic paths from s to t.
Closeness
If an individual has more direct and indirect ties to access all other nodes in the network
than other individuals, then he is perceived to be placed in a central position in the
network. Thus, we can measure the centrality of a node by calculating how close one
individual is to all other individuals in the network. For the network N(N,T), the
closeness centrality CC(v) for a node v is deﬁned as the reciprocal of the sum of geodesic






dN(v,t) is the geodesic distance from v to t. The formula suggests that the nearer the
individual is to other individuals, the more closeness the individual has.
Degree
The degree mirrors the direct connections a node has. By intuition the more connections
one has, the more ‘famous’ and ‘prominent’ one would be. Here the degree shouldChapter 2 Social Networks 18
refer to the indegree, which means only connections coming from other individuals can
contribute to his signiﬁcance. This prevents individuals inﬂating their importance by
claiming unconﬁrmed or nonexistent relationships with other individuals. However, in
most networks, if there is a tie between two individuals, then they should be known to
each other. Therefore, the degree of the individual is usually equivalent to his indegree.
For the network N(N,T), the degree centrality CD(v) for the node v is deﬁned as follows:
CD(v) = |NN(v)|
,
where NN(v) is the open neighbourhood which is the set of adjacent nodes in the network,
NN(v) = {w ∈ V : {v,w} ∈ T}.
Eigenvector Centrality
The disadvantage of degree centrality is that it does not consider the diﬀerent impor-
tance of adjacent nodes. Therefore it would be more appropriate to assert that the
importance of a node depends on the importance of the nodes connecting to it. To mea-
sure importance of this kind, we assign a relative centrality to all nodes in the network
and generate a set of eigenvector equations. For the network N(N,T), the eigenvector






where NN(v) is the open neighbourhood as deﬁned above and P(i) is the share of vi’s
publication. For instance, if individual vi is co-author of 3 papers with v, 4 papers with
vj and 5 papers with vk. Then, for v, P(i) would be 3/(3+4+5)=1/4.
2.3.4.3 Ego-Centric Network
Recently attention has been drawn to ego-centric network[47], which is the network only
consisting of one individual and his neighbourhoods. It concentrates on the individual so
that the individual can obtain useful information of interest to them. For any individual
e, his ego network can be deﬁned as a triple Ne = (e,Ne,Te), where Ne is the closed
neighbourhood and Te is the set of ties between them. The closed neighbourhood NN[e] =
{e}∪NN(e), where NN(e) is the open neighbourhood as deﬁned above. SNA techniques,
such as those introduced above, can also be applied to ego networks, however, several
analysis techniques in particular are more useful to this kind of network. These include
density, heterogeneity and social capital.Chapter 2 Social Networks 19
Density refers to proportion of ties in the ego network relative to the total number
possible. It reﬂects the acquaintance of all individuals in an ego’s network. For Ne =








(n−2)! = n(n − 1) and n=|Ne|, number of all the nodes in the ego network.
The higher the density, the higher the collaboration in the network.
Heterogeneity describes the diversity of the network. In our example, it could be the
individuals’ research interest, university, group and location. Traditional social network
theory suggests that the individual can gain more in a relatively heterogeneous network.
Social Capital evaluates the aggregate of the actual or potential resources of an ego.
These two indices are more diﬃcult to quantify due to their inherent nature and com-
plexity.
2.3.5 Social Capital
Social capital is an “umbrella concept”. It is an elastic term with a broad range of
deﬁnitions[3]. Among the early deﬁnitions, social capital is deﬁned as the aggregate of
the actual or potential resources which are linked to the possession of a durable network
of more or less institutionalised relationships of mutual acquaintance and recognition
– or in other words, to membership in a group – which provides each of its members
with the backing of the collectivity-owned capital, a “credential” which entitles them to
credit, in the various senses of the word[16]. Others, like Coleman, stated that social
capital broadly refers to the resources accumulated through the relationships among
people[28]. Given the ambiguity of the concept, it is not easy to provide an accurate
measure of social capital. It may be measured by resources in the social network. It may
also be measured as an outcome of the network eﬀect rather than the network itself[128].
A growing body of literature has conﬁrmed that social capital is correlated with positive
individual and collective outcomes in areas such as better health, lower crime, better
educational outcomes, economic development and good government[110][130]. Social
capital, as measured by the strength of family, neighbourhood, religious and community
ties, is found to support both physical health and subjective well-being[62]. Social
capital researchers have found that various forms of social capital, including ties with
family, friends and neighbours, are associated with positive psychological and social
outcomes[12].Chapter 2 Social Networks 20
2.4 Complex Networks
As data about large-scale networks are increasingly available, social networks are gradu-
ally identiﬁed as a type of complex networks due to their non-trivial topological features
that are not present in simple networks such as random graphs and lattices. In fact,
social networks are a major category of complex networks, which also include but are
not restricted to computer networks, biological networks and transport networks[99].
Complex networks normally exhibit robust organising principles. The study of complex
networks may be regarded as an intersection between graph theory and probability the-
ory. In the past few years, the advance of information technology led to the emergence
of large databases containing the entire topology of various social networks. Computing
power allowed researchers to investigate the statistical properties of networks containing
millions of nodes, exploring questions that could not be addressed previously. Many
new concepts and measures have been proposed and investigated in depth in the last
decade. The study of complex network has identiﬁed that the networks have three robust
measures of topology[101][5][99][37][30][29]: small average path length between any two
nodes (small-world eﬀect), presence of cliques or large clustering coeﬃcients, and power
law degree distribution (scale-free). Some underlying principles have been identiﬁed
for explaining these topological characteristics. For instance, short paths could pro-
vide high-speed communication channels between distant parts of the system, thereby
facilitating any dynamical process that requires global coordination and information
ﬂow[116]. Large clustering coeﬃcient means that on average a person’s friends are far
more likely to know each other than two persons chosen at random[124]. It is also known
as transitivity in sociology[123]. In particular, transitivity, which is derived from bal-
ance theory, has been proposed as a fundamental social law[123]. For power-law degree
distribution, Albert, Jeong and Barabasi suggested that scale-free networks are resis-
tant to random failures because a few hubs dominate their topology[6]. Newman et al.
found that social networks exhibit assortative mixing, or assortativity, which refers to
the preference for a network’s nodes to attach to others that are similar in the number
of degrees[101]. However, this is not true for other complex networks such as computer
networks, which exhibit dissortative mixing, or dissortativity, which refers to the pref-
erence for a network’s nodes to attach to others that have diﬀerent number of degrees.
The existence and persistence of these interesting characters in social networks as well
as other complex networks inspired researchers to look for new mathematical models for
network analysis.
2.4.1 The Erdos-Renyi Model
In their classic article on random graphs, Erdos and Renyi proposed a simple model of a
random network. Take some number of n nodes and connect each pair with probability
p. This deﬁnes Gn,p in the ER model[45]. Figure 2.5 illustrates the graph evolutionChapter 2 Social Networks 21
process for the ER model. Given the limit of large n, the mean degree z is p(n − 1), in
which case the model has a Poisson degree distribution. The typical distance through
the network is l = lgn/lgz, which shows a relatively short average path[99]. The model
is well known for the study of connectedness of random graph, however, the model fails
to describe other signiﬁcant features such as clustering and degree distribution that also
exist in real-world social networks.
Figure 2.5: Illustration of the graph evolution process for the ER model. Reproduced
from [5]
2.4.2 The Watts-Strogatz Model
Real-world social networks are well connected and have a short average path like random
graphs, but they also have an exceptionally large clustering coeﬃcient, which had not
been captured by the ER model and other random graph models. Watts and Strogatz
proposed a one-parameter model that interpolates between an ordered ﬁnite dimensional
lattice and a random graph. The algorithm of the model is shown as follows (Figure 2.6):
Starting from a ring lattice with n vertices and k edges per vertex, each edge is rewired
at random with probability p[126]. Watts et al. found that L ∼ n/2k ≥ 1 and C ∼ 3/4
as p → 0, while L = Lrandom ln(n)/ln(k) and C = Crandom k/n ≤ 1 as p → 1. The
clustering coeﬃcient has been much investigated for the model. It concludes that the
WS network is suitable for explaining such properties in many real-world examples.
The model has been studied widely since the details were published. It is particularly
important in the study of the small-world phenomenon. Some important search theories
such as Kleinberg’s work is based on a variant of the model. The disadvantage of the
model, however, is that it has not been able to capture the power law degree distribution
as presented in most real-world social networks.Chapter 2 Social Networks 22
Figure 2.6: The random rewiring procedure of the WS model which interpolates
between a regular ring lattice and a random network. Reproduced from [126]
2.4.3 The Barabasi-Albert Model
The previous two models take observed properties of real-world networks and attempt
to incorporate those properties. However, they do not help to understand the origin of
social networks and how they generate those properties as they evolve. Barabasi and
Albert proposed a model that tried to address these problems. There are two important
hypotheses with the model[11]:
(1) Growth: Let pk be the fraction of nodes in the undirected network of size n with
degree k, so that
P




Starting with a small number of nodes, at every time step, we add a new node with m
edges that link the new node to old nodes already presented in the system.
(2) Preferential attachment: When choosing the nodes to which the new node connects,
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m+2 for k = m
(2.2)
It has been pointed out that the concept of preferential attachment is largely inﬂuenced
by the notion of cumulative advantage in Price’s model[99]. In the limit of large k it
gives a power law degree distribution pk ∼ k−α, with the α = 3. Figure 2.7 shows
the degree distribution for the model. While the BA model captures the power law
tail of the degree distribution, it has other properties that may or may not agree withChapter 2 Social Networks 23
Figure 2.7: Degree Distribution for BA model with diﬀerent exponents of the prefer-
ential attachment process.
empirical results in real networks. Recent analytical research on average path length
indicates that l ∼ ln(N)/lnln(N). Thus the model has much shorter l than that of
a random graph. The clustering coeﬃcient decreases with the network size, following
approximately a power law C ∼ N−0.75. Though greater than those of random graphs,
it is dependent on network size, which is not true for real-world social networks.
Two limiting cases have been developed to test the two hypotheses of the model. Model
A keeps the growing character of the network without preferential attachment. Barabasi
et al. found that pk decays exponentially, indicating that the absence of preferential at-
tachment eliminates the scale-free character of the resulting network. Model B removes
the growth process whilst maintaining preferential attachment. Through numerical sim-
ulations, they found that while at early times the model exhibits power-law scaling
behaviour, pk is not stationary and it eventually becomes nearly Gaussian around its
mean value. The failure of models A and B to lead to scale-free distribution indicates
that both growth and preferential attachment are needed simultaneously to reproduce
the stationary power-law distribution observed in real networks.Chapter 2 Social Networks 24
2.4.4 Community Structure
Community structures are groups of nodes which are more densely interconnected with
each other than with the rest of the network. This can be easily seen in social networks.
It is a common experience that people do divide into groups along lines of interest, occu-
pation, age, and so forth[99]. It is therefore widely assumed that community structure
is one of the characteristics of social networks[123][112]. Thus, it is of great beneﬁt to
identify the community structure in large-scale networks where network structures are
not easy to perceive.
The traditional method for detecting community structure is hierarchical clustering[51],
as shown in Figure 2.8. However, the method fails to detect the peripheral vertices.
Another algorithm that was developed recently is “edge betweenness”, which is the
number of geodesic paths between vertices running along each edge in the network[99].
Newman and Girvan[100] developed an algorithm based on modularity to overcome the
problem.
Figure 2.8: Illustration of HierarchicalClustering Algorithm for Community Structure
Detection
2.4.5 Searching in Social Network
The major objective in studying the structure of networks is to understand and explain
the functioning of the systems built upon the networks. Important dynamical processes
taking place on social networks include epidemiological processes, spreading of ideas,Chapter 2 Social Networks 25
computer viruses, diﬀusion innovation, and information searching. Network topology
usually plays a crucial role in determining the system’s dynamical features. In this
section we review some important models and theories on network searching.
Kleinberg’s Lattice Network
Kleinberg proposed a model based on the WS model[126] to explain that why arbi-
trary pairs of strangers be able to ﬁnd short chains of acquaintances that link them
together[78]. The model employs a two-dimensional lattice (with size n × n) as basic
structure. Note that it was NOT a ring structure as originally proposed in the WS
model. Whilst all the nodes in the ring model have the same number of connections,
the nodes in the out-most area of the lattice structure will have less connections than
others due to the grid structure. Each node has a directed edge to every other node
within lattice distance p – these are its local contacts. p is very small, meaning each
node only knows its neighbours for some number of steps in all directions. On the other
hand, the node has directed edges to q other nodes, q≥0. Each number of acquaintances
distributed across the grid. Figure 2.9 shows the graph of the lattice.
Figure 2.9: (A) A two-dimensional grid network with n=6, p=1, and q=0; (B) p=1
and q=2, v and w are the two long-range contacts. Reproduced from [78]
The probability that such an edge exists is
d−r (2.3)
Here r ≥ 0 and d is the lattice distance between the node and its remote acquaintance,
also known as long-range contact. Kleinberg proved the following statements:
(a) For 0 ≤ r < 2, there is a constant c, depending on p, q, r, but independent of n, so
that the expected delivery time of any decentralised algorithm is at least cn(2−r)/3.
(b) For r = 2, there is a constant c, depending on p, q, r, but independent of n, so
that when p=q=1 the expected delivery time of any decentralised algorithm is at most
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(c) For r > 2, there is a constant c, depending on p, q, r, but independent of of n, so
that the expected delivery time of any decentralised algorithm is at least cn(r−2)/(r−1).
The decentralised algorithm achieving the bound in (b) is as follows: each node forwards
the message to a neighbour — long-range or local — whose grid distance to the target
is as small as possible. This is in fact a simple greedy algorithm in which at each step
along the way the message is passed to the person that the current holder believes to be
closest to the target.
The results from (a) to (c) have been demonstrated to be true on hierarchical models and
partially applied to set systems[79]. Kleinberg’s proof reveals an important feature of
the search in social networks: the existence of short paths relies not on the sophistication
of the search algorithms but on the topological structure of the network. As long as the
networks have the topological characters shown in the WS model, there can always be
short paths between any two nodes and the paths can be constructed by message carriers
with only local knowledge.
Search on “Social Distance”
Kleinberg’s model indicates that one need not worry about the greedy algorithm per-
formed by the individuals but should rather focus on the whole network topology. It does
not, however, give a thorough investigation of how such uncoordinated search behaves.
Empirical experiments carried out by sociologists show that people navigate social net-
works by looking for common features and similarities between their friends and the
targeted individuals[77]. They pointed out that the top choices for choosing a friend
are location and occupation. Watts et al. proposed a model for a social network that is
based on social grouping[125]. There are two major settings with the model:
(1) Individuals belong to groups which in turn belong to groups of groups and so on
giving rise to a hierarchical categorisation scheme, as shown in Figure 2.10.
(2) The model has many hierarchies indexed by h = 1...H. These H dimensions of
hierarchies are independent of each other. The social distance between any two nodes
takes the minimum ultrametric distance over all hierarchies.
The search algorithm allowed the individuals to have two kinds of information: social
distance, which can be measured globally but is not a true distance; network paths,
which generate the true distances but are known only locally. They found that such an
algorithm performs well over a broad range of parameters. One interesting result is that
the best performance is achieved for H=2. They believe the number conforms to the
empirical evidence that individuals across diﬀerent cultures in small-world experiments
typically utilise two or three dimensions when forwarding a message.
Kleinberg found in a similar model that the search can be completed in O(logn) steps[79].
Based on the result of computer simulation, Simsek and Jensen[113] suggested that aChapter 2 Social Networks 27
Figure 2.10: The Hierarchical “Social Distance” Tree Model. Reproduced from [125]
heuristic decentralised algorithm taking both social distance and node degree informa-
tion can perform more eﬃciently than using only one of these factors.
2.5 Recent Research on SNSs
The recent surge of popularity in SNSs makes social networks the hotspot in social
computing. Social computing is concerned with social behaviours and computational
systems. Emails, instant messengers and blogs fall into this category of research. For
social network study, the bulk of research concentrate on online social capital, privacy
issues, friendship performance, impression management and network structure analysis.
We will brieﬂy review this research in the next section.
2.5.1 Online Social Capital
Investigations on the motivation and purpose of using social networks have been con-
ducted by many researchers. Lampe et al. found that users of Facebook largely employ
the site to learn more about people they meet oﬄine, and are less likely to use the site
to initiate new connections[81]. The most likely activities are “Keep in touch with an
old friend or someone I knew from high school” and “Check out a Facebook proﬁle of
someone I met socially” while “Finding casual sex partners” is the lowest in the expec-
tation scale. This mirrors the success of SNSs to encourage the use of genuine identity
in social networking. Joinson pointed out seven unique uses and gratiﬁcations: socialChapter 2 Social Networks 28
connection, shared identities, content, social investigation, social network surﬁng and
status updating[73]. Ellison found that there is a robust connection between Facebook
usage and indicators of social capital[42]. Analysis suggests that a strong association
between the use of Facebook and the three types of social capital (bonding, bridging
and maintained capital), with the strongest relationship being bridging social capital[43].
Omurchu et al. found that communities can be informed more quickly through online
social networking, and become more engaged and involved with one another in an era
when social capital in the oﬄine world is on the decline[103].
Some research looks at users’ ages on the social networks. Valkenburg, Peter and
Schouten found that positive feedback on the proﬁles enhanced adolescents’ social self-
esteem and well-being[121]. Wu et al. found that in addition to an individual’s own
human capital and network position, the human capital and status of her friends can be
instrumental to her success[130]. Other research indicates that teens are more accessible
and are more likely to make new friends through social network sites[84].
2.5.2 Privacy Issues
In the early days of SNSs, users usually ignore of the privacy settings. Gross and
Acquisti[59] discovered that limiting privacy preferences is hardly used and only a small
number of members changed the default privacy preferences. They argued that social
networks such as Facebook and MySpace are diﬀerent from traditional online communi-
ties in that there are public linkages between an individual’s proﬁle and the real identity
of its owner, as well as the perceived connections to a physical and ostensibly bounded
community. Some users manage their privacy concerns by trusting their ability to con-
trol the information they provide and external access to it[1]. However, other research
suggests that there are signiﬁcant misconceptions among some members about the on-
line community’s reach and the visibility of their proﬁles. A social network provider will
sometimes violate its terms and conditions about privacy. Rosenblum[111] singled out
unauthorised use by third parties as one of the external risks. Stutzman compared SNS
with traditional methods for identity information disclosure, such as a campus directory
and found that social networks foster a more subjective and holistic disclosure of iden-
tity information[117]. Patil and Lai revealed that presenting participants with a detailed
list of all pieces of personal context to which the system had access, did not result in
more conservative privacy settings[105]. They showed that although location was the
most sensitive aspect of awareness, participants were comfortable disclosing room-level
location information to their team members at work.
Disclosure of personal information usually attracts spamming and phishing. Zinman and
Donath found that it is more diﬃcult to detect spams in SNSs than in emails because
unsolicited messages no longer mean unwanted in social network sites[131]. Other work
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amounts of reliable social network information[69]. In a survey of 2,117 Americans with
1,017 of them being Internet users, Fox pointed out that 86% Internet users are in favour
of “opt-in” privacy policies that require Internet companies to ask people for permission
to use their personal information[49].
2.5.3 Friendship Performance
It takes only a few steps to befriend one another in social network sites. Any user can
send a friend request to another, who normally accepts the request without a second
thought. It takes a few clicks to ﬁnish the process. However, the convenience of friend-
ing4 raises the question of the meaning of friendship. Boyd noted that when traversing
the network on Friendster, there is no way to determine what the metric is or what the
role or weight of the relationship is[17].
Donath and Boyd explored the social implications of the public display of one’s so-
cial network. Social status, political beliefs, musical taste, etc, may be inferred from
the company one keeps[35]. Fono and Raynes-Goldie studied the friendship on Live-
journal and found that user opinions, behaviours, understandings and attitudes varied
widely[48]. Boyd argued that the established friending norms evolved out of a need to
resolve the social tensions that emerged due to the technological limitations, and that
friending supports pre-existing social norms[18]. She argued that the example of Friend-
ster demonstrates the inverse relationship emerged between the scale of a social network
and the quality of the connections within the network[19]. Dwyer noted in her survey
that participants acknowledged the friendships were “superﬁcial”[39]. After a survey on
Facebook usage, Tong et al. raised the doubts about Facebook users’ popularity and
desirability[120]. They showed that there exists a curvilinear eﬀect of sociometric popu-
larity and social attractiveness. A quartic relationship existed between friend count and
perceived extraversion. Golder, Wilkinson and Huberman questioned the problematic
status of the “friend” links[55]. They proposed that messaging should be perceived as
a more reliable measure of Facebook activity. Laraqui designed a social network sys-
tem utilising users’ activities[82]. Huberman et al. developed a mobile social network
application for close relationships[66][8].
The Facebook Data Team has recently published a blog about the analysis of the social
relationships on Facebook5, entitled “Maintained Relationships on Facebook”. They
found that on Facebook the number of the reciprocal relationships, where reciprocal
communications take place between two parties, is far less than that of the maintained
relationships, where the users had clicked on another’s News Feed story or visited their
proﬁles more than twice, as shown in Figure 2.11. Wilson et al. questioned if the
4In social network sites, the term “friending” means to befriend with some one else by sending a
friend request.
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social links of SNSs are valid indicators of real user interaction. They proposed the
interaction graph as a more accurate representation of meaningful peer connectivity on
social networks[129].
Figure 2.11: The number of the reciprocal relationships is far less than
that of the maintained relationships on Facebook. Taken from Facebook Blog
(http://www.facebook.com/note.php).
2.5.4 Impression Management
Impression management is a process through which users attempt to shape the im-
pressions other people form of them. In SNSs, users can control the impressions by
manipulating proﬁles, friend listings and behaviours on the sites. Users’ main goal is to
keep their totality and coherence. They will adjust themselves to diﬀerent contexts of-
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indicated that individuals will provide more personal information when completing pro-
ﬁles for online communities that facilitate deeper and more meaningful interpersonal
relationships[118]. Boyd[17] noticed that on Friendster, context is missing from what
one is presenting. She also pointed out that most users fear the presence of boss and
mother, suggesting that users are aware that in everyday activity they present diﬀerent
information depending on the audience. Markwick argued that current SNSs encourage
a commodiﬁed, ﬁxed, singular view of identity presentation that limits their usefulness
for network mapping and relationship building[91][76]. DiMicco and Millen examined
online proﬁle pages and interviewed employees at a large software development com-
pany and found that there are diﬃculties in simultaneously using a single site for both
professional and non-professional use[31].
Other work suggested that when expectations created by a proﬁle did not match real-
ity, relationships were severed[39]. Additionally, Boyd and Heer pointed out how the
performance of social identity and relationships shifted the proﬁle from being a static
representation of self to a communicative body in conversation with the other repre-
sented bodies[21].
2.5.5 Network Analysis
As mentioned earlier, social networks have long been studied as a type of complex net-
work and signiﬁcant progress has been made recently[5][99]. Many researchers therefore
attempt to check if these theories and models of complex networks still hold for online
social networks. Having examined the data on pussokram.com, Holme et al. observed
that there is no apparent cut-oﬀ in the degree distribution of the network due to the low
cost of acquiring new contacts[65]. They also found that reciprocity is rather low and
mixing by degree between vertices is dissortative, which is diﬀerent from most real-world
social networks. Adamic and Adar studied the network of club Nexus and observed so-
cial network phenomena such as the small world eﬀect, clustering, and the strength of
weak ties[2]. Liben-Nowell et al. studied the social network of LiveJournal and showed
that one third of the friendships are independent of geography[90]. Lee, Kim and Jeong
noticed that the quantities related to the properties such as degree and betweenness cen-
trality, distribution and assortativity in sampled networks appear to be quite diﬀerent
for each sampling method[83]. Mislove, Marcon and Gummadi studied Flickr, YouTube,
LiveJournal and Orkut[95]. While their results conﬁrmed the power-law, small-world
and scale-free properties of online social networks, they also found that the assortativity
is diﬀerent from other previously observed power-law networks. Other work suggested
that the network on Slashdot exhibited moderate reciprocity and neutral assortativity
by degree[56]. Yuta, Ono and Fujiwara investigated the topology of Mixi and found that
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Ahn et al. compared Cyworld, MySpace and Orkut and they demonstrated that Cy-
world data’s degree distribution exhibits multi-scaling behaviour. They conjecture that
Cyworld’s testimonial network is more similar to oﬀ-line social networks than its friends’
network[4]. As online activity is an eﬀective means for measuring the dynamics of SNSs.
The messaging on Facebook was studied by Golder et al., who discovered temporal
messaging patterns[55].
2.5.6 Reputation and Trust
Social network sites, with their detailed proﬁles and connections of the members, can
build reputation and trust into the existing Web infrastructure[74]. Some issues con-
fronting today’s Internet include spams, spyware and security. Social network sites
address these issues by establishing peer production of governance[72]. Diﬀerent models
of trust and reputation have been proposed. For example, Huynh et al. discussed inter-
action trust, role-based trust, witness reputation and certiﬁed reputation[68]. Golbeck
and Hendler studied the trust relationships in web-based social networks and proposed
algorithms for inferring trust relationships between individuals that are not directly con-
nected in the network[54]. Dwyer, Hiltz and Passerini made an online survey of Facebook
and MySpace and found that Facebook members expressed signiﬁcantly greater trust
in both Facebook and its members while MySpace members reported signiﬁcantly more
experience using the site to meet new people[40].
2.5.7 Other Research
One of the strengths of the social network is its power of viral marketing. Pedro Domin-
gos demonstrated in their experiment that it is possible to achieve much higher proﬁts
than if ignoring interactions among customers and the corresponding network eﬀects, as
traditional marketing does[33]. The rationales behind this are that on social networks,
a set of customers such as opinion leaders can be speciﬁcally targeted to maximise word
of mouth. Leskovec et al. showed a model based on social networks that can identify
product and pricing categories for which viral marketing seems to be eﬀective[86]. So-
cial network systems can be applied to support knowledge sharing between people[27].
Ermecke, Mayrhofer and Wagner surveyed data of 475 Facebook users and found that
active (purposeful recommendations from peers) viral channels dominate in convincing
users to actually start using a product or service[46].
Murnan compared the use of online social network with email, suggesting that email is
no longer the only communication method by students[96]. Nyland observed that more
religious individuals are more likely to use social networks to maintain already existing
relationships[102]. With an examination of language use on LiveJournal, Herring et
al. revealed that English dominates globally but not locally and network robustnessChapter 2 Social Networks 33
is determined mostly by population size[64]. Mazer, Murphy and Simonds found in
an experiment that participants who accessed the Facebook website of a teacher high
in self-disclosure anticipated higher levels of motivation and aﬀective learning and a
more positive classroom climate[92]. Charnigo and Barnett-Ellis looked at the impact of
online social networks on academic libraries[25]. Some interesting ﬁndings suggest that
some enthusiastic librarians wanted to use Facebook to promote library services and
events. Baron compared the evolving relationship between social network platform and
instant messenger platform[14]. Snyder et al. argued that SNSs such as MySpace need to
introduce social contract theory to enforce the rules for online activities[114]. Backstrom
et al. found that the tendency of an individual to join a community is inﬂuenced not
just by the number of friends he or she has within the community, but also crucially by
how those friends are connected to one another[9].
2.6 Summary
In this chapter we have summarised prior work in the literature which is relevant to
our study of social network system. Two areas are directly linked to our research.
First, the literature on friendship performance shows there exist an inﬂated number of
friend connections on online social networks. Second, the literature on complex network
indicates the process of preferential attachment in forming a real-world social network,
which inspires our algorithm for identifying meaningful social network. In the following
chapter we present the clash between publicity and privacy, triggered by the use of the
static link. It causes the problem of friendship inﬂation, which will be analysed in more
details in Chapter 4. An algorithm called ActiveLink is designed to identify meaningful
online social connections and will be discussed in Chapter 5.Chapter 3
The Challenges of Friendship
Management
3.1 Introduction
As we discussed earlier in the ﬁrst chapter, social network sites are deﬁned as websites
that allow users to traverse the social network of others. The proﬁles on social network
sites are essentially a public display of private proﬁles, of which only the owners have
full knowledge. The relationships shown on the sites are a public exhibition of private
relationships, of which only the owners and their friends have full knowledge. System
designers hope that members will publicise their proﬁles and friend lists so that the real-
world network can be traversed and navigated eﬀectively. The aim is to substantially
increase users’ online social capital, improve the diﬀusion of information and knowledge
and enhance online trust and security. The hope is that this public view of individu-
als will in turn beneﬁt every individual. However, from an individual’s point of view,
while some publicity will beneﬁt them, too much publicity will always incur privacy
problems. Revealing comprehensive information about private connections will usually
lead to social dramas and embarrassment. The exposure of personal information will
also increase the chance of identity theft. The revelation of personal relationships will
attract spamming and phishing. Social network sites may also misuse personal infor-
mation for their commercial interests. Thus, users will always selectively reveal their
personal information.
Given these beneﬁts and concerns, users will attempt to maximise their gains from
using social networks while protecting their privacy. There have been constant conﬂicts
between publicity and privacy on SNSs. Common sense suggests that users will act on
their best interests if problems emerge, usually at the cost of the global interest of the
social network site. We will show in this chapter how current social network technologies
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trigger the clash between publicity and privacy, which leads to friendship inﬂation, a
serious problem that challenges the viability of today’s social networks.
3.2 The Pride of Publicity
Social network publicity refers to the revelation of personal information including pro-
ﬁles and private relationships which were previously only fully available to the individual
concerned and his or her friends. SNS ﬂattens the real-world social networks by making
personal information and social structure visible to users outside ego-centric networks.
The new social media are diﬀerent from previous communication technologies such as
email and instant messaging, which simply provide one-to-one communication without
reaching out beyond the ego-network circle. The publicity available from an SNS, though
subject to some restrictions from users’ privacy settings, can increase online social capi-
tal, improve the diﬀusion of knowledge and information and enhance trust and security
on the Internet.
3.2.1 Social Networking
Social networks enable people to discover new friends and establish new connections
through a chain of existing friends. It is assumed that people publicise their contacts
of genuine friends, making them accessible by other users under some form of privacy
restriction. Users can browse proﬁles of friends of friends and trace an acquaintance’s
credibility based on the connections of mutual friends. In fact, Friendster, when launched
in 2002, had leveraged a wide variety of contacts as meaningful connectors and recom-
menders for online dating[17]. This is signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from previous CMC methods
because it ﬂattens the social network and therefore the structure of social relationships
is mostly visible to users. Unlike IRC (Internet Relay Chat) that facilitates anonymous
chats, SNSs promote a sense of trust in users’ social activities by encouraging the use of
genuine identity. These genuine identities can be further guaranteed by other users who
are directly connected to them. SNSs make huge number of proﬁles searchable, so that
users can locate other members with shared interests. People use SNSs for personal and
professional use, communication, establishing new business developments and contacts.
On SNSs, it is easier to join and connect to new people or communities within a similar
geographic area, and to share common interests and join various urban tribes[103].
3.2.2 Dissemination of Knowledge and Information
There exist opinion leaders in the social networks who are more connected than other
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these hubs are opinion leaders who can aﬀect other people. The theory of assortativity
(Section 2.4) suggests that the opinion leaders, though in diﬀerent knowledge domains
and territories, will connect with each other closely. This forms a “reservoir” of infor-
mation and knowledge that can circulate around the whole network in a short period.
The process of information spread in social networks can be accelerated greatly if these
people are speciﬁcally targeted[99][33]. In the real world, these highly inﬂuential people
may not be easy to discover and reach. On SNSs, however, as people publish their lists
of friends, it is much more convenient to identify more active users by looking at how
many contacts they have. Research has shown that SNSs can enhance information and
knowledge sharing and viral marketing[86][27]. A notable example is the South Korea-
based social network site, Cyworld, which provides blogging, music and video sharing.
It was able to claim more traﬃc than the highly touted YouTube1. More singers and
artists prefer to promote their music albums via MySpace to leverage the power of viral
marketing. Many websites attempt to exploit this word-of-mouth strategy by adding
social networking features.
3.2.3 Accountable Internet
People can easily publish information and share opinions on the Internet, and it is easy
for them to disguise themselves by remaining anonymous. As the Web keeps growing,
there are a huge number of websites of diﬀerent types that will produce a deluge of
information and stories, some of which may well be rumours. It can be diﬃcult to tell
the rumours from truths in diﬀerent expertise domains which the readers are not familiar
with, not to mention exaggerated stories and deliberately biased views that appear more
subtle and undiscernible. Online anonymity makes it diﬃcult to hold people responsible
for their activities and behaviours. This will cause many ramiﬁcations and problems such
as spamming, malware, online security, trust and privacy concerns[74]. Therefore, there
have been proposals to argue for the establishment of a social Web based on the existing
Web and Internet infrastructure[108]. The idea is to bring trust and security to the
Internet by leveraging peer-to-peer pressure on individual users[72]. This accountability
can be achieved on SNSs as public pressure can be formed because it is diﬃcult to remain
anonymous, users generally publicise connections to their real-world friends. Friendster,
with its social network reach of four degrees when it was launched, is one of the ﬁrst
dating sites to take advantage of the publicity of proﬁles and contacts to provide trust
and security.
1Cyworld News: http://www.usnews.com/usnews/biztech/articles/061109/9webstars.cyworld.
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3.2.4 Summary
Given the advantages that open and public proﬁles can bring to the existing Web and
Internet infrastructure for social capital, information sharing and publishing and trust
and security, social network sites have seen a massive boom following Friendster’s initial
success in 2003. Friendster held the view that users should publicise their genuine
proﬁles and contacts, otherwise the social graph will be devalued. This view is shared by
many other SNSs such as Facebook, which encourages the use of real identity for online
social networking. It is the belief and hope of system designers that the publicity of an
individual’s genuine information will beneﬁt the individuals and the whole ecosystem of
the social network.
3.3 The Prejudice of Privacy
Privacy is the freedom from undesirable intrusions and the avoidance of publicity. Shar-
ing personal information with not only friends but also acquaintances and even strangers
will likely cause the diminution of privacy[84]. The common problems regarding privacy
issues when using social network sites include exposure of backstage information[53],
identity theft, spamming, phishing, and misuse of personal information. When SNSs
were ﬁrst introduced to users who are willing to adopt new technologies, they paid rel-
atively little attention to the privacy problems. But as more and more issues emerge
from social networking, many restrict their privacy settings to protect their privacy. In
this section, we will discuss some of these major privacy concerns.
3.3.1 Exposure of Backstage Information
When Goﬀman used the metaphor of theatre to explain people’s social behaviours[53],
he distinguished front stage and back stage behaviour. Back stage behaviour is where
the performers are present but the audience is not. For social network sites, we use the
term backstage information to denote the social information which users do not want
to publicly articulate. For instance, they are not going to list their enemies and foes in
a public list. Neither will they express their dislike to some group of friends publicly.
It is rare for users to explicitly declare the ending of relationships which have already
declined. On the other hand, we will constantly adjust our behaviours according to
diﬀerent contexts. On Friendster, for example, users fear the presence of their employer
or parents[17], as they mainly used the site for online dating. In MySpace there used to
be a service called “Top 8” (now Top 40) where users can list as many as 8 close friends.
However, when the list was full, users would either stop adding any new friends to the
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old ones. The examples remind us that while exposure of backstage information will
cause social dramas in real life, it will have similar eﬀects in the virtual world.
3.3.2 Identity Theft
Users reveal more personal information in social networks than other social media[117].
They foster a subjective and holistic disclosure of a user’s identity. The low entry barrier
to social network sites and the rich resources of personal information expose users to
substantial risks of identity theft[13]. Details such as contact address, age and date
of birth are all potentially open to abuse. In networking sites such as Facebook, which
users perceive as a more trustworthy place due to the presence of their real-world friends,
more information about personal identity can be found and potentially misused. And
because people normally use social networks for keeping contact with their friends, they
generally do not make the privacy settings particularly high. There might be many
people aware of the privacy issues, but only a small fraction of them will change their
default privacy preferences[59]. The less conservative privacy settings, coupled with the
convenience of establishing “friend” connections, make SNSs more vulnerable to identity
theft. It has been shown that it is possible to steal identities through widget applications
on Facebook2.
3.3.3 Misuse of Personal Information
Users reveal a lot of information in social networks by blogging, photo sharing, mes-
saging, posting, etc. Some sites state in their privacy policy that they may provide
personal information to a third party in order to facilitate or outsource some aspects of
their services. Statements like these can be easily ignored by users as they usually do
not read the terms and conditions carefully when registering with the site. Information
sharing with third parties might provide better services to users, but it equally incurs
the risk of privacy leaks. Personal information can be misused by companies to facili-
tate their commercial interest. It is not uncommon that social network sites will exploit
user proﬁle information to mine data for targeting speciﬁc advertisements. Personal
information related to consumer behaviours is of great interest to the advertising and
marketing industry. For instance, companies such as Coca Cola, Apple Computer and
Proctor & Gamble are using social networking sites as promotional tools[13]. Another
notable example of just how sensitive this issue is relates to the failure of the Facebook
Beacon application. Facebook Beacon is an advertising system that allows users to share
their activities and behaviours, particularly those about online purchasing, with their
friends. The application aims to leverage the power of viral marketing but due to privacy
2http://www.bbc.co.uk/consumer/tv_and_radio/watchdog/reports/internet/internet_
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concerns from Facebook users, Facebook decided to drop the application after protests
from its users.
3.3.4 Summary
Given the issues discussed above, it is not surprised that users have concerns on privacy
when using social network sites. While SNS designers hope that the users can publish
as much information as possible, users will usually selectively reveal their information,
acting on their best interests[105].
3.4 Public Exhibition of Private Connections
Social network designers require members to publicly articulate their private social con-
nections. The public articulation is dramatically diﬀerent from the private description
in that they are supposed to be seen by users’ friends and even users well beyond one’s
ego-centric network. Contemporary SNSs use a technique which may be called static
link to represent the connections between the members. In this section, we will discuss
how the technique triggers a clash between publicity and privacy, leading to friendship
inﬂation.
3.4.1 Static Link
To befriend someone, a user will typically have to send a friend request to him/her, as
shown in Figure 3.1. She will need to conﬁrm the request before the persistent connection
is established, as shown in Figure 3.2. The connections will then be displayed on users’
respective proﬁles. We called this befriending process the technique of static link. They
can also choose to hide the connections by setting the privacy preferences. The technique
guarantees the mutual recognition of the relationships between members in the social
network. Some sites such as Friendster and Facebook provide functional descriptions
of the relationships such as relatives, classmates and colleagues, in case users want to
elaborate the nature of the connections. Some sites may even impose an upper limit to
the maximum number of friends a user can add. For example, the maximum number of
friends used to be 1,024 on Orkut and 5,000 on Facebook[89]. Users can terminate old
connections for new connections if the number of users’ friends go beyond the limit or
users are confronted with broken relationships.
One can also categorise friends based on the nature of relationships such as acquain-
tances, common friends, good friends, best friends and top friends on social network
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Figure 3.1: Snapshot of Sending a Friend Request on Facebook
to others. The categorisation may not be mutually recognised because no conﬁrmation
is needed from the users being described.
3.4.2 Friendship Inﬂation
Friendship Inﬂation refers to the online practice that users will usually acquire many
more friends on SNSs than they can actually maintain in the real world. The phe-
nomenon was ﬁrst documented by Boyd in her study of Friendster. Friendster users’ list
of Friends includes fellow partygoers, people they knew (and people they thought they
knew), old college mates that they had not talked to in years, people with entertaining
proﬁles, and any one that they found interesting[18]. Danah Boyd noted that while
some people are willing to indicate anyone as friends, and others stick to a conservative
deﬁnition, most users tend to list anyone who they know and do not actively dislike[17].
As a result, some people use the term “friendster” to signify the acquaintance of casual
connections[17]. The problem is echoed by Fono et al. in their research on LiveJournal.
They coined the term Hyperfriendship to indicate the diﬀering and multiple views of
what “friendship” means. For Facebook, a 2006 research noted that the average number
of friends was 272. A 2008 survey suggested the number had risen to 395. Note that
Facebook could only be registered with a dedicated university email address before it
opened the registration to public in September 2006. The open registration may attract
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Figure 3.2: Snapshot of Receiving a Friend Request on Facebook
There are several reasons for users to inﬂate their friend lists. Research suggests that
friendship inﬂation can be partially explained by the multiple meanings and diﬀerent
interpretations around the concept of friendship. On Livejournal, Fono and Raynes-
Goldie found that there are seven interpretations of friendship[48]:
• Friendship as Content: being a friend means access to others’ journals.
• Friendship as Oﬄine Facilitator: choosing friends according to whom they know oﬄine.
• Friendship as Online Community: leveraging the strength of weak ties by forming online
communities.
• Friendship as Trust.
• Friendship as Courtesy.
• Friendship as Declaration:
• Friendship as Nothing: friending someone is merely a matter of adding another name to
a list.
Boyd examined friendships on Friendster and MySpace and found the following reasons
for befriending one another on social network sites[18]:
• Actual friends
• Acquaintance, family members, colleagues
• It would be socially inappropriate to say no because you know them
• Having lots of Friends makes you look popular
• It’s a way of indicating that you are a fan (of that person, band, product, etc.)
• Your list of Friends reveals who you are
• Their Proﬁle is cool so being Friends makes you look cool
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• It’s the only way to see a private Proﬁle (MySpace)
• Being Friends lets you see someone’s bulletins and their Friends-only blog posts (MySpace)
• You want them to see your bulletins, private Proﬁle, private blog (MySpace)
• You can use your Friends list to ﬁnd someone later
• It’s easier to say yes than no
As shown above, social network users befriend others for many reasons and purposes,
some of which are simply due to the convenience of the technology. However, even if
we assume that all members befriend those who are genuine friends in the oﬄine world,
the number of publicly listed friends will still keep growing. In the beginning, suppose
there are n friends in a user’s public list, when she acquires the (n+1)st friend in the
real world, she will add him/her to the list. This friend may be one of her classmates,
colleagues or neighbours. When n becomes very large with a signiﬁcant part of the
contacts having not been used for a long time, she may want to “clean up” the list.
But because the list is publicly displayed, to remove anyone from the list will expose
her backstage information. She will risk oﬀending the people being removed by publicly
declaring that they are no longer in her friend list. The public declaration can also be
seen by other users, which causes further social implications and ramiﬁcations[93]. Fear
of rejection and removal pushes up the number of n. In fact, the demand from users to
increase friend list size has forced Orkut to lift its 1,024 limit and Facebook to remove
the cap of 5,000 friends. Figure 3.3 shows a warning from Orkut when users have more
friends than the upper limit it has set.
Some sites attempt to mitigate the problems by providing objective descriptions for
connections such as relatives, classmates and colleagues, only to ﬁnd that members
routinely ignore the descriptions. The fact is that many users do not bother to add
more details of their friendships. Wherever users do utilise the categorisations to describe
their friends, it does not eﬀectively mitigate the problems. While the number of relatives
and classmates may remain stable, the number of other categories such as friends and
colleagues will generally keep increasing. Further, the descriptions may not reﬂect the
closeness of the relationships. For instance, the “Went to school together” relationship
may well be perceived to be closer than “Through a friend”. However, this may be
incorrect if friends in the former case do not contact each other after graduation but
friends in the latter case keep close contact on a regular base. Worse still, as users’
networks evolve over time, the connections will constantly change. But users are not
keen to update the connections in the system.
3.4.3 Top Friendship Inﬂation
To curb friendship inﬂation, some social networks introduce the concept of top friends
and an application to support it. As the name suggests, the application provides a tool
for users to select some of their best friends from the bloated friend list. It should beChapter 3 The Challenges of Friendship Management 43
Figure 3.3: Orkut’s Friend Limit
noted that top friendship need not be mutually recognised. That is, if A adds B as her
top friend, she does not necessarily inform B about the change. In fact, in most cases, A
will just keep B uninformed. The privacy setting of top friends can be set to be private.
Alternatively, it can be set to be visible to other users. Based on our deﬁnition of social
network, we only focus on the relationships that are mutually recognised and therefore
we investigate the case when it is set to be public.
On MySpace, this type of service was originally called “Top 8”, allowing only 8 best
friends to be listed. Following demand from users, the number gradually enlarged to 16,
24, 32 and now 40, as indicated in Figure 3.4. On Facebook, the relevant application
is called “Top Friends”. It imposes an upper limit of 32, which is shown in Figure 3.5.
However, users constantly request an increase of the friend listing space. In fact, the
call for increasing space is one of the most discussed topics on the oﬃcial discussion
board of the “Top Friends” application. Given the need of a bigger friend list, there is
another Facebook application called “Super Top Friends” (later renamed as “My Top
Friends”) oﬀering a maximum number of 64, doubling the number in the “Top Friends”
application.
The Top Friends application requires users to demarcate the border between top friends
and non-top friends. While it is easy to add someone to the list, removing someone
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Figure 3.4: Snapshot of MySpace Top Friends Management Interface
usually has social implications. The social damage can be greater than removal from
the ordinary friend list. This is because the name of “Top Friends” implies a much
closer connection than the name “Friends” does. Downgrading from “Top Friends” to
“Friends” is therefore conveying a more negative message than from “Friends” to “Non-
Friends”. Whenever a user attempts to shrink her “Top Friends” list, she may seek
to avoid informing the people to be removed by changing the privacy settings. This is
particularly true on sites like Facebook, which provides ﬁne granular control of privacy
settings. However, the change of visibility also changes the nature of reciprocity of
the relationships. The “Top Friends” connections are no longer mutually acquired and
recognised. It will end up as a list of favourite friends in a private address book. On the
other hand, users who wish to keep the list public often force the websites to push the
friend upper limit higher and higher. Many SNSs such as MySpace and Facebook yield
to the pressure from users and increase the upper limit of “Top Friends” list endlessly.
Thus, “Top Friends” application leads to the same consequence as static link - the top
friendship inﬂation.
3.4.4 Friendship Collectors
For the two cases already mentioned above, the number of “friends” keeps increasing but
at a relatively slow and stable pace. Most members are just ordinary users who use social
networks for maintaining the established social network and expanding it gradually based
on their oﬄine activities. However, because the connection is based on self-description
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Figure 3.5: Snapshot of the Top Friends Application on Facebook
by collecting as many contacts as possible, regardless of the number of genuine friends
they can actually maintain in the real world. A notable example is one of the Facebook
applications, called PackRat3, in which users collect sets of illustrated cards for points
and levels4. One part of the game is to “Steal from Friends” in order to ﬁnd the right
card to complete a collection. The game encourages users to befriend as many other
users as possible so that their cards can be obtained. The practice of “befriending just
for gaming” is strongly criticised by Facebook, which, like Friendster and many other
social network sites, is eager to promote genuine friendships. But because it is perfectly
legitimate to befriend anyone on the site, many social networks do not oﬀer any technical
means to prevent users from befriending a large amount of other users in a short period
of time.
Boyd identiﬁed the ﬁrst generation of friendship collectors on Friendster. They were
called a “Friendster whore”, someone who aggressively stocked up on superﬁcial friends.
There are several reasons for the emergence of the “Friendster whore”. First, Friendster
only allows users to access those within four degrees of separation[17]. If a user wants
to browse more proﬁles, they have to add more friends. Many users who attempt to
enlarge their dating portfolio will collect as many contacts as possible. Second, there
3http://www.alamofire.com
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is a popularity rating on Friendster which is higher if the number of friends is bigger.
The higher the rating one has, the easier he or she can be searched for by other users.
Third, people might befriend someone simply for political reasons. If they see the
value of putting their friends in a certain category, they may try to manipulate the
list by deliberately collecting contacts. The large amount of friend connections in turn
makes the friendship collectors appear popular, which forms a positive feedback. Finally,
spammers and phishers will take advantage of SNSs to spread or collect information
about users’ behaviours and activities[131][69]. These are usually technically advanced
users who can rip oﬀ the data from social network sites by running programming scripts.
Some scripts are so powerful in taking up the servers’ computing resources that many
SNSs will regulate the use of the social network by monitoring the traﬃc of the site.
Contacts may also be passively acquired. There are people who themselves are highly
popular oﬄine so when they publish their proﬁles on SNSs, they receive a lot of friend
requests. The nickname ”Facebook whales” vividly describes the prestigious group of
Facebook users who are able to accrue many more connections than average users[71]. In
fact, these people are usually bloggers, journalists and celebrities. The case is diﬀerent
from the previous one in that they act as the hubs and opinion leaders of the site. They
usually make a positive contribution to SNSs by attracting their fans to use the sites.
However, it is exactly because both of these beneﬁcial friendship collectors and malicious
ones share similar behaviours in terms of having large numbers of contacts that social
network sites are not able to distinguish between them.
The existence of friendship collectors indicates the vulnerability of most social networks.
It signals the fundamental design ﬂaw of static link. As long as friendship establishment
is purely controlled by users at near-zero cost, connection is always subject to abuse by
deliberate collectors. There is no guarantee of the quality of friendship in an ever-growing
public social network site.
3.4.5 Fakesters and Fraudsters
The term fakesters originated from the early social network site, Friendster. They
quickly become rife in later SNSs. Fakesters are fake personas created by users for
diﬀerent purposes. Figure 3.6 shows a fakester, Tony Blair and his fakester friends on
MySpace. The proﬁles of these political leaders and celebrities are purely constructed by
ordinary users, yet these fakesters often connect with other fakesters and entwine with
the rest of the social network. By connecting to real people they become an integral
part of the social network.
There are diﬀerent types of fakesters, which reﬂect users’ social and cultural character-
istics. Research on Friendster, for instance, revealed three categories of fakesters[17], asChapter 3 The Challenges of Friendship Management 47
Figure 3.6: Fakesters on Myspace: Tony Blair’s Friends
shown below. Here, both cultural characters and community characters provide a uniﬁed
symbol under which real users can connect to each other with similar preferences.
1. Cultural characters that represent shared reference points with which people might
connect (e.g. God, George W Bush);
2. Community characters that represent external collections of people to help con-
gregate known groups (e.g. Brown University, Black Lesbians);
3. Passing characters meant to be perceived as real.
The presence of fakesters is increasingly a commonplace for most SNSs, particularly
those that can be registered with a public email address. Anecdotal analysis of proﬁles
on Friendster, MySpace and Orkut shows the ratio between the authentic proﬁles and the
fake ones[91]. Figure 3.1 suggests that the ratio between authentic proﬁles and fakester
proﬁles is 20 to 10 on Friendster, 23 to 7 on MySpace and 29 to 1 on Orkut. Note
that a user on Orkut could only be registered by invitation whilst both Friendster and
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Facebook opened to public registration in September 2006[59]. Within two years,
fakester proﬁles increased substantially. This can be seen from the ratio between real
names and fake names, as shown in Figure 3.2. It shows that the percentage of Facebook
fake names is 8%, compared against 89% of real names and 3% of partial names.
The fakester phenomenon reﬂects the dynamics of the users. Social network users are
extremely active in creating fakesters. An important and practical motivation for them
to create fakesters is to broaden their network reach and look for like-minded people[18].
For example, people connecting to the same fakesters of cultural characters and com-
munity characters may share similar social and cultural preferences. By the same token,
people who admire the same celebrities may wish to connect in certain area. Because of
the popularity of fakesters, some attractive fakesters can make a lot of “friends”, which
boosts friendship inﬂation greatly. The highly popular fakesters may be deliberately
constructed by spammers who want to harvest contacts for their own special purposes,
but they can also be created by ordinary users who simply want to have fun. Fakesters
can generate a great number of fake connections, compromising a substantial part of
the entire social network. Therefore, many social network sites strongly discourage the
creation of fakesters. They argue that these fake proﬁles will collapse the structure of
the network and devalue the meaning of connections between people. Unfortunately,
they do not have any eﬀective technology to distinguish fakesters from real users, casual
connections from close connections. Some companies, such as Friendster, had attempted
to eliminate all of these fake users by directly removing them from their sites and servers.
This aﬀects the creativity and activity of many users. Most users who create fakesters
are not spammers and do not seek to devalue the social network in the ﬁrst place. The
undiscriminating removal, however, created tension between the company and users[17].
As a result, the company received huge amounts of averse criticism from the users.





Table 3.2: Fake Proﬁles on Facebook
Category Percentage Facebook Proﬁles
Real Name 89%
Partial Name 3%
Fake Name 8%Chapter 3 The Challenges of Friendship Management 49
3.4.6 Summary
On SNSs where links are public exhibitions of private connections, the static link, which
assumes that the cost of social grooming is near zero, causes friendship inﬂation. The
phenomenon of friendship inﬂation and top friendship inﬂation implies that the problem
will persist as long as the site continues to use the static description method. The lack of
eﬀective technology to cope with fakesters and fraudsters complicates the issues. While
both the site and users will not get beneﬁts from friendship inﬂation, it seems the site
suﬀers most.
3.5 Public Display of Private Self
Social network sites typically provide proﬁle services for users to present themselves.
System designers hope that these proﬁles can form an array of individual identities that
are consistent so that they can be discovered and searched more eﬃciently by other
members. However, the proﬁle services ignore the need for users to present to diﬀerent
audiences with diﬀerent information. With more relatives, colleagues, neighbours and
many other diﬀerent types of friends participating in the social network, a universal
proﬁle simply fails to adopt to a diﬀerent context. We will discuss in this section how
universal proﬁles produces generic persona, which causes social embarrassment as the
social network grows.
3.5.1 Universal Proﬁle
Most social network sites allow people to present themselves through proﬁles. The pro-
ﬁles were very simple in the ﬁrst generation of social network sites such as SixDegrees.com
but since Friendster, they have become increasingly rich in description, thanks to the
advancement of Web technologies and standards. A proﬁle usually includes but is not
restricted to name, birthday, location, hometown, interests, education and work history.
Some may also display information about their social networks, relationship status, con-
tact methods, etc. Some of these options are enumerative, such as gender and political
views. This means users can only select one from the pre-deﬁned list. Many options
can be ﬁlled in with a limited number of characters, some of which can even utilise the
features of HTML and Javascript language. It is commonplace for users to share photos
and videos on their proﬁles. Figure 3.7 shows a proﬁle from Facebook. Proﬁles usually
employ WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You Get) method so that the editing eﬀect
can be seen immediately. Users can change the visibility of the proﬁles. Any visitor will
see the same proﬁle. It can not detect the visitors based on the nature of the connections
such as parents and employers. Thus, the proﬁle is generic and universal on the social
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Figure 3.7: The Universal Facebook Proﬁle
Proﬁles are essentially a public display of a private self. Because of the privacy of
backstage information, users always selectively reveal their information to their friends,
even the close ones. They will keep their behaviours coherent and adjust to a diﬀerent
context[53]. However, the universal proﬁles force them to present to diﬀerent friends
and people with the same content.
3.5.2 Generic Persona
The proﬁles represent what the users choose to present of their identities. As the users
and their networks grow over time, their proﬁles may change correspondingly. The pro-
ﬁles reﬂect users’ online personas. Users usually make the proﬁles represent themselves
as accurately as possible. For example, research suggested that users on Facebook “re-
ported high conﬁdence that their Facebook portrayals described them accurately and
that those portrayals were positive”[81]. But it is not unusual for people to take photos
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In our daily life, we usually present ourselves diﬀerently to diﬀerent audiences and we
attempt to behave appropriately in diﬀerent situations and contexts[53]. When social
network sites move people’s relationships to cyberspace, users bring their various social
personas online. However, most sites do not yet provide tools for managing multiple
proﬁles. The communication goes well when a speciﬁc group of people use the sites.
It can cause problems when more users and audiences from diﬀerent real-world social
groups participate. On Facebook, for instance, users view their audience as peer group
members, but not faculty, administrators within the campus, or outsiders. Thus, they
behave in a way similar to what they do in the student communities. This might be sig-
niﬁcantly diﬀerent from what they do when talking to faculty members. Therefore, some
Facebook users feel uncomfortable when their proﬁles are viewed by faculty members.
Facebook users do not have any choice but only one face on Facebook.
It has been shown on Friendster that most users fear the presence of two people in
particular: their boss and parents[109]. Interestingly, teachers also fear the presence of
their students. Social network sites address this issue by giving users control of their
proﬁles by adjusting the privacy settings. As a result, close friends can see all of the
proﬁles and others might just see part of them. This function may solve the privacy
problem but does little to the online persona. In real life, teachers, relatives and working
colleagues are all close contacts. They know us very well. We are happy to communicate
with them appropriately in diﬀerent situations. Social network sites, on the contrary, are
much less context sensitive. They are usually motivated by commercial interest and are
eager to attract more users but fail to provide adequate tools to accommodate multiple
online personas.
3.5.3 Summary
Proﬁles are a public display of private self. While we constantly adjust our behaviours
to diﬀerent settings and contexts, social networks do not provide us the same versatile
tools to present ourselves. Users often end up making their online personas more generic
to avoid social embarrassment. As more people join the network and the relationships
become diversiﬁed, users will be more cautious when presenting themselves because they
have to take all their friends into account. While both the site and users will not get
beneﬁts from this lack of multiple proﬁles on the site, it seems users suﬀer most.
3.6 Discussion
This chapter discusses the problems of friendship management. By examining how users
use online social networks, it identiﬁes various reasons that contribute to an inﬂated
number of online connections. The malicious behaviour and activities exacerbate theChapter 3 The Challenges of Friendship Management 52
problem of friendship inﬂation. The problem of friendship inﬂation is supported by
the empirical observation of Facebook growth, which we will discuss in more details in
Chapter 4. We analyse that the use of static links on most social networks is mainly to
be blamed for the problem of friendship inﬂation. This gives us a clue on how to solve




Inspired by Baudrillard’s notion of hyperreality[15], the term hyperfriendship was ﬁrst
used by Fono et al.[48] to describe the diﬀering and multiple views of “friendship” on
social network sites. We use the term hyperfriendship social network to describe the
online social network with an inﬂated number of friendship connections. We will ﬁrst
present statistical evidence at the macroscopic scale to support the microscopic analysis
of friendship inﬂation. These include our data on more than 20,000 Facebook users at
the University of Southampton. Then we analyse how the model aﬀects information
dissemination and plays a negative impact on social networks. We argue that this is one
of the major reasons for the decline of some major social network sites.
4.2 The Cumulative Network Model
A hyperfriendship social network can be understood as a cumulative network where
edges are added and rewired without removal. Being a superset of the real-world social
network, a cumulative network exhibits some interesting features such as no deﬁnite
cutoﬀ or dissortative mixing. This distinguishes it from the topological characteristics
of real-world social networks. These features have been repeatedly found on many
established social network sites. Our three-year observation of the evolution of the
network of the University of Southampton on Facebook conﬁrms the deformation of
network topology over time. The topology of cumulative network has major impact on
information sharing and dissemination.
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4.2.1 Rewiring Without Removal
There are several factors contributing to friendship inﬂation such as friendship collectors,
fakesters and fraudsters, spammers and phishers, as we analysed in the previous chapter.
To be fair to most SNSs, we assume that SNSs are well policed and most members
only add friends whom they have actually met oﬄine. Gradually, their oﬄine social
activities will bring more friends to their online networks. People have limited time and
energy to maintain stable social relationships. In fact, there is a supposed cognitive
limit to the individuals with whom people can maintain stable social relationships[38].
As a result, some of the old connections will gradually decay when we acquire new
ones. In terms of complex networks, this may be modelled as edge rewiring. Online
social networks are capable of preserving old connections, leading to rewiring without
removal, a feature that does not exist in real-world social networks but is commonplace
in social network sites. The eﬀect of rewiring without removal of decaying connections
is illustrated in Figure 4.1. Dashed lines represent decaying real-world connections that
have been maintained as online social connections. Every time people make new contacts
and leave some old contacts obsolete, the old contacts can always be preserved in the
social network. As an SNS grows, its social graph will become denser and denser.
On SNSs, people are highly unlikely to explicitly declare the ending of any connections
that have actually decayed. The technique of static link employed by most SNSs requires
users to articulate their friends publicly by demarcating the borders between friends
and non-friends. Therefore, users prefer not to remove any fading connections to avoid
oﬀending people. Users also worry that the removal of unused connections will have
implications and ramiﬁcations that may not be predicted at the time of removal. On
the other hand, the popularity of top friend applications and services on social networks
like Facebook and MySpace suggests that SNS owners seek to mitigate the problem of
friendship inﬂation by “upgrading relationships” rather than “downgrading them”.
When many users have more connections than they actually do, the topology of the
network will increasingly diverge from that of the real-world social network. We propose
a model to simulate the growth and evolution of the cumulative network.
The model is based on the Barabasi-Albert network[11] as discussed in the second chap-
ter. It has been observed that both conditions in the original model, growth and prefer-
ential attachment, apply to social network sites. In addition, two modiﬁcations and one
condition are added to the model:
(a) In the BA model, the exponent α=3, but in real networks, the number is between 2
and 3. We use 2.3, which is the measure for ﬁlm actor collaboration based on Internet
Movie Database (IMDb). A approximate value to this number has also been found in
other real-world social networks[99].
(b) The BA model does not specify the value of m, the average degree of the network.Chapter 4 The Hyperfriendship Social Network 55
Figure 4.1: Illustration of the eﬀect of rewiring without removal of decaying con-
nections. Dashed lines represent the decaying real-world connections that have been
preserved as online social connections.
Dunbar’s number suggests that people are capable of maintaining regular contact with
about 150 friends. The number can be interpreted as the lower bound number of links one
can have, for SNSs are usually considered tools for eﬃcient friendship management[42].
Therefore the value of m, which is the number of friends that people claim to have,
should be no less than Dunbar’s number. For our convenience, m is set to be 150.
(c) Individuals will make new acquaintances and forget old links after joining the net-
work. This is called edge rewiring. The BA model does not take into account the eﬀect of
internal edge rewiring. We assume in our model that every node will rewire its m edges
to other nodes with probability pr proportional to d−r, where d is the social distance
(described in chapter 2) between them and r is an adjustable constant. This condition
will only be used qualitatively in our model.Chapter 4 The Hyperfriendship Social Network 56
With only (a) and (b), we have a new function for probability pk:
pk = 2m(m + 1)k−2.3 = 45300k−2.3 (4.1)
Figure 4.2 shows the graph of Eq 4.1.




























Figure 4.2: Degree Distribution in BA model with m=150, α=-2.3
The graph suggests that in a social network with m=150, about 44.78% of the people
have about 150 friends. The remaining part of the population are able to maintain stable
contact with more than 150 people. This is true regardless of the size of the network as it
is scale-free. At the time of writing, empirical data shows none of the social network sites
gain a percentage of 44.78% or above, indicating that people have not yet fully moved
their real-world relationships online. However, as the social network sites have grown
rapidly in the recent years, we would expect the percentage will approach that of the
real-world network in a short period. Condition (c) suggests that people will “rewire”
the friend links if they could not aﬀord to keep regular contact with them, thus leaving
a long trail of socialising footprints. In cumulative networks, the obsolete connections
will not disappear automatically, which is in contrast to real social networks where
old relationships will decay gradually when people do not maintain a certain degree ofChapter 4 The Hyperfriendship Social Network 57
social interaction with each other. We discuss two scenarios of the consequences for the
development of social network sites:
Scenario 1: as the number of friends goes beyond 150 and continues to grow, it is not
uncommon to ﬁnd people who have hundreds of thousands of friends. In the real world,
nevertheless, people with many contacts are usually the rich, politicians, celebrities and
leaders. Ordinary people may like to make friends with these high-proﬁle ﬁgures, but
usually ﬁnd it very diﬃcult to do so. However, on social network sites, the notion of
high degree simply does not imply a high social status of the individual, as in the case of
the oﬄine world. This will destroy the factor of preferential attachment as described in
the BA model: people now do not make friends by looking at their number of contacts.
Model A of the BA network shows that without preferential attachment, the network
will lose its scale-free character.
Scenario 2: if at some point, the network stops growing, then the size of the network
will remain unchanged or even shrink. This is quite common as social network sites stop
growing and start losing members because of a lack of attractiveness. Then members of
the network can only make friends with other existing members. This simply increases
the clustering coeﬃcient of the network, making it a denser place. In the end, it will
become a random graph with an extremely high probability for an edge to be placed
between any nodes. In particular, if people still keep making friends in the pattern of
preferential attachment, the graph will exhibit a Gaussian distribution. In other words,
the number of new friends are proportional to the number of friends already acquired,
and this will keep doubling. In both cases, the network will lose the power law degree
distribution of a scale-free network.
4.2.2 No Deﬁnite Cutoﬀ
For real-world social networks, nodes have a ﬁnite life time and ﬁnite edge capacity[5].
In the ﬁlm actors’ network, for example, elderly actors have less attraction to the young
who newly join the network. The ageing factor is particularly important when dis-
cussing social networks. It will aﬀect the topology of the network such as power-law
degree distribution, clustering coeﬃcients and small average path. To address the issue,
Dorogovtsev and Mendes proposed a network growth model which incorporates the ef-
fect of gradual ageing[36]. They proved that a reference network with ageing results in
cutoﬀs of the power-law scaling, which fails to maintain the scale-free characteristic of
complex network. Thus, as the network grows, it will gradually change the topology,
showing a ﬁnite cutoﬀ[36]. This may also be explained by the fact that an individual has
a limited amount of time and energy to befriend others. Thus, the scale-free character
can not go on forever. Both Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 indicate when the ageing factor
or capacity constraint is added to the Barabasi-Albert model, it will result in deﬁnite
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Figure 4.3: Deviation from a power law degree distribution due to adding age to
the Barabasi-Albert model. The constraints result in cutoﬀs of the power-law scaling.
Taken from [5]
However, on a social network site, there is generally no clear cutoﬀ beyond the scaling
region. We theorise that this is due to the eﬀect of rewiring without removal. In the
beginning, users register with the social network site and invite their friends who they
think might be interested to join the site. As they explore the social network, they
will acquire some new friends. These newly acquired contacts can be people who share
mutual friends with the users. They can be people who share similar interests and
social and cultural backgrounds. They can also be people whom the users come across
during their online social activities. These contacts form users’ ego-centric networks.
Because of the convenience of moving the oﬄine connections online and befriending new
friends, these ego-centric networks will quickly become saturated, – a situation where
users add several hundred friends and reach their capacity constraints. However, the
friend-making process in social networks is so cheap that users can continue to acquire
“friend” connections with many more people if they want. The static link means these
connections, once made, are permanent. There will not be any signiﬁcant ageing eﬀect
in an online social network. Our observation of the Southampton University membersChapter 4 The Hyperfriendship Social Network 59
Figure 4.4: Deviation from a power law degree distribution due to adding capacity
constraints to the Barabasi-Albert model. The constraints result in cutoﬀs of the power-
law scaling. Taken from [5]
on Facebook indicates that it is not unusual to see people with thousands of friends
adding more friends on a daily basis.
The absence of a deﬁnite cutoﬀ of the degree distribution of the real-world social network
has been repeatedly found by many research studies on social network sites. Holme et
al. investigated the structure and time evolution of an Internet dating community,
pussokram.com. They analysed the contacts, friendship conﬁrmations and messages,
guest book and ﬂirts on the site. They found that while the degree distribution is highly
skewed, it is “interesting to note that there are no clear signs of the (inevitable) high-
degree truncation in any of the graphs”[65], as shown in Figure 4.5. For Libennowell’s
research conducted on Livejournal, although the outdegree distribution exhibits a ﬁnite
cutoﬀ, the same patten does not hold true for the in-degree distribution[90], as indicated
in Figure 4.6. This conclusion is somewhat in contrast to Mislove’s research on the same
site. They see no clear signs of cutoﬀs on both indegree and outdegree distribution[95],
as shown in Figure 4.7. It should be noted that Mislove’s data, collected in December
2006, covers 5.2 million users and 72 million links while Libennowell’s data, collected in
February 2004, covers 1.3 million users and 4 million links. The cutoﬀ is also absent inChapter 4 The Hyperfriendship Social Network 60
Figure 4.5: Degree distribution for pussokram.com. Taken from [65]
the Japanese SNS, Mixi[85], as indicated in Figure 4.8. Ahn, Han and Kwak investigated
the degree distribution for both Cyworld and MySpace[4], as shown in Figure 4.9 and
Figure 4.10, respectively. None of them demonstrate a clear cutoﬀ.
4.2.3 Dissortative Mixing
Users are able to befriend diﬀerent people from across diﬀerent groups on social network
sites. Even after they physically leave a network such as a school or a company, they can
still maintain connections with all previous contacts. Although research claimed that
SNSs can increase bridging social capital[43], it should be noted that the cost of social
interaction is much lower than that in the oﬄine world. Given so many inter-connections
between groups, diﬀerent communities will gradually merge with each other and group
structure will be eﬀectively damaged. This is essentially the result of a dramatic increase
of bridging social capital at near zero cost. Newman and Park have argued that groupChapter 4 The Hyperfriendship Social Network 61
Figure 4.6: Degree distribution for livejournal.com. Taken from [90]
Figure 4.7: Degree distribution for livejournal.com. Taken from [95]
structure accounts for degree correlation in the network[101]. The degree correlation
appears to be positive in the social network but negative in most other networks such
as information networks, technological networks and biological networks. Thus, positive
degree correlation, which is also called assortative mixing or assortativity, can be seen
as a unique characteristic of social networks, in contrast to dissortative mixing in most
other type of networks. The presence of assortativity signiﬁes the likelihood that a
complex network is a social network. The assortativity of physics co-authorship, from
example, is about 0.3[99]. However, given the impact of friendship inﬂation on group
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Figure 4.8: Degree distribution for mixi.com. Taken from [85]
or near-neutral degree correlation. Holme et al. measured the in-, out- and total degree
correlations of pussokram.com and showed that all of these parameters are negative[65].
pussokram.com was a Swedish online dating website, which was launched in early 1999.
The data was collected in February 2001. Mislove et al. calculated the assortativity
in the social networks from both Livejournal and Orkut. The results indicate that the
data is 0.179 for LiveJournal and 0.072 for Orkut, which are low or near neutral[95]. In
particular, Livejournal was launched in 1999 and Orkut in 2004. Note that the Orkut
data, which contained information for about 3 million users, was collected between
October and November, 2006. The Livejournal data was collected in December 2006.
The assortativity of the Japanese site, Mixi, is about 0.125[85]. Note that the data about
Mixi, which was founded in 2004, was collected in March 2005. Ahn, Han and Kwak
found that the assortativity is -0.13 for the Korean site Cyworld, 0.02 for MySpace and
0.31 for Orkut[4]. Note that the Orkut data in this research, which contained information
for about 100,000 users, was collected between June and September, 2006. The research
suggests that the social network of Cyworld diverges signiﬁcantly from a real-world social
network. This may be explained by the fact that Cyworld is three or four years older
than MySpace and Orkut. The data about Cyworld, which was launched in 2001, was
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Figure 4.9: Degree distribution for cyworld.com. Taken from [4]
value of assortativity. For the more established SNSs, the degree mixing can be below
zero, which is the dissortative mixing pattern that is only found in non-social complex
networks.
4.3 The Network of the University of Southampton
Facebook was launched at the Harvard University in February, 2004. It quickly spread to
other universities in the Ivy league. The site initially only allowed users to be registered
with a university email address. In 2006, however, it started to open its registration
to the public. It is now among the top social network sites both in the US and in
the world. Facebook introduces the concept of networks which refer to companies,
organisations or cities any users belong to. Users can join up to two networks and
may only change the network once every 3 months. Some of the networks, such as
companies and universities, can only be joined with a proper university email addresses.
For example, the network of the University of Southampton can only be joined if the
email addresses ends with “soton.ac.uk”. The network was established in September,
2006 and, at the time of writing, has 24,518 members. More detailed information aboutChapter 4 The Hyperfriendship Social Network 64
Figure 4.10: Degree distribution for myspace.com. Taken from [4]
Facebook and the demographics of the network of the University of Southampton can
be found in Chapter 6.
Algorithm 1 Retrieve the social network of the University of Southampton on Facebook
Input: A Random University User on Facebook
Output: The Social Network of the University of Southampton S
ADAPTED-BREADTH-FIRST(V )
1: Login on Facebook
2: Enqueue the root node V
3: while The queue is not empty do
4: Dequeue a node
5: Retrieve UID of V
6: for All children of the node do do




We attempted to contact Facebook for access to the Data of the Facebook users in the
network of the University, but received no replies. Thus, we decided to crawl through the
data by imitating a normal user who is browsing the Facebook website. This technology
may be called Web Scrapping. The algorithm is shown as above. We randomly select aChapter 4 The Hyperfriendship Social Network 65
node of the network. Any node directly linked to this node is then included in our data
collection. The process is iterated until all nodes that can be reached from this node
have been added to the ﬁnal sample network. We managed to collect a sample of 15,005
people in December, 2007, 19,604 in October, 2008 and 22,553 in April, 2009. It should
be noted that users may change their privacy settings so that even other users in the
same University network may not be able to access their list of friends. This problem,
however, may sometimes be circumvented by accessing their friends who are willing to
list their friends. Some statistics of the data can be found in Figure 4.11
Figure 4.11: Summary of data sets from the network of University of Southampton
on Facebook
We begin our analysis of friendship inﬂation by looking at the growth of the average num-
ber of friends on Facebook. A ﬁrst look at this data reveals a steady growth of average
number of friends of Facebook users in the network of the University of Southampton.
The number increases from 63 in December, 2007, to 67 in October, 2008 and ﬁnally to
73 in April, 2009, as in the left graph in Figure 4.12. Given Facebook’s popularity in the
University, it is not a surprising discovery that this number keeps increasing. We then
investigate the initial network. This means we only look at the data set of 15,005 people
in the 2008 and 2009 data collection. Theses users have been previously identiﬁed in our
2007 data set. The right graph in Figure 4.12 indicates that the number increases from
63 in December, 2007, to 66 in October, 2008 and ﬁnally to 72 in April, 2009. Thus,
the growth of average number of friends is similar in the initial network to the growth
network. We conclude that this growth does not only come from the early adopters of
Facebook users but also from the users signing up in the following years, presumably
the ﬁrst-year university students.
Next, we compare the degree distributions of the three data sets. Figure 4.13 plots the
complete graph of degree distributions in a log-log coordinate. The black line repre-
sents the degree distribution for the 2007 sample. The red line represents the degree
distribution of the 2008 sample. The green line represents the degree distribution of
the 2009 sample. All the sample networks exhibit a pattern of power-law degree distri-
bution. However, in the scaling region of 50≤k≤500, it shows that the probability pk
in both the 2008 and 2009 sample is bigger than that in the 2007 sample, suggesting a
monotonic increase in the number of friends for the vast majority of users, both active
and less active. It also implies that the degree distribution is not scale-free, instead, itChapter 4 The Hyperfriendship Social Network 66
Figure 4.12: Steady growth of average number of friends of Facebook users in the
University of Southampton Network.
demonstrates a multi-scaling behaviour. In the region of 0≤k≤100, the exponents α of
all the samples are fairly similar, but beyond the region of k=100, this α becomes bigger
for the 2008 and 2009 sample. There is also a slight friendship inﬂation between the
2008 and 2009 sample.
A closer examinations of the degree distributions of all these three samples, as shown in
Figure 4.14, Figure 4.15 and Figure 4.16, reveals the lack of clear cutoﬀs as discussed in
the previous section. In particular, the degree distribution of the 2007 and 2008 samples
will ﬂatten beyond k=500. The degree distribution of the 2009 sample will exhibit a
similar patten when k≥700. The shortage of deﬁnite cutoﬀs implies that Facebook users
are capable of befriending more people at low cost by leveraging the technique of static
link. To see how online social networks can empower the active users in the friend-
making process, we select the people whose friends are over 150. The number of 150,
or Dunbar’s number, is the supposed cognitive limit to the number of individuals with
whom any one person can maintain stable social relationships. As shown in Figure 4.17,
the number of people whose friends count over 150 is 1,273, or 8.5% of the sample
population for the 2007 sample. This increases to 1,869 in the second sample and 2,768
in the third one. There is an even bigger increase in the ratio of the number of active
users and the whole sample population. It climbs to 9.5% in the 2008 sample and 12.3%
in the 2009 sample. The statistics clearly show that the degree distributions of highly
active users do not obey the rule of scale-free behaviour. Active users will be involved
more in the friend-making process.
The ﬁnal metric we will investigate is assortativity. In our study, we focus on the con-
nections between university members. Connections within the university represent a
restricted relationship of Facebook users. These relationships usually reﬂect real con-
nections as they stay in the same campus and city. As indicated in Figure 4.11, theChapter 4 The Hyperfriendship Social Network 67
Figure 4.13: Comparison of Degree Distribution of the Three Data Sets.
assortativity in all three samples is a relatively large positive value. However, we do
observe a decline from the value of 0.32 in the 2007 sample to 0.2 in the 2008 sample,
which implies that the degree correlation moves from a bigger value to a smaller one.
The change conﬁrms the prediction of the theory of friendship inﬂation. Readers may
notice that the value went up in 2009 to 0.34, which is larger than that in either 2007
or 2008. We argue that this is due to the increase of new members who bring real-world
connections to Facebook that shadows the reduced assortativity in the existing social
network.
4.4 Social Network Bubble
Social network sites allow users to browse others’ social networks by leveraging members’
publicly articulated connections. The management of social capital is fundamental to
social network sites. However, the problem of friendship inﬂation is ubiquitous. This can
cause a lot of negative impacts on social network sites, most of which are not anticipated
by system designers, who rarely consider the eﬀect of social activities and behaviours of
the users. It is increasingly diﬃcult to distinguish the genuine connections in the socialChapter 4 The Hyperfriendship Social Network 68
Figure 4.14: Topological Characteristics of the 2007 sample
network, particularly the network of a more established social network site. More nodes
in the social network appear to have hundreds to thousands of connections that can not
be readily veriﬁed. Highly connected nodes and opinion leaders are increasingly undis-
cernible in the network. Users can no longer be held accountable for their behaviours
due to the lack of peer pressure. Given the mixture of genuine connections and fake
ones, spammers and phishers can easily disguise themselves, spread junk information
and collect users’ data more aggressively. All graph algorithms that aim to take advan-
tage of social networks, such as Google’s PageRank, Centrality Analysis and Community
Structure Identiﬁcation, will lose eﬀectiveness because of the inﬂated number of edges.
The technique of static link is also subject to users’ manipulation and abuse. More
connections lead to more information overload. This section will analyse these issues in
detail.
4.4.1 Unreliable Connections
The merit of social network sites is that users publicise their private connections so
that every individual can acquire new contacts via existing reliable connections. The
practice is strongly encouraged and supported by most social network sites includingChapter 4 The Hyperfriendship Social Network 69
Figure 4.15: Topological Characteristics of the 2008 sample
Friendster and Facebook. The issue of friendship inﬂation will not aﬀect users’ ego-
centric networks because they can recognise real connections in their own circles. The
rule of 150, or Dunbar’s number, indicates that for the connections that users are not
able to recall from their memory, they are eﬀectively not genuine connections at that
moment. But when users attempt to traverse outside their own ego-centric networks,
it does have a negative impact on the genuine structure of the social network. While
users traverse their friends’ social network, they will usually encounter a large number
of so called “friends” whom they do not have any knowledge of. It is likely that they
have never met these people in the oﬄine world. To verify the connections outside ego-
centric networks, they will then have to consult with their friends of direct acquaintance
in order to clarify their genuine friends who are meaningful to them. However, if users
traverse the network further and go beyond two degrees, there is usually no way of
consulting with people they can trust, for the connections are so remote that it is very
hard to clarify the relationships with them. As the network grows over time, they are
increasingly cautious on approaching people out of their ego-centric networks. More
careful observations have to be made to identify reliable connections. It is no longer
convenient to trace the credibility of acquaintances. Their friends can no longer serve
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Figure 4.16: Topological Characteristics of the 2008 sample
of online social network increasingly like navigating in a place of strangers. Rather than
saving one’s time and eﬀort for establishing trustful relationships, tedious navigation
may cost more time than direct consultation with one’s friends.
Boyd pointed out that on Friendster, when traversing the network, there is no way to
determine what metric is used or what the role or weight of the relationship is. The
phenomenon repeats on both MySpace and Facebook. For example, on MySpace, Tom
is the ﬁrst person that a new user will add to his or her friend list when he or she
logs on the website for the ﬁrst time. In theory, MySpace Tom can have a number of
friends roughly equivalent to the total size of the social network. At the time of writing,
MySpace Tom has about 238,660,532 friends, as shown in Figure 4.18. The huge number
of friends is a good example of the diﬃculty of distinguishing reliable connections from
strangers and acquaintances. Once the network goes beyond the point of real-world
connections, the problem starts to emerge, until users get bored with the site and leave.Chapter 4 The Hyperfriendship Social Network 71
Figure 4.17: Increase of Average Number of Friends of Active Users.
4.4.2 Undiscernible Hubs
The highly connected nodes in the social network are usually opinion leaders and centres
for information sharing and dissemination. In the oﬄine world, these people can be
singled out by how many connections they maintain. Other factors like how popular
they are in a given community can also indicate that they are the opinion leaders of
that particular community. Ordinary users may pay more attention to this particular
group of people (by subscribing to their blogs, for example) if they are interested in
what these people say and publish. Because of friendship inﬂation, some low-key users
can appear to have as many connections as these genuine high-proﬁle users. These
users can be friendship collectors, who may attempt to acquire contacts in an aggressive
manner. They can be fakesters and fraudsters, which are created by ordinary users for
the sake of connecting to other users who share a similar interests and social and cultural
background. They can be spammers who relentlessly gather contacts in order to send
out junk messages and commercial advertisements. They can be phishers who seek to
acquire sensitive information by deliberately accumulating the connections with other
users. The emergence of non-hubs that appear to share similar number of connections
to real hubs increases the cost of looking for a real one. To verify a real hub, a user mayChapter 4 The Hyperfriendship Social Network 72
Figure 4.18: Tom’s Friends on MySpace
have to go into details about what they have published, how they communicate with
others, what photos and videos they have uploaded on the site, etc. The mixture of real
hubs and fake ones also aﬀects system designers who are targeting opinion leaders for
viral marketing. Inﬂuential and prestige members who can accelerate the dissemination
of information can no longer be readily recognised. Many network-based algorithms,
such as Google’s FriendRank, claim to assist targeted advertising by identifying the
information centres of the social network. Unfortunately, they fail to understand the
issue of friendship inﬂation. As a result, the hubs and centres that these algorithms
have identiﬁed are essentially those that appear to merely have a high number of online
contacts.
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hubs. Facebook whales are the popular users who actually have a lot of genuine connec-
tions. Facebook whales can be bloggers, journalists and celebrities. On the other hand,
Friendster whore are users who deliberately collect friends to boost their popularity.
Because of the static link, it is legitimate to acquire as many connections as possible
in a short period. There is no way to tell the diﬀerence between Friendster whore and
Facebook whales without actually scrutinising their activities and behaviours on the so-
cial network sites. Ironically, the Facebook whales are usually so busy in coping with
their friends that they may not spend suﬃcient time in decorating their proﬁles and
uploading materials on the website. In contrast, the Friendster whore will have plenty
of time to decorate their proﬁles, making them much more appealing to ordinary users.
4.4.3 Lack of Peer Pressure
On the Internet and the Web, users can publish information and still remain anonymous.
It is diﬃcult to hold them accountable if they are spreading rumours and unconﬁrmed
stories. On the contrary, social network sites are supposed to be the place where indi-
viduals can be identiﬁed and held responsible for their online behaviours and activities.
The trustfulness of any individual can not only be assessed by the information of their
proﬁles but also the people directly connected to them. The people are supposed to
be genuine friends of the users. The more friends one has, the less likely that he or
she will take the risk be involved with behaviours and activities that will damage their
reputation and credibility. However, in the hyperfriendship social network, the number
of friends has inﬂated and can no longer be used to determine one’s identity. Many users
appear to have a large number of connections without revealing their true identities. As
a result, it is diﬃcult to apply peer pressure to these people because their peers are
simply not their real life friends.
The problem of lack of peer pressure can be seen in the materials that have been pub-
lished and uploaded on social network sites. In MySpace, for instance, it is not unusual
to see explicit materials such as pornography on some users’ proﬁles, which, however, are
published by users with hundreds to thousands of contacts. It is unimaginable that they
would attempt to publish the same materials if these materials are to be viewed by their
genuine friends in the real world. However, on social network sites, those “friends” can
simply be acquaintances and therefore the users who publish the explicit materials can
not be collectively held responsible for their activities. The same phenomenon appears
in online transaction. It is reported that users involved in buying and selling have more
satisfaction than traditional websites, such as Amazon and eBay. This is largely based
on a social network where the connections are trusted. Malicious sellers and buyers can
be tracked down through a chain of reliable connections if they exhibit bad behaviours
and activities during the course of transactions. A bad reputation will spread across
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people who are involved with the transactions from making risky decisions. However, if
the contacts of these sellers and buyers are no longer genuine friends, no peer pressure
can be applied to them. They do not have to worry about their reputations in their
ego-centric networks. The transactions will become less and less trusted as the network
grows.
4.4.4 Spamming and Phishing
Friendship inﬂation is a good disguise for spammers and phishers who seek to establish
hundreds of thousands of connections in a short period without much eﬀort. With this
information in hand, spammers can spread junk information across the network or send
out commercial advertisements to users. The spamming on social network sites can be
even worse than traditional computer-mediated communication software. Email ﬁlters,
for example, stop the junk mails by assuming that unsolicited messages about commer-
cial products such as medicines and fake university degrees are universally undesirable.
This is not completely true on social network sites, because messages can usually be sent
to people who have acquired mutual connections. SNSs assume that people who have
already befriended each other will send and accept all types of information. Therefore,
the social network system will not attempt to detect any spam in these established chan-
nels. Spammers do not have to circumvent the spamming ﬁlters in order to broadcast
the unsolicited messages across the social network. Users who frequently receive junk
messages from the spammers may decide to end the connections with them. However,
as most social network sites are open to public registration, including Facebook and
Okurt, which were previously only limited to university users, spammers can change
their registered email addresses and establish a new stock of thousands of connections in
a short period with only a handful of clicks. Many social network sites do have mecha-
nisms for detecting irregular activities and malicious behaviours, they cannot, however,
understand the diﬀerence between the friend request from a spammer and that from a
normal user who wants to make genuine friends on the site. Phishers who seek to acquire
sensitive information from SNS users can also beneﬁt from friendship inﬂation. They
are equally aggressive in harvesting proﬁle data from other users. Given the problem
of friendship inﬂation, phishers do not even spend a lot of eﬀort in social engineering
in order to obtain users’ private data. They only need to befriend the contacts of the
targeted users by making some superﬁcial connections. With several hundred real con-
tacts, phishers can win the trust of the targeted users and have access to their personal
data.
Social network sites are quite vulnerable to these attacks. They usually have to resort
to legislation and law enforcement. MySpace, for instance, recently succeeded sueing a
so-called spam king for allegedly using compromised user accounts to send millions of
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for many other spammers, they can only detect them case-by-case. There is a lack of
generic techniques in dealing with spamming and phishing in the online social network.
The fundamental weakness of contemporary social network sites is the use of static link,
which incubates a large amount of casual connections.
4.4.5 Inaccuracy of Network-based Algorithms
Many network algorithms aim to capitalise the rich resources of connections in the social
network. These include algorithms based on diﬀerent kinds of centrality and analysis
such as degree centrality, closeness centrality, betweenness centrality and eigenvector
centrality. There are also complex network algorithms such as walking the network and
community structure analysis[88]. Google, for instance, has developed a method for
displaying advertisements to members of a network based on its PageRank alogrithm1.
Other research areas focus on community evolution by studying the edge change of the
network. All of these algorithms take for granted that the topologies of online social net-
works are the same as that of real-world social networks. Unfortunately, as we discovered
earlier, this network is a hyperfriendship network where the number of connections is al-
ways increasing. The resulting network is a super set of real-world social networks. The
percentage of highly connected hubs in the hyperfriendship network is much less than
that in the real network. The mixing pattern in the hyperfriendship network appears
to be very small or below zero, compared to the larger value of the real network. Many
nodes which score very low in the real-world social networks will have much higher cen-
trality in the hyperfriendship social network. Community structures will be increasingly
vague due to the cross links between various groups, – the permanent connections that
have been established through a handful of clicks. Without the character of preferential
attachment, the diameter of the network will grow bigger, making the average short
paths become longer. The inter-connections between diﬀerent groups will also play a
negative impact on the accuracy of the calculation of clustering coeﬃcients. This will
cause inaccuracy and even fatal error for a validity of algorithms.
Consider the case of Google’s PageRank. Because it utilises the link structure of hy-
pertext, webmasters can take advantage of the algorithm by inter-linking their websites
with other webmasters. This is called link farming. Google actively penalises the link
farm because they will inﬂate the score of PageRank. In social network sites, however,
users are perfectly free to boost their “PageRank” by adding as many friends as possi-
ble. They are not punished on the grounds that they have too many online contacts,
as in the case of link farms on the Web. With the convenience of befriending, some
even attempt to manipulate their popularity index by collecting more contacts. As a
result, algorithms such as FriendRank, an algorithm developed by Google for displaying
1http://appft1.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO1\&Sect2=HITOFF\&d=PG01\&p=1\&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%
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advertisements to members of a network by using eigenvector centrality, will fall into
the trap of the link farm in a hyperfriendship social network.
4.4.6 Information Overload
The increase of connections leads to an increase of information channels. Besides syn-
chronous channels such as instant messaging and asynchronous channels such as private
messaging and public wall posting, there are a whole range of indirect communication
methods such as status updates, commenting on blogs, photos, videos and pokes. As
many social network sites do not yet provide adequate tools for ﬁne-grained management
of the information sent from their friends, users can easily end up with a large amount
of messages and information from their direct contacts. We have previously argued that
the social network is particularly eﬀective in information sharing and dissemination. In-
formation can propagate in the social graph much faster than other types of networks.
The hyperfriendship social network, which is a superset of real-world social networks,
can only exacerbate the problem by introducing more short-cut paths between users. For
instance, in the physical world, when one leaves schools or companies, he or she will gen-
erally communicate less with previous schoolmates or colleagues. The connections will
thus gradually decay. On the other hand, he or she will establish new connections in a
new school or company. The rule of 150, or Dunbar’s number, suggests that connections
can not keep increasing but there is always a cap on human beings’ cognitive memory.
However, in social network sites, human being’s shortcoming is compensated by the hard
disk storage, which can maintain huge amounts of temporal contacts. The connections
previously only visible in one’s private address book, if visible in the social network, will
quickly form an information network that can channel enormous amounts of information
very quickly. As a result, the idea of “communicate with anyone anywhere” is quickly
translated to “ﬂood anyone anywhere”.
Facebook has opened its platform and allows third parties to develop applications on it.
Some users are happy to use these applications while others remain indiﬀerent. However,
if applications are accepted and used by a user, Facebook will send an invitation to his
or her friends, unless they have changed their privacy settings to reject such notiﬁcation
messages. As a result, even the users who want to stay away from these applications
will still receive a lot of information from their peers who are using these applications.
Another case will be news feeds, which report to a user about his or her friends activities.
With friendship inﬂation, many news feeds actually come from the acquaintances who
may have never met the users before. Given many connections are weak ties that are
induced by friendship inﬂation, such information channels are subject to abuse such as
spamming and phishing. But even if we exclude the case of spammers and phishers
and only consider ordinary users who are willing to share news and information. The
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4.4.7 The Boom and Bust of YASNS
At the time of writing, some statistics show that Facebook just overtook MySpace for
registered users as the leading social network site. But when we look back to the year
2004, it was Friendster that was once in the lead. There are so many social network
sites available today that a new one is sometimes called Yet Another Social Network
Site (YASNS). If history is any indication, then YASNS come and go. It may well be
argued that the rise and fall of social network sites is mainly due to the improvement of
technology over time. For example, when SixDegrees launched in 1997, digital cameras
were not as popular as today and therefore photo and video uploading was non-existent.
It is also true that at that time, many Web technologies such as JavaScript, PHP and
Flash animations were not yet mature. Internet connections were also much slower than
today’s broadband connection.
However, it is equally true that given the huge amount of users the established social
network sites already have, they enjoy a competitive advantage to the late comers, as
manifested in the network eﬀect. There is no reason for users to prefer a new site to
one where most of their friends have already registered with. Besides, it is not diﬃcult
to copy the improvement of the new sites. In fact, major social network sites such as
Facebook, MySpace and Bebo all share similar functionalities such as proﬁles, blogging,
private messaging, photo and video uploading, discussion groups, etc. Therefore, we
do not consider that these issues are fundamental to the rise and fall of social network
sites. Instead, we argue that friendship inﬂation, which devalues the whole network, is
the main reason for the decline of social networks.
4.4.8 Cases of Friendster, MySpace and Facebook
Friendster launched in 2002 and rapidly amassed over 5 million registered accounts by
January 2004. However, at that point, Friendster had already witnessed massive friend-
ship inﬂation. Over time, members had accrued a large number of connections yet there
were no metrics to indicate the weight of the connections. The connections were typi-
cally binary: friends or non-friends. It is so convenient to befriend on Friendster that
some users create fake proﬁles in order to attract other users who share similar interests
and social and cultural background. These were called Fakesters. Friendster considered
that fakesters devalued the social network and therefore decided to remove them from
the site. The massive removal of fakesters without consulting with the users who created
them annoyed a lot of users. This so-called Fakester genocide exacerbated the situation
and had driven many users to MySpace, which was then a new competitor to Friendster.
It should be noted that today Friendster is still popular in the Philippines and South-
east Asia. This suggests that technology was not the only major factor to be blamed
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had just made an improvement on their system by adding more servers and chang-
ing the programming language from cumbersome Java to light-weight PHP[106]. The
same argument applies to Facebook when it just arrived in the arena of social network
competition. But eventually Facebook outnumbered MySpace, which had previously
outnumbered Friendster. Today, people have already begun talking about Facebook
fatigue, given that the number of registered users has dropped slightly. Now with the
rise of Twitter, Facebook may well be another victim of friendship inﬂation.
One of the main attractions of social network sites is to make new friends by leveraging
the existing connections which are assumed to be reliable. Friendship inﬂation suggests
that users will have more contacts than they actually have in the real world. In a
social network with nodes densely connected with each other, it is very diﬃcult to make
meaningful connections because the substantial cost of discerning the real connections.
The sites will eventually lose their original advantages. SNSs may gradually re-position
themselves in competition with the new sites. For example, MySpace looks increasingly
similar to a media site by providing videos and music. Facebook looks increasingly
similar to a communication tool by providing web-based instant messaging and twitter-
like activity updates. When they fail to reﬂect the evolution of users’ social network and
capture the real-world network, if there are new alternatives, users may just leave the old
site and switch to the new network in search of genuine connections. Here, the balance
point is the eﬀort to distinguish the genuine contacts from strangers and acquaintances
in the old established social network site, versus the eﬀort to invite friends to the new
site. Because of the static link, it is always easier to establish connections on the site.
Therefore, as the old site becomes more crowded and less trustful, a new site may be
more attractive.
4.4.9 Summary
Hyperfriendship social networks provide no mechanisms to verify the connections be-
tween users. There is no rule to which users must adhere in order to establish new con-
nections. Users can make new connections without much cost. This leads to a rampant
increase of the number of friend connections. The rapid growth of the hyperfriendship
social network collapses the context and social environment where users interact with
each other. The increase of weak yet persistent connections brings a whole range of
social implications and ramiﬁcations, complicating the issues of fakesters, privacy con-
cerns, multiple personas, spamming and phishing. Social network sites seek to tackle the
issues by using diﬀerent technologies, human interventions and even resorting to law,
but with static link as the backbone connecting method of their network, most SNSs are
ﬁghting a losing battle on the balance between publicity and privacy. The hyperfriend-
ship network can be saturated but users’ real-world networks are still evolving. When an
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to the alternative. The critical issue for most social network sites is that they attempt
to constrain users by the technologies they have developed. The technologies include
static link and contact categorisations. System designers hope that users will use these
technologies and use them in a way that conforms to their intention, which, according to
Friendster and Facebook, is to encourage genuine identity and connections. This vision
is shared by most social network sites. However, when it comes to friendship collectors,
fakesters and fraudsters, system designers simply ignore the creativity of users both real
and fake.
4.5 Discussion
In this chapter, we presented statistical evidence at the macro level that supports friend-
ship inﬂation in most social network sites. Two signiﬁcant statistical properties are no
deﬁnite cutoﬀs and dissortative mixing patterns. The theory of friendship inﬂation is
supported by our nearly three-year observation of the Facebook users in the network of
the University of Southampton. We discuss the issues arising from friendship inﬂation.
The problems include unreliable connections, undiscernible hubs, lack of peer pressure,
spamming and phishing, inaccuracy of network algorithms and information overload.
We argue that friendship inﬂation is one of the major reasons leading the decline of
social network sites. To support the argument, we cite the case of the rise and fall
of Friendster, and the battle between MySpace and Facebook. We therefore call for
engineering mechanisms to alleviate the problem of friendship inﬂation. In the next
chapter, we will present the algorithm of ActiveLink, which aims to solve the problem




Most issues confronting social network sites come from the fact that they are mod-
elling people’s dynamic real-world connections in a static framework. The static model
adopts an implicitly stationary view of relationship formation in which connections, once
formed, are permanent – thus entailing a zero maintenance cost[26]. The static model
ignores the properties and topologies of real-world social network, and fails to reﬂect the
evolution of the network. Unfortunately, there is little academic research carried out to
address the fundamental issues of the static system, despite more and more commercial
and experimental social network sites available. We propose the ActiveLink algorithm,
a communication-based method that aims to identify the genuine connections.
5.2 Evolving Social Network
Real-world social networks are an evolving social network. People and their social con-
nections are constantly changing. The existence of a network of connections is not a
natural given, constituted once and for all by an initial act of institution. Instead, it is
the product of an endless process of material and information exchange which presup-
poses and produces mutual knowledge and recognition[16]. People acquire new contacts
as they advance in their schoolings and careers. Old connections may gradually decay
over time. When people become elder and less engaged in social activities, they tend to
lose previous connections and attract fewer new ones. Unfortunately, the vast majority
of contemporary social network sites, which mainly employ the technique of static links,
fail to capture the evolution of the network. As the networks grow, they will usually be
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brutally re-conﬁgured by cutting down the number of connections and removing these
proﬁles that appear to be fake. Some sites force the users to think carefully when adding
new connections by imposing an upper limit to the maximum number of friends, but
usually encounter massive rebellion from the users and subsequently drop the cap. In
some cases, social network sites build a second tier of top friend network to mitigate
the problems, only to ﬁnd more discrepancies in these connections. The fundamental
weakness of many social networks is the static framework of an evolving network, which
turns out to be a failure, leading to the bust of Yet-Another-Social-Network-Site.
However, as we stop using the static links and start to model the dynamic social network,
it opens the Pandora’s box of the meanings of friendships. A lot of questions will emerge
from deﬁning people’s connections. What are dynamic and meaningful connections?
How often should people interact with each other in order to be counted as “active”?
How many connections can people maintain? Once these connections are established,
will they decay in the future? And if so, how long can it last? What maintenance
does it take to keep the connection alive? Does the rule apply universally to all the
people, regardless of how many contacts they already have? To answer these questions,
we introduce the idea of ActiveLink in the following section.
5.3 ActiveLink
Active links refer to the connections between users who often exchange and share in-
formation. The methods for exchanging messages include both direct communications
such as private messaging, and instant messaging and indirect communications such as
public wall posting, blog commenting, photo and video commenting and gift exchang-
ing. Instead of assuming that the establishment of a connection was zero cost, it levies
a certain amount of communication “tax” to maintain the connection. The idea will be
translated into the practice that the system will no longer employ the static links that
take a few clicks to befriend one another. Instead, it will look at how users communi-
cate with others whom they have added as friends, and only the presence of continuous
communication signals connection. Many social network systems which recognise the
weakness of the social networking technique of static links have attempted to devise
new algorithms for social network connections based on users’ behaviours and activi-
ties. However, while reciprocity is at the heart of these algorithms, they rarely consider
the role of already-established social capital in determining the number of connections
each user can acquire. The ActiveLink algorithm is designed to be consistent with some
topological features found in the social networks, such as Preferential Attachment and
Assortativity. It also takes into account the factors of ageing and cognitive limit of
human beings’ brains. To illustrate the model, we compare the network of active con-
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the end of the section, an algorithm is given to illustrate our ideas introduced in this
section.
5.3.1 Continuous Reciprocity
There are many online activities that can signal the existence of genuine connections.
For example, a user’s online actions towards his/her friends and monetary transaction
may both signal genuine connections. However, there are several problems with these
methods. First, unilateral actions fail to capture the mutual recognition between any two
users. The method can easily be abused by users. Monetary transaction may indeed
reﬂect genuine connection. However, it seems the transaction only happens between
small percentage of total members as social network sites mainly facilitate information
ﬂow rather than cash ﬂow. Thus, the transaction method will under-represent the real
social network.
As mentioned earlier, a reliable connection is an endless process of material and infor-
mation exchange. We therefore propose that an active connection can be based on di-
rect communication such as private messaging and indirect communication such as wall
posting, mutual blog commenting, photo and video commenting and gift exchanging.
Signalling theory states that each agent has qualities that they wish to communicate.
The length, frequency, and content of public comments and other communication signal
the strength and context of a relationship and do so with greater nuance[34]. To simplify
the model, we only utilise the frequency of communication. The choice is partially intu-
itive, and partially due to some available research which suggests that the more people
communicate, the closer they are[61].
For a connection to be active, the frequency of communication must be no less than
a certain threshold, which we denote as f. It should be noted that whereas we do not
specify the forms of communication, they contain both public and private information
exchange. Public methods generally include wall posting, blog commenting, photo and
video commenting and gift exchanging. Private methods generally include private mes-
saging and instant messaging. We consider that both are equally important for the
connection, though it may well be the case that people who communicate via private
messaging may well have better relationships than those via mutual photo commenting.
The same weight attached to both communication methods can also beneﬁt the users
in that it allows users to communicate at their convenience, without the bias to prefer
one over another simply because the method can contribute more to their ego-centric
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5.3.2 Contact Cap
For any given community, there is an average number of regular contacts each person can
maintain. Note that the average number refers to the median rather than the mean, since
there exists a small amount of people who can manage disproportionally large number
of connections. The British anthropologist Robin Dunbar proved that the upper limit
is somewhere near 150[38], with evidence found not only in ancient villages and tribal
groups but also in modern organisations. However, the connection cap in real-world
social networks is usually smaller than that in online social network. For instance, some
research suggests the number on Facebook stands at about 250[55]. Many users maintain
a number of contacts well above 150. This is because social network sites assist users
to manage their social networks by providing tools for contact storage and friendship
management. It is much more convenient to groom in an online social network than by
other oﬄine methods. Treating social network sites as social capital management tools,
we argue that the connection cap C can be greater than Dunbar’s number. The median
number of connections m should be any number less than C.
5.3.3 Connection Decays
We establish new connections as we communicate with acquaintances. The more inter-
actions that take place, the more durable the connections will likely be. The durability
of the connections is supposed to fade away gradually if we do not keep in touch with
our friends. We represent this in our model by giving each a connection strength S.
When person u interacts with person v , the strength S(uv) of the connection between
them is set to be 1. Then, as time passes, the strength S decays exponentially if they
do not exchange information[70]:
S(uv) = e−k∆t
Where k is an adjustable parameter of the model. It is set to be 0.001 in according to
Jin’s experiment[70]. Figure 5.1 shows the change of connection strength over time.
If they communicate again, S(uv) is set back to be 1.
For our convenience, we suggest the period for connection expiration D is 50 days. After
50 days, v becomes an inactive contact of u.
Research in experimental psychology has demonstrated that there is a decline in memory
retention over time, commonly known as the Forgetting Curve. The formula describ-
ing the forgetting process is similar to the one we employed to describe the strength of
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Figure 5.1: The Connection Strength - Time Diagram
and explains the fact that we would spend time and eﬀort on maintaining those exist-
ing relationships which we do cherish. The application of active contact can eﬀectively
exclude casual acquaintances as we pointed out in Chapter 3. We do not communi-
cate with acquaintances as frequently as we do with close friends. But we would keep
these people in our contact lists due to the weak tie assumption. In the future, if we
communicate with them for some reason, then they will be “activated” and become our
active contacts. Therefore, the concept of active contact and strength of connection are
entirely based on the frequency of communication and interaction, which conforms to
our previous analysis. Active contacts are also useful in distinguishing real users from
fakesters. Real users do not normally communicate with fakesters. Thus, fakesters are
often in the state of being inactive. If real users do communicate with fakesters, then
fakesters turn to be active. This is the case where authentic users employ fakesters as
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5.3.4 Preferential Attachment: Beyond Reciprocity
People with higher social capital can attract more people with less eﬀort than those
with lower social capital. This is called preferential attachment and is considered as
one of the two important factors in the Barabasi-Albert model which theorises that
a complex network exhibits a power-law degree distribution. Since the social capital
accruing from a relationship is much greater to the extent that the person who is the
object of it is richly endowed with capital, the possessors of an inherited social capital,
symbolised by a great name, are able to transform all circumstantial relationships into
lasting connections[16]. They are so well known that they do not even have to make the
acquaintance of the acquaintances.
The power-law degree distribution of social network, which is due to the eﬀect of pref-
erential attachment, reﬂects our living experience that the rich get richer. In the study
of distribution of wealth, 20% of the population in a given society hold 80% of total
wealth of the society. The richest people can grow even richer by taking advantage of
their existing capital. This topology can also explain the spreading of disease. Research
has found that there is no epidemic threshold for viruses to spread all over a network
with a power law degree distribution, regardless the rate of infection[104]. This implies
that power law structure can facilitate the dissemination of information and knowledge.
As long as this information exists, it will eventually spread all over the network if it has
any value.
We therefore propose that individuals with more connections should be able to acquire
new connections with less eﬀort. There should be no universal frequency of communica-
tion but a decreasing range of frequency over the individuals with increasing connections.
The use of universal frequency was a sound decision at ﬁrst thought. It is intuitive to
argue that the more one communicates, the more connections one can establish. Some
may take for granted that there is a linear relationship between the number of contacts
and the eﬀort one has spent on social grooming. However, this is not true. If we take
the topology of the social network into account, the hallmarks of any social network of
human beings are power-law degree distribution and assortativity. The power-law degree
distribution, or scale-free character, is the base for the social network to spread the in-
formation and knowledge quickly. It also reﬂects the self-organising nature of a network
that is robust and resistant to random attacks. Unfortunately, the message network of
online social network does not follow the power-law degree distribution. As a case in
point, the network of testimonials on Cyworld exhibits exponential degree distribution,
rather than power-law degree distribution as presented in the real-world social network,
as indicated in Figure 5.2.
Research on Facebook indicates that the probability distribution of number of messages
sent per user does not show power law distribution either, as illustrated in Figure 5.3. It
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Figure 5.2: Cumulative distribution of in-degree and out-degrees of Cyworld’s testi-
monial network. Picture taken from [4]
in terms of its asymptotic behaviour[55]. This is also true for the social network of the
University of Southampton. About 10% of people have more than 500 connections and
30% of them have between 200 and 500 connections. However, it is untrue that all of
them are actively engaging on Facebook activities such as public wall posting, photo
and video commenting, gift exchanging and blog commenting. On the contrary, most
of these users are fairly inactive and rarely engage in these social grooming activities.
However, a signiﬁcant portion of people will actively engage with these activities. For
these people, the group with connections above 500 will have exchanged information
slightly more than those with connections between 200 and 500. It is unlikely for people
with more connections to spend equally exponential time and eﬀort for social grooming,
and is not achievable even if they spend all of their total time.
The statistics conﬁrm that the social network purely based on universal frequency of
communication will not exhibit power-law degree distribution. That is, fk is not a
constant. In fact, as we argued earlier, highly connected users simply do not have
suﬃcient time for such expensive social grooming. In order to design an algorithm to
transform the message network into a network with complex network topology, we would
like to ﬁnd out the mapping between the degree and its frequency of communication.
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Figure 5.3: Number of messages sent versus number of users sending. Picture taken
from [55]
pk ∼ k−γ 2 < γ < 3 (5.1)
Second, we need to ﬁnd out the relationship between the pn and the number of messages.
In our study of the social network of the University of Southampton, we are not able to
access either the data of private messaging or those of instant messaging. Therefore, we
do not have ﬁrst-hand data to draw the connection. However, according to the research
of Golder et al., who did manage to access the Facebook messages, the relationships
between pn and number of messages is as follows[55]:
pn ∼ n−αnβ
α > 0,0 < β < 1 (5.2)
Given the formula above, we introduce the frequency function fk, so that the previous
distribution becomes a power law distribution. Replacing n by kfk in eq.5.2 and making
index equivalent to γ, we have:
γ ∼ kfk
β (5.3)Chapter 5 ActiveLink: Identifying Meaningful Social Connections 88














Eq.5.4 suggests that the frequency of communication is inversely proportional to the
degree. In other words, the more friends we have, the less eﬀort we need to spend on
communication and social grooming. This appears to be true by our intuition. People
who are highly popular or are opinion leaders can maintain tens of hundreds of times
more meaningful connections that ordinary people can manage to establish. However,
while they are very likely to spend more time on social grooming than most ordinary
people, they are very unlikely to spend orders of magnitude more time and eﬀort than
ordinary people on social grooming. If we put the value for ordinary users on social
grooming to be 20% of their total time, then people who are highly connected or are
opinion leaders can only spend ﬁve times of that at maximum. If ordinary users can
have a number of 150 connections, as described by the rule of 150 or Dunbar’s number,
then people who are centres and hubs of the social network can only have a maximum
of 750. This ﬁgure is much smaller than we have found on most social network sites,
where users with more than one thousand connections are not unusual. Although, as we
analysed earlier, a signiﬁcant part of these users are friendship collectors, fakesters and
fraudsters and even spammers and phishers, a decent percentage of them are genuinely
popular ﬁgures who enjoy a high reputation in the social network. These are usually
bloggers, journalists and celebrities. They may simply acquire connections passively
without much eﬀort. The inverse relationship between the frequency of communication
and the degree of individual users, as we concluded earlier, explains the fact that these
Facebook whales require less time than ordinary users to acquire more connections, as
they can leverage the connections they have already acquired.
Because the method reﬂects the real activities of genuine social network, the conﬁgu-
ration can single out the highly connected nodes from the whole pool of nodes. With
the information hubs and opinion leaders that have more connections, information and
knowledge can spread much faster and further.
5.3.5 Assortativity
A unique feature to social networks is that the degree correlation is positive, which
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Mark Newman and then conﬁrmed by numerous research on the topology of real-world
social networks. This is in contrast to other non-social networks such as information
networks, technology networks and biological networks. In a non-social network, new
nodes will simply follow the rule of preferential attachment and connect to old nodes
with greater degree. However, in a social network, new nodes will not only follow
the rule of preferential attachment, but also exhibit the pattern of assortativity. This
means nodes will connect to other nodes with similar number of degree. Hence, in the
real-world social network, highly connected nodes will connect to other equally highly
connected nodes while less connected nodes will connect to other less connected nodes.
The fact that, in social networks people connect to others who have similar degrees is
echoed by the proverb that birds of a feather ﬂock together, which reﬂects our living
experience. Social network users befriend those with whom they share common interests,
ideas and values. People with similar social and cultural backgrounds can usually foster
stronger relationships. For example, in our study of Facebook users of the University of
Southampton, if we compare the social network of the university users with connections
between them and the social network of both university users and those from outside the
university, then we can ﬁnd the assortativity is usually three times larger in the former
case. This is largely because university users generally befriend other university users
along the line of similar subjects, schools and departments and other interest groups.
The presence of assortativity in social networks plays an important role in informa-
tion spreading and knowledge sharing. Information and knowledge can travel much
faster in social networks than non-social networks such as technological networks, in-
formation networks and biological networks. Research has conﬁrmed that assortativity,
together with the power law degree distribution, can further advance the dissemination
of information[98]. This is because highly connected nodes will connect with other nodes
which are equally highly connected. They will form a core group of highly connected
nodes, which could serve a “reservoir” for information, sustaining an epidemic spread.
A message originated from one of these nodes can spread across the whole “reservoir”
in a short time. It will then travel from highly connected nodes to other ordinary nodes.
The process is equally true if the message is originated from the less connected nodes;
according to preferential attachment, this less connected node will normally connect to
a node which is highly connected in the social network. When this less connected node
broadcasts a message to its neighbourhood, the message will be received by a highly
connected node. This node, which is connected to other highly connected node in the
“reservoir”, will pass the message to other members of its neighbourhood, where a signif-
icant proportion of which are highly connected nodes. The message can then propagate
along the chain of highly connected hubs and eventually reach every node of the social
network. This is diﬀerent from other non-social network. For example, on the World
Wide Web, many search systems have indexed a huge number of websites. Information
will travel from these lowly connected sites to the search engine, which is highly con-
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web portals which are equally highly connected, the information will only stay locally
within that particularly Web search engine and its ego-centric network.
To take advantage of assortative mixing in information spreading and sharing, we decided
to incorporate this feature into ActiveLink. There can be multiple tiers of frequencies of
communications. Take two tiers for example. The upper tier frequency, which is smaller
than the lower tier frequency, is only applied to users with degrees above the threshold
level, which is always less than the median of the total degrees. The mechanism of
two tiers of frequencies is actually a logical step to preferential attachment because if
nodes in the upper tier attempt to befriend those in the lower tier, the connections will
be directional. However, in the social network, the connections are always mutually
acknowledged and therefore bidirectional. The values of ﬁrst and second tier frequency
are approximated by a trial and error method. We ﬁrst assign an initial value to the ﬁrst
tier frequency and then assign another value which is smaller than the ﬁrst one to the
upper tier frequency. The topology of the resulting social graph based on the two-tier
active connections will be measured against that of the real-world social network. If it
follows the power-law distribution, then we use the second frequency values. Otherwise,
we adjust the second tier frequency by adding or reducing one, then we will measure
again the topology of the resulting social network, until it conforms to the topological
feature of real-world social network.
5.3.6 Representative Democracy Model
The mechanism of forming active connections can be understood by using a represen-
tative democracy model in which representatives are elected from their respective con-
stituencies. In each constituency, there are several candidates competing for the election.
Candidates spend a lot of time and eﬀort to talk to the voters. Once they are elected and
become members of the parliament, they can acquire more connections with diﬀerent
representatives and celebrities in the society. However, they will still need to maintain
a close relationship with their constituencies. Otherwise, they will be distant from their
voters and may lose their votes in the next election. If they lose their seats in the parlia-
ment, they may lose those connections with other representative and celebrities. Here,
there are two tiers of network: the voters and the MPs. The ﬁrst tier frequency goes
between voters and voters, and voters and MPs. The second tier frequency goes only
between MPs and MPs. Both groups need to spend time and eﬀorts on social grooming
in order to keep the connections alive. However, MPs have an advantage over voters
in that they can leverage their social capital to achieve more social capital. Ordinary
voters who want to be MPs to leverage the social capital must work hard to reach the
threshold amount of number of connections.
The model is also consistent with the idea underpinning the Watts-Strogatz model[126].
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Figure 5.4: Illustration of social graph that is identiﬁed by ActiveLink Algorithm.
Hard lines represents immediate neighbours. Dashed lines represent long-range con-
tacts.
their immediate neighbours in the same street, colleagues, people whom their friends
introduce them to. However, everyone has one or two friends who are a long way away
– people in other countries, old acquaintances – who are represented by the long-range
edges obtained by rewiring in the WS model[5], as shown in Figure 5.4. People generally
spend more time with their immediate neighbours and less with long-range contacts.
Here, the ﬁrst tier frequency goes to people who have only local connections. Second tier
frequency goes only to people with remote connections. Both groups need to spend time
and eﬀort on social grooming in order to keep the connections alive. However, people
with remote connections have an advantage over people with only local connections in
that they can leverage their social capital to achieve more social capital. People with
only local connections who want to establish remote connections to leverage the social
capital must work hard to reach the threshold amount of number of connections.Chapter 5 ActiveLink: Identifying Meaningful Social Connections 92
5.3.7 An Algorithm for ActiveLink
Given the previous analysis, we present an algorithm for the calculation of active links.
Let D be the period for connection expiration, S be the set of all members of the social
network and f be the frequency of information exchanging such as private messaging
and mutual public wall posting, m be the median of connections, S1 be the set of less
connected nodes, S2 be the set of highly connected nodes, C be the connection cap, m0
be the median of connections of the previous iteration we have:
Algorithm 2 ActiveLink: Identify Meaningful Social Connections
Input: A Social Network S
Output: A Social Network S′ based on Reciprocal Communication
ACTIVELINK(S,D,C,m0)
1: for Every D days do
2: S′ ← {∅}
3: f = 2
4: while S  = {∅} do
5: loop
6: Apply f to S ⇒ m, S1, S2
7: if m > C then
8: f = f + 1
9: else if m < m0 then





15: Calculate Mean Degree k1 of S1 and k2 of S2
16: f = fk1/k2
17: m0 = m
18: S ← S2
19: S′ ← S′ ∪ S1
20: end while
21: end for
When applying f to S, we get temporary active connections for each member. The
median of the distribution of these connections is denoted by m and those who have
less than m active connections belong to the ﬁrst tier network S1 while others belong
to the second tier network S2. m0 refers to the median of previous calculation. The
algorithm adjusts the value of m so that m0 ≤ m ≤ C. Then, the second tier frequency
of communication is estimated as f = fk1/k2, which is applied to the second tier set of
members.
Depending on the requirement and accuracy, the network may be divided to quartiles
and even more sections. In our implementation, we will employ a topology calculation
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5.4 Summary
This chapter introduced the ActiveLink algorithm, a cumulative reciprocal method aim-
ing to identify meaningful connections in the social network. We gave a detailed de-
scription of what aﬀects active links and how it works. The algorithm goes beyond
simple algorithms based on reciprocity. Instead, it takes advantage of the social capi-
tal that a user has acquired when identifying meaningful connections. We argued that
the algorithm is capable of recognising long-range contacts who often communicate less
frequently than immediate neighbours such as friends, colleagues and schoolmates.Chapter 6
Experimentation and Evaluation
6.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter we presented the algorithm of ActiveLink, which aims to identify
meaningful online social connections. Meaningful connections refer to friends on SNSs
who have actually met oﬄine or who maintain regular contact. The social graph identi-
ﬁed by the algorithm is the foundation of a social network site as it represents the real
network instead of the inﬂated one. In order to increase our conﬁdence in the capability
of the algorithm and to support the theory of friendship inﬂation, we need to validate
the ActiveLink algorithm experimentally.
In order to perform such an empirical validation on a reasonably large scale based on
real-world examples, we will use the social data of Facebook users of the University of
Southampton. The university has about 24,735 students and around 5,000 staﬀ1. Only
users with a university email account can join the network of University of Southamp-
ton on Facebook. At the time of writing, there are 24,512 people in the University
of Southampton network, according to Facebook’s statistics. We managed to harvest
22,553 users with their proﬁles and connections between them.
In this chapter, we describe how we apply the algorithms to the data and present the
results of the empirical study. Three reference algorithms will also be presented to
compare against our ActiveLink algorithm.
1http://www.hesa.ac.uk/dox/dataTables/studentsAndQualifiers/download/institution0607.
xls
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6.2 Approach
Our methodology imitates the behaviours and activities of a user with an email account
of the University of Southampton. He or she can browse other users’ proﬁles and con-
nections within the same university network, subject to each individual user’s privacy
settings and other preference conﬁgurations. The approach is diﬀerent from a general
Web scraping method in that we need to login to the website (Facebook in this case)
in order to harvest the website. Also, because Facebook imposes a strict rules on Web
scraping robots, we need to make our harvesting script behave more like a human being.
Our general approach to verify the ActiveLink algorithm is as follows.
First, we begin by harvesting the social graph of the University of Southampton. Note
that the connections of these networks only consist of those among university users. This
means the connections between users from outside the university are not counted. The
resulting social graph is essentially the neighbourhood of the University of Southampton.
Personal details about users will be used and analysed. Communications include the
mutual exchange of virtual gifts, public wall posts, comments on notes (Facebook-style
blogging), photos, videos and posted items. Secondly, we will prepare the experiment
data by removing the multiple and redundant personal information and complete the
connections which may be directional rather than mutual. Thirdly, we will run several
simple reciprocity algorithms to identify social networks as our reference graphs. The
ﬁrst reference algorithm considers one-way communication between any users. The
second reference algorithm is based on reciprocal communication where users in both
parties have exchanged information at least once. The third reference algorithm requires
users to exchange information at least twice. Finally, we will apply the ActiveLink
algorithm to identify meaningful connections. We will compare the network that is
identiﬁed and extracted from our algorithm and from a reference algorithm, as well as
the original inﬂated network. The topological properties to be compared include degree
distribution, average path length, clustering coeﬃcients, assortativity and so forth.
In this empirical study, we seek to (1) conﬁrm the theory of friendship inﬂation by
contrasting the original social network with the graph generated from communication
networks; (2) verify that the ActiveLink algorithm can identify long-range contacts
which cannot be captured by simple reciprocity algorithms. It is our intention to study
the scalability of this algorithm, but in the case of acquiring a large amount of data
this was not possible within the limits imposed by the regulations from most social
network sites and by the restrictions from users’ privacy settings and preferences. For
example, in our experiment, we acquired our data from the network of the University
of Southampton on Facebook. This requires a valid University email address, which
usually ends with “soton.ac.uk”. In addition, Facebook imposes a strict traﬃc limit on
the site and therefore the harvesting script has to run slowly enough so that it will not
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on other networks such as the region networks of Portsmouth and London, which have
far bigger populations than that of the University. However, the problem with networks
of this type is they are diﬃcult to be veriﬁed in the oﬄine world. Also, the interaction
between members in these networks appears less intensive than those taking place in
the University.
6.3 Data Acquisition
We start by harvesting the social graph of the University of Southampton on Facebook.
The harvesting algorithm starts from an arbitrary node and runs a breadth-ﬁrst search
through the network. The algorithm will include all the nodes from the university,
and will exclude those from outside the university. There are several categorisations
of contacts such as friends from schools, companies, diﬀerent geographical networks
and those updated recently. Our algorithm will take the connections but ignore these
categorisations. In the University network, the default privacy settings are to allow
members of the same network (in this case, the University of Southampton) to view
others’ proﬁles. As the network grows, more University users begin to recognise the
privacy issues in the social network and change their privacy settings. However, in most
cases, members of the same network can still send a private message to each other and
view each other’s friend lists. The service to navigate through other’s social network,
even though they do not have direct friend connections with the viewer, is important to
us as it is possible to use a snowball sampling method to crawl the whole social graph
of the University network.
This snowball sampling algorithm is arguably the only feasible method to crawl all the
data in the network of the University for the following reasons. First, we do not have
a list of UIDs of all the University users and therefore we can not index the friends of
users by leveraging Facebook APIs. Second, the method makes sure the resulting social
graph is a connected component. Third, Facebook provides APIs for accessing users’
data, however, without knowing users’ Facebook UIDs it is impossible to verify if any
two people are friends. Even if we have these UIDs, the veriﬁcation function is painfully
slow. It takes a much longer time to crawl the social graph. The algorithm is given in
Chapter 4. In our experience with Facebook, this adapted breadth-ﬁrst search method
will pick up highly connected nodes or hubs very quickly when the algorithm begins.
While the Facebook APIs are ineﬃcient for acquiring the social graph, they are however
suitable for retrieving proﬁles of the university users. These proﬁle items, subject to a
user’s privacy settings, include user’s self description, activity descriptions, aﬃliations,
birthday, books, current location, education history, email addresses, hometown location,
interests, quotes, status, timezone, favourite TV shows and ﬁlms, work history, etc.
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University by default but it is not uncommon that users change the privacy settings to
restrict the visibility of some personal information. Facebook has provided both APIs
and an SQL-style query language for accessing users’ proﬁles2.
Our algorithm can acquire the information that is visible to other University users. Given
the UIDs that are harvested from the snowball sampling method that is described above,
our algorithm can retrieve the Facebook proﬁles by only using the services provided by
the Facebook platform. Figure 6.1 shows some demographic information about the
University users such as age and gender. There is about 53% of male users and 47% of
female users on the network. The vast majority of users are aged between 18 and 24.
This suggests that most Facebook users in the University network are undergraduates.
For the age below 18 and beyond 30, the population quickly shrinks to a very small
number, which means there are few University staﬀ using the Facebook at the point
of our experiment. However, we believe that as the network grows, there should be
increasingly more University staﬀ using Facebook at the time of writing.
Figure 6.1: Sample Demographics: Age and Gender Distribution of the University
users.
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Another set of information that is relevant to our experiment is users’ activities, in
particular, the interactions between users. While we cannot access the direct commu-
nication between Facebook users via private messages and instant chatting, we can,
however, access a broad range of direct and indirect communications that are meant
to be visible to other members in the university network. These communications in-
clude the mutual exchange of public virtual gifts, public wall posts, comments on notes
(blogs), photos, videos and posted items. There is also another type of communication
which requires the installation of third party applications, such as superpoke. This type
of communication is not universally available to all users and therefore is not used in
our experiment.
The following algorithm details how we harvest the information about photo comments,
one of the six sources of users’ interactive activities. First, we retrieve the 22,553 UIDs
from the database and put them in an array. These UIDs are crawled using the snowball
sampling method and are the Facebook identiﬁers that represent the users in the Uni-
versity. More than 10,000 UIDs begin with “28610” or “50”, which indicate the early
adopters of Facebook in the University. Then, we take a UID and retrieve the ﬁrst page
of photo comments for that user. The page will display how many posted photos in
total. There are two cases: (1) if the number of posted photos is less than 20, then there
is only one page; (2) otherwise, there is more than one page. In the case of only one
page, we will further look at how many photo comments have been made for each posted
photo. UIDs of users who have made these comments will be harvested from the proﬁle
links. In the case of more than one page, after we ﬁnish the iteration as described in the
former case, we will advance to the next page by accessing the next 20 posted photos.
We then perform the same harvesting process in this new page. This is iterated until
no more posted photos are found.
Algorithm 3 Harvest Photo Comments From Facebook
Input: An Array UIDs of University Users on Facebook
Output: Photo Comments on Facebook
ADAPTED-WEBSCRAPING(array(uid))
1: Login on Facebook
2: for Each Uid of Array(UID) do
3: Fetch the ﬁrst page of photo commenting
4: if There is only one page for photo comments then
5: Harvest UIDs of friends making comments
6: else if There is more than one page then
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These data are checked for integrity before they can be used in the experiment and data
analysis. One particular important area to look at is the directional connections. Some
users who have adopted more rigorous privacy settings may not be reached directly,
yet they may be reached by some of their friends who have less restricted settings.
Therefore, the raw social graph harvested from Facebook will have some directional
links, rather than mutual links. In this case, we will complete the connections by adding
the complementary directional links. The original data of users’ activities include a lot of
information published by users from outside the University. In fact, there are more data
posted by users from outside the University than the University users. Thus we need
to distinguish these two set of data and only select those published by the University
users. For the data of interactive activities, we also need to exclude two sources of noise:
comments made by the same user who posted the information and comments made by
users from non-University users.
6.4 Data Analysis
Figure 6.2: Six Sources of Interaction Activities.
Figure 6.2 indicates the six sources of interaction activities. It shows that the dominant
activity that we are able to harvest is photo comments. With more than one million
photo comments, it represents 84% of the total activities. Wall posts, which account for
about 11%, come in the second place. The surprising discovery is the number of com-
ments that have been made on the notes, which are Facebook-style blogs. The number is
slightly less than 30,000, responsible for only 2.2% of all activities. Our experience with
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fact that we harvest more photo comments than wall posts is due to the ajax technique
that Facebook has used for viewing wall posts. Our web scraping algorithm can only
harvest the ﬁrst page of wall posts whereas it can harvest the photo comments page by
page. As a result, it sees more photo comments than wall posts. This does not mean
the activity data we acquire does not represent users’ overall activities. Users involved
with photo commenting will generally publish more wall posts and comments. Hence,
we consider that more than 1 million photo comments, together with other sources of
activity information, are suﬃcient for our experimentation and evaluation.
Figure 6.3: Topological Characteristics of the Communication Networks.
Figure 6.3 shows the topological characteristics of the six sources of interactive activities.
The topological properties we will investigate include degree distribution, average short
paths, clustering coeﬃcients and assortativity. The degree distribution of these graphs
roughly takes the shape of a power-law degree distribution. It is notable that the degree
distributions of wall posts and photo comments exhibit cutoﬀs that resemble real-world
social networks where there are age and capacity constraints. The average path lengths
are around 3, suggesting that these communication networks are quite small. However,
the clustering coeﬃcient is near neutral and the assortativity of them is unanimously
negative. The zero clustering coeﬃcients and negative degree correlation pattern suggest
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6.5 Experiments
After an initial data analysis, we will carry out some experiments in this section. The
ﬁrst experiment is to extract the one-way communication network from the online so-
cial network of the University. We compare the original online social network and the
one-way communication network. The second experiment is to apply simple reciprocity
algorithms to the communication network, resulting in diﬀerent social graphs with dif-
ferent frequencies. These social graphs can serve as benchmarks for the test on our
algorithm, which will be carried out in our last experiment. We are particularly inter-
ested in how the ActiveLink algorithm is capable of identifying long-range contacts that
cannot be captured by other reference algorithms.
6.5.1 One-Way Communication Network
Figure 6.4: Reference Algorithm: One-way Communication Network
The ﬁrst experiment is to identify the one-way communication network based on the six
sources of interactive activities. The experiment treats all the sources of data equally and
does not assign any weight to diﬀerent activities. Connections will be placed between
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with each other. The resulting network, which is essentially the union of the individual
directional communicative network of the interactive activities, remains directional. The
topological properties of the network can be found in Figure 6.4.
The range of the x-axis of degree distribution is between 1 and 160, i.e., 1≤k≤160, which
has shrunk dramatically from the range of degree distribution of the inﬂated online
social network, 1≤k≤900, as in Figure 4.16. The population of one-way communication
network is 11,980 as shown in Figure 6.8, much smaller than the original size of the social
network, which is 22,553. This is consistent with the statistics from the Facebook Data
Team3 who found that the size of a communication network is much less than that of
the original social network. Communication only takes place between a small fraction of
the whole friends’ social network. A signiﬁcant part of online connections are the result
of people being silently linked to others. The one-way communication network is closer
to the real-world social network, as there is a clear cutoﬀ of the degree distribution.
It has, however, a small assortativity and clustering coeﬃcient but larger than average
path lengths. It shows that without the inﬂated number of friend connections, the one-
way communication network appears to be sparser. The signiﬁcant statistical diﬀerence
between the original online social graph and the one generated from this algorithm,
together with the theory of Dunbar’s number, supports the previous analysis that there
is a large degree of friendship inﬂation in online social networks.
6.5.2 Simple Reciprocal Network
The second reference algorithm is a simple reciprocity algorithm where the connection
is identiﬁed if (1) people involved in this connection have already established an online
friend connection by using static links; (2) they have exchanged messages at least once.
For our convenience we choose the two frequencies, f=1 and f=2. We consider that this
is suﬃcient for us to carry out the benchmark algorithms as when f>2, the network is
too small to see any signiﬁcant eﬀect. The resulting social graph is a simple reciprocal
network, where the topological characteristics are illustrated in Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6,
respectively.
The ranges of the x-axis of degree distributions of the f1 network is between 1 and 40,
i.e., 1≤k≤40, a further contraction from both the original social graph and the one-way
communication network. The range of the x-axis of degree distribution of the f2 network
is between 1 and 30, which is even smaller than the f1 network. The population of the
two networks even reduces to 7,397 and 4,389 respectively, a substantial cut from the
one-way communication network. This suggests that reciprocal communication only
takes place in a small amount of people who do communicate with each other. The
reciprocal networks appear to be more compact than one-way communication networks,
as they have smaller average path lengths but larger assortativity. Interestingly, the
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reciprocal networks have smaller clustering coeﬃcients than one-way communication
networks. All these three networks, however, maintain power-law degree distributions.
For the f1 and the f2 networks, their topological properties are remarkably similar to
each other, except for the range of x-axis.
Figure 6.5: Reference Algorithm: Simple Reciprocity Algorithm where f=1
6.5.3 Applying ActiveLink to an Online Social Network
In this section we carry out an adapted ActiveLink algorithm on the Facebook dataset.
We start the algorithm by setting the period for connection expiration D = 30, the con-
nection cap C = 150 and the median of connections of the previous iteration m0 = 0.
With f=2 and then f=1, the algorithm iterates twice for the social network, resulting in
the new social graph S′. This adapted algorithm is simpler than the one we proposed in
Chapter 5, however, it does demonstrate the key ideas of the original algorithms: prefer-
ential attachment and assortativity, both of which are non-existent in simple reciprocity
algorithm, not to mention one-way communication algorithm.
Figure 6.7 plots the degree distribution of the resulting network, which may be called the
active network for our own convenience. Some topological properties are also presented
in the bottom left corner in the graph. Figure 6.8 summarises the data set of the activeChapter 6 Experimentation and Evaluation 104
Figure 6.6: Reference Algorithm: Simple Reciprocity Algorithm where f=2
network, together with the previous networks. A ﬁrst glance at the table reveals that
the population of the active network is 6,185, close to the f1 network, which is 7,397, but
much bigger than the f2 network, which is 4,399. The average number of friends in the
active network is 6, which is the same as the f1 network, but bigger than the f2 network,
which is 4. The range of degree distribution of the active network is also similar to that
of the f1 network, but is bigger than that of the f2 network. These ﬁgures suggest that
whilst ActiveLink algorithm does use the higher tier frequency, it can retain connections
in the lower tier network.
Among other topological properties, the most signiﬁcant variation in the active network
is the average path length, which is only 3.75, much smaller than 4.68 in the f1 network
and 4.8 in the f2 network. This suggests there are more shortcuts in the active network
than other reciprocal networks and therefore information and knowledge can spread
faster in it. In the previous Chapter we stated that this is due to the capability of the
ActiveLink algorithm to identify long-range contacts which communicate less frequently
than immediate neighbours. To verify the claim, we calculated the average path lengths
for various networks and showed them in Figure 6.9. In the x-axis, p1, p2...represent
the length of paths 1, 2.... Bars of diﬀerent colours represent the numbers of speciﬁedChapter 6 Experimentation and Evaluation 105
Algorithm 4 Adapted ActiveLink: Identifying a Meaningful Social Network of Face-
book Users in the University of Southampton
Input: The Original Social Graph S
Output: A Social Network S′ based on Reciprocal Communication
ADAPTED-ACTIVELINK(S,D = 30,C = 150,m0 = 0)
1: S′ ← {∅}
2: f = 2
3: k = 0
4: while k < 2 do
5: loop
6: Apply f to S ⇒ m, S1, S2
7: if m > C then
8: f = f + 1
9: else if m < m0 then





15: f = f/2
16: S ← S2
17: S′ ← S′ ∪ S1
18: k = k + 1
19: end while
20: S′ ← S′ ∪ S2
path lengths that are identiﬁed by diﬀerent algorithms, with red for the f1 reciprocal
algorithm, green for the f2 reciprocal algorithm and blue for the ActiveLink algorithm.
For path length p=1, the number in the active network is smaller than that in the f1
network; however, for path length 2≤p≤4, the number in the active network is much
bigger than that in the f1 network. This can be explained in Figure 2.6. The f1 network
resembles a regular lattice while that of the active network resembles a small world
network. Thus, the f1 network has more connections between immediate neighbours
than the active network. However, the active network has more long-range connections
than the f1 network due to the rewiring process. These shortcuts can connect nodes
from remote distance and therefore shorten the paths between them. As a result, there
are more short path lengths in the active network than the f1 network.
6.5.4 Discussion
We have carried out three experiments in this section, resulting in a one-way commu-
nication network, a reciprocal network and the active network. The topology of the
one-way communication network conﬁrms our previous analysis of friendship inﬂation.
It also suggests that most people are only silently linked to others but never communicateChapter 6 Experimentation and Evaluation 106
Figure 6.7: Social Network Identiﬁed by ActiveLink Algorithm
Figure 6.8: Summary of data sets from the University networks identiﬁed by various
algorithms
with them. The comparison between the reciprocal networks and the active networks
demonstrates the strength of the ActiveLink algorithm in identifying the long-range
connections while retaining other topological properties.
6.6 Summary
In this Chapter, we experimented with Facebook data and gave our evaluation of the
theory of friendship inﬂation and the ActiveLink algorithm. It shows that the ActiveLinkChapter 6 Experimentation and Evaluation 107
Figure 6.9: Shortest Path Length between Each Pair of Vertices.
algorithm can identify meaningful social networks by recognising long-range contacts.
In the next Chapter, we will propose a RealSpace SNS system based on the active links.Chapter 7
RealSpace: an SNS Model based
on Active Links
7.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we propose RealSpace, an SNS system based on evolving active links.
RealSpace aims to establish an online social network by capturing the meaningful con-
nections in the real-world social network. We will ﬁrst give a high level architecture
overview of the system. These include high level abstraction of the system. Then, the
structure of component modules is illustrated to provide some details about the archi-
tecture. The system consists of active links, impression management tools, community
identiﬁers, proximity indicators, essential utilities and proﬁle searchers. More details
about data schema and applications will also be discussed in the later sections. The
application in the outermost layer is meant to include applications such as photo and
video uploading, chat rooms, news aggregator, online shopping, discussion board and
music sharing. There are three other features: Social Connectivity, which measures the
importance of a user in the social network, Proximity Index, which indicates the dis-
tance between a user and any other user in the social network, and Community Structure
Detection, which will identify group structure based on active connections.
7.2 Architecture Overview
Figure 7.1 represents the high level architecture of the RealSpace system. The structure
includes three parts: the connections between people that we are going to model; the
social network that is based on active links; and the applications based on the social
network. In the centre of the graph are the communication and interaction between
registered users that the system intends to capture. These may be understood as the
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“hardware” of the RealSpace social network system because they deﬁne the social net-
work, which aﬀects every component of the system. The algorithm for capturing the
real-world social network is based on the active links as discussed in Chapter 5. The
abstraction of the social network provides the foundation for the whole system. The
second layer is the abstraction of the relationships using an evolving social network
model. This layer will implement the RealSpace core algorithm which aims to identify
meaningful connections from the original social graph. The techniques that will be used
are connection caps, reciprocity, preferential attachment, assortative mixing, etc. It will
include a module that calculates the topological parameters of the resulting social net-
work and compares these parameters with those of the real-world social network. The
third layer has essential utilities of the system, such as impression management tools
(proﬁle editors), proximity indicator and community identiﬁer. This layer maintains the
key applications of the system. Among these applications, the proximity indicator and
the community identiﬁer are based on the algorithms of proximity index and community
structure detection, as proposed in the previous chapter. These graph-based algorithms
provide other useful applications and third party applications APIs that can take ad-
vantage of the social network. The outermost layer has various applications such as
blogging, video and music sharing. The utilities and applications are modules that can
be added to or removed from the system without aﬀecting other modules unless they
are interacting with each other. This layer provides the functionalities to the end users
and therefore will be crucial in attracting users to use the system.
7.2.1 Proﬁle Services
Most social network sites provide users with proﬁle services for them to present them-
selves. The problems of universal proﬁles and generic personas have been discussed
in Chapter 3. The proﬁle services mainly serve as a type of impression management
tool. After registration, users will normally be asked to ﬁll in their personal proﬁles.
The information required for the proﬁle includes but is not restricted to name, location,
hometown, work and education history. The proﬁle can then be viewed by other users,
subject to the proﬁle owner’s privacy settings. The problem of universal proﬁles is that
each user can only maintain one proﬁle. Therefore, the content as seen by both their
employers and parents will be the same. This will usually cause some social embar-
rassment and social drama. To solve the problem, we propose a RealSpace impression
management program. The key data structure of the RealSpace social network system
is its social network based on active link. Every user is treated as a node in the network
and is identiﬁed by an 8-digit identiﬁer. By using a minimum representation of social
network users we separate the underlying data structure from the applications. There-
fore, we can provide multiple proﬁles to a user. This is achieved by allowing users with
8-digit identiﬁer to select diﬀerent proﬁles suitable for diﬀerent visitors. Because theChapter 7 RealSpace: an SNS Model based on Active Links 110
Figure 7.1: RealSpace Architecture
visitors are again identiﬁed by an 8-digit identiﬁer, the impression management tools
can tell which proﬁle is needed for which visitor.
Proﬁle services should have their own characteristics on RealSpace system. The pro-
totype aims to present diﬀerent proﬁles of a user to his or her diﬀerent friends, based
on his or her initial setup. Users will have to conﬁgure the access to their proﬁles.
For instance, a user can have multiple proﬁles to be viewed by relatives, colleagues,
schoolmates, neighbours and other friends. They will have to set up diﬀerent content
for diﬀerent proﬁles. Each of the proﬁles is associated with the internal identiﬁers of
visitors. These identiﬁers are uniquely assigned to users when they register with the
system. If a visitor has been associated with a particular proﬁle of another user and
wants to access another proﬁle of that user, he or she can only achieve this if that user
has his or her privacy settings to be visible to this visitor. Diﬀerent proﬁles can also be
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based on how close a visitor is to the proﬁle owner. Anonymous users, for example, may
not able to view any of these proﬁles because they are not considered to be part of the
social network.
7.2.2 Separation of Storage and Exchange Model
An important principle of the system architecture is the separation of storage schema
and exchange schema. RealSpace stores the data in the relational database, which means
we will model the data in the database using relational schema. These data will be used
locally so that it will not compromise the eﬃciency of the system in the context of the
Semantic Web. This principle is based on the observation that XML/RDF databases
are less eﬃcient than traditional database and many systems are reluctant to abandon
the existing workable data model and take the risk to move to a new unproven schema.
On the other hand, the framework places paramount importance on the standardisation
of the exchange schema, which is characterised by an XML-based RDF format and
widely used controlled vocabulary. The standardised exchange format is particularly
important in tackling the issue of walled garden social network sites. It is true that
many social network sites such as Facebook and MySpace have developed their own
set of data formats for data import and export. However, the vocabulary and ﬁle
syntax they use share little in common and therefore they are not interoperable with
each other. Google, on the other hand, has also developed a social network framework,
called OpenSocial, with the hope that all the social network sites will adopt it as a
standard. Thus, it is important to separate the storage and exchange model. But
we are cautious to use heavy and rigorous ontologies, believing that the usage of these
ontologies in the preliminary phase of the SW would only complicate the already limited
exchanges between heterogeneous systems, making the Semantic Web vision a Semantic
Utopia. The separation of storage and exchange schema is the fundamental principle
that distinguish as the RealSpace system from other similar Semantic Web applications
such as Flink and FOAF.
7.2.3 Permission Granting
Consider a scenario where a user wants to share his or her friends with another user
or a social network system wants to share its data from another social network sys-
tem with a third party system. If all the individuals, agents and computer systems are
happy to share (or keep private) all the available data to all parties that have established
relationships with them, then we do not need any permission granting mechanism. Un-
fortunately this is not the case in the real world. There is a need to develop diﬀerent
authorisation levels in order to grant diﬀerent users of diﬀerent rights in using diﬀerent
data. Such a permission granting mechanism serves as a balancing role in the Semantic
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Permission granting is important in controlling the privacy settings. Users will usually
have to decide which visitors can access which part of their proﬁles and personal in-
formation. Visitors need users’ permission to view the information of the users. Users
should hold the power to grant permission to visitors. In fact, in many social network
sites such as MySpace and Facebook, users will have a certain degree of permission con-
trol. But this permission granting mechanism is still in its infancy and leaves a large
space for further development. In RealSpace system, as shown below, we will make the
permission granting a part of the algorithm that attempts to identify the local social
network.
7.2.4 Utility Programs
We have designed a number of utility programs to provide essential functionalities to
RealSpace. These include: a complex network calculator and a cache module. The
network calculator is used to estimate the parameters for complex network model of
social network. The cache module is used to improve the browsing speed of the website.
The social network based on active links as identiﬁed by the ActiveLink algorithm
should conform to the real-world social network. This means it should have a decent
level of approximation to the topological features of a real network such as power-law
degree distribution, clustering coeﬃcients, and average short path. The RealSpace core
algorithm is based on a trial-and-error method and therefore the resulting social network
will be compared with the real-world social network each time to verify its eﬀect. This is
likely to require signiﬁcant computing resources. Therefore, we design a complex network
checker to cope with the computing issues. The module specialises in calculations of
speciﬁc parameters such as power-law, clustering coeﬃcients, assortativity, average short
path and so on. It reuses the previous results whenever it can to save time and space.
RealSpace will use diﬀerent registration mechanism. Any user with an email address
can have full registration with the system. Even users who do not have email addresses
can also register fully with the system. In fact, we intend to work on an email system
within the RealSpace system such that it can provide the full service of a typical email
system. Validation of new registration should be simpliﬁed; Catcha is a necessary evil
for preventing spammers and phishers from attacking the system by running a computer
script, but besides these, other options should be simpliﬁed as much as possible. More
details, if the user wish to ﬁll in, can be ﬁlled in later after they have signed up with the
system and start to use it. We believe that issues such as loose acquaintances, fakesters
and trust can be better addressed by using a dynamic network algorithm such as the
ActiveLink algorithm. Setting up the policy for validating registration is not a long-term
solution. These policies are simply a weakness of the algorithms that are not able to
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Another important improvement of accessing speed is the introduction of a cache module
to the system. RealSpace search engine, which is programmed in PHP, is a web-based
system. Depending on the bandwith, the client-server model will incur a layer of latency
so it is better to cache the results when browsing. This is particularly signiﬁcant when
the RealSpace system has already dedicated a huge amount of computing resources
to deal with the networking algorithms. RealSpace employs MemcacheD as its caching
system1. It is a distributed memory object caching system that is also used by Facebook.
The module is estimated to boost the software’s performance by over 20% and increase
its memory eﬃciency over 30% if new functionality is added2.
7.3 System Structure
Figure 7.2 illustrates the major component modules of the system. Solid lines indicate
the modules that have been built. A rectangular box indicates a module that will read
data from the database. An oval box shows a module contains interactions between
users so that read/write operations are both required to be done on the database. This
is the implementation of the idea that dynamic activities between the users should
be registered to the activity checker for updating the record. We propose that these
activities include but are not restricted to private messaging, instant messaging, public
wall postings, blog comments, photo and video comments and exchanging gifts. We also
design auxiliary units that aim to improve the performance of the major components.
For example, to speed up querying the database, we will have to index the entries of
the table. This is done by an auxiliary unit. For many Web applications, a cache is
essential for improving the access speed. Therefore, auxiliary units will also provide a
PHP cache. The activity checker, in particular, is responsible for refreshing the real
connections between the people. This part will contain an algorithm to calculate the
topological factors of the online social network. The coloured modules are parts of the
architecture, most of which have been discussed in the previous chapter. The grey parts
are routine components that are either necessary to the system or provide extended
applications. The system is designed such that individual components can be loosely
coupled with each other.
7.3.1 Database Schema
The database is the soul and heart of the system. We use MySQL for our database.
Unlike the data repository of a Web search engine, which generates the data by crawl-
ing the Web, the database of a social network site captures the data input by the
users. An HTML document may just include creation time, headline, metadata and
1http://www.danga.com/memcached/
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Figure 7.2: Major Component Modules
full text while the record of a person will have many more dimensions of informa-
tion, which can be very ﬂexible. Thus, a detailed schema is necessary to provide
rich descriptions of the data. In Figure 7.3, for example, the table Users includes
uid,firstname,surname,email,occupation, etc. This information is either input by
new members when they register, or supplemented by existing members as required.
There are two diﬀerent types of data. The ﬁrst type has enumerated values. These
are gender and political views. Users can only select the value from a list of candidate
options. The second type is numeric where the data is essentially numbers. This is con-
venient for doing mathematical calculation. The third type is generally text. Users can
enter any information of their choice. The data will be used by almost all other modules
and therefore we write a query interface that speciﬁcally inserts and retrieves the data
from the table. The format of email will be checked before entering the table. Initially,
this includes both the well form of an email (X@Y) and the valid form of the email
which is eligible for registration. We drop the second criteria later because we are going
to build a open social network. The design emphasises the occupation and location, as
both social dimensions provide important cues for decentralised search. We restrict the
universities and companies to a list which is maintained and constantly updated as theChapter 7 RealSpace: an SNS Model based on Active Links 115
network grows.
The table of buddyfriends was to record the connections between people. These con-
nections should not be confused with active links as we discussed in Chapter 5. The
connections in the table of buddyfriends are purely raw connections as input by the users.
They represent users’ original activities and behaviours in the social network system.
RealSpace system records this information in order to process it by using the ActiveLink
algorithm. The ﬁeld of fuid represents the user who initiates the friend request. Be-
cause this is a prototype, we do not intend to accommodate more than one billion users.
Therefore, this ﬁeld is an 8-digit positive number. The ﬁeld type describes the category
of friendship. These are a range of friends based on the nature of connections. For ex-
ample, 0 may represent intimate friends, 1 for close friends, 2 for relatives, 3 for general
friends, 4 for colleagues, 5 for neighbours, etc. The ﬁeld reject indicates how many times
user tuid has rejected the invitation. The introduction of this parameter is particularly
important in preventing spamming and phishing. User fuid is banned if his request has
been rejected by the same user more than three times. Once a user is banned, he or she
may not be re-activated unless the event is reported to the website administrator. The
table is critical in constructing the relationships in the network. The format appears to
be a directional edge in our table and there will always be an even number of entries
as the relationships in social network are undirectional. The directional representation
is important for a large-scale social network site. When the network grows bigger, the
database will grow correspondingly. If the connections are entwined with each other in
the table, then it is very diﬃcult to separate them and store them in diﬀerent databases
on diﬀerent servers.
Figure 7.3: Database Schema
7.3.2 Exhaustive Searcher
RealSpace’s exhaustive searcher assists users to ﬁnd people in the database. Members’
information, such as their proﬁles, blogs, uploaded photos, videos and comments, have
been transformed and saved in the RealSpace database. The raw data will be sorted andChapter 7 RealSpace: an SNS Model based on Active Links 116
indexed before they can be used. Among these applications is an exhaustive searcher
module. The module is essentially a search engine with sophisticated information ser-
vices. There are two interfaces with the searcher: a general search interface and an
elaborate search interface. The general search engine will be quick and easy to use. It
is mainly for queries where the users know the names they are going to search. The
elaborate search interface, as its name suggests, is much more sophisticated than the
general one. It is intended for queries on the database based on all the criteria available,
subject to other users’ privacy setting. The results of both search interfaces will be
ranked based a score combining the proximity index and social connectivity.
For more details on the general search interface, a user can issue a query by the name
of either the person or the organisation he or she belongs to. The searcher will then
look up the table in the database for possible match. If the searcher ﬁnds an entry that
fully matches the query term, then it will return it to the user. If the searcher ﬁnd more
than one entry that matches the criteria, it will use the ranking algorithms to rank the
results. The ranking can be changed to be based on other criteria such as alphabetical
order of surname, location and birthday, connections between the user and the people
he or she wants to search.
On the elaborate search interface, as shown in Figure 7.4, one can make a query by
specifying the detailed proﬁle of the person. The criteria include but are not restricted
to name, gender, birthday, political views, occupation, hobbies, working and education
history and residence. The searcher will make an intersection operation on the queries
and return the results. We do not use union operation on these criteria. The advantage
of using intersection operation is that the returned list of people will only conform to
all the conditions as described. At present, the result will be ranked alphabetically for
our convenience. To accelerate the speed of searching, the elaborate search engine will
introduce a cache service which stores the results that are searched very often. These
are usually highly connected people and opinion leaders who occupy a central position
in the social network. The application will also consider the alphabets of the names that
is not one of the 26 English letters.
7.3.3 Validating Registered Users
The majority of social network sites have no restrictions about who can join or when.
The beneﬁt of open registration is that users can have a better chance to extend their
networks. Such networks will greatly from weak tie relationships. MySpace is one of
these examples. It opened to public registration on the day it was launched in order to
compete with other sites like Friendster. In contrast, Facebook did not open to public
registration when it was launched. Instead, one could only register with a designated
university email account. As a result, Facebook grew more slowly than MySpace at the
beginning of its development. The disadvantage of open registration, however, is thatChapter 7 RealSpace: an SNS Model based on Active Links 117
Figure 7.4: The Interface of Elaborate Search
there is less coherence and integration in the network. Users may feel less committed
to the connections which are acquired through the websites. Because any one with a
public email address can register with the site, spammers and phishers can gain full
access to the website without much eﬀort. Therefore, the social network feels less safe
as the one with designated email registration. Some network sites require a certain form
of identiﬁer or friends’ invitation. Orkut and Facebook were examples of these kinds,
though that requirement is now abolished due to commercial interests. On these sites,
fewer members would register in the beginning and the number of users grow much
more slowly than that of the open sites. However, there is more trust in the network
because they mirror the real connections of the registered users. They might also reduce
a signiﬁcant amount of loose acquaintances and fakesters. Due to the beneﬁts of the
“open culture” in social networks, both Orkut and Facebook open their registration
to the general public. This change in policy boosted their user base but introduced
problems that damaged the reputations of the sites. It is unlikely that these sites will
overcome these issues eﬀectively as they use static model of social network.
RealSpace will use open registration. Any user with an email address can have full reg-
istration with the system. Even users who do not have email address can also register
fully with the system. In fact, we have intended to work on an email system within the
RealSpace system such that it can provide full service of a typical email system. Valida-
tion of new registration should be simpliﬁed. Catcha is a necessary evil for preventing
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besides these, other options should be simpliﬁed as much as possible. More details, if
the user wish to ﬁll in, can be ﬁlled in later after they have signed up with the system
and start to use it. We believe the issues such as loose acquaintances, fakesters and trust
can be better addressed by using dynamic network algorithm. Setting up the policy for
validating registration is not a long-term solution. These policies are simply weakness
of the algorithms that are not able to reﬂect the real-world social network.
7.3.4 Flexibility of Information Control
Users have all the rights to control their personal information. They should be able to
decide what information should be revealed to whom. The information include subjective
data such as the proﬁles users ﬁll in by themselves, together with the objective data such
as the number of active contacts and social connectivity which are calculated by the
system. For audience, it could be diﬀerent individuals or diﬀerent groups of individuals.
Flexibility should also be extended to outside the network if users would like to share
their information with unregistered users. Many network sites provide privacy settings
for users to control the information ﬂow. However, commercial network sites have a
tendency to maximise the number of registrations by displaying as much information
about the existing members as possible. Therefore, the default setting usually reveal a
signiﬁcant amount of personal information about the users. These might beneﬁt the users
when the network is small and relationships are genuine. The revelation of information
will act against the users when more users join the network and are able to access the
information which otherwise is not intended to shared with strangers.
In RealSpace, basic information such as nickname and location will display by default.
All other information is not disclosed unless it is told so by the users.
7.3.5 Reputation and Trust
As mentioned in the earlier chapter, social network sites provide a trust layer on top
of the Web platform. This trust layer is the social network of people’s real-world rela-
tionships. However, while it appears intuitive to users, it lacks a sophisticated analysis
of the social network, particularly as it grows bigger in size. On SNSs like Facebook
and MySpace, the number of registered users can well exceed one million. How can we
identify the reputation of other users in a large-scale social network?
We argued in Chapter 5 that proximity is an important factor in determining whether we
trust one another. The assumption of this mechanism is that people trust members who
are their direct contacts. The trust will propagate through the chains of social network.
Therefore, the closer we are to a person, the more we trust him/her. The proximity
index, which measures the closeness between any designated user and any other users
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Another element that contributes to trust is reputation. The higher reputation a user
has, the more we trust him/her. On an auction site such as eBay, a user’s reputation is
usually indicated by a rating that is based on transactions. In social networks, a user’s
reputation can be measured by various prestige and analysis based on the structure of
the network. The analysis technique of betweenness, for example, is a centrality measure
that calculates the extent to which a node is directly connected only to those other nodes
that are not directly connected to each other. Another technique, eigenvector centrality,
measures the importance of a user by assigning a relative score to each user based on how
many users he or she connects to and how inﬂuential they are. Our trust measure, based
on proximity index, will take consideration on this centrality analysis. This parameter
will share its part of the total weight of the ﬁnal score of trust.
Large-scale social network diﬀers from a simple network with less than thousands of
users in that there can be multiple hubs and centres with similar degrees of connections.
These are important users who can aﬀect other users in their circle of inﬂuence, but
play a less important role in others’ territories. On SNSs such as Facebook, for example,
these territories are groups of diﬀerent interests and purposes. These groups can also be
formed based on geography. Each group may have its own active members that aﬀect
the groups activities and organisation. But these opinion leaders may have little voice
in other groups of which they are not a member. Thus, we will take into account the
group structure of social network when integrating centrality analysis into reputation
rating.
Finally, the groups created by users and joined by other users on a voluntary base,
may or may not reﬂect the actual connections of members in the group. In a group
such as the student group from the University of Southampton with a few thousands of
members, because the users of the group normally study together in the same university
and live in a relatively small city, they may well be connected to each other. In contrast,
in a group such as London with up to one million users, there could be hundreds of
fragmented subgroups with members from in- and outside London and from diﬀerent
walks of life. When we look at the scope of centrality analysis, we are not going to use
these naturally formed groups, instead, we will utilise the community structure based
on the connections between users. The communities are identiﬁed by the algorithm as
mentioned on Chapter 5. It will divide the social network into various communities
based on how people are more closely connected to the part of users and less connected
to anther part. The proximity index, combined with the centrality analysis based on
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7.4 System Features
The RealSpace social network system introduces three features for social networking:
Social Connectivity, Proximity Index and Community Structure Detection. All of the
three algorithms are based on active links. Social connectivity measures the importance
of an individual in the social network. Proximity index indicates the closeness between
a user and every other users. Community structure detection can identify the groups of
which members are more closely connected with each other than the rest of the network.
7.4.1 Social Connectivity
Most social network sites provide a search function for members to ﬁnd people. The
search algorithm is typically an exhaustive search which retrieves all the items with
criteria speciﬁed by the user. To do so, the algorithm need to ﬁrst index all the people
in the database. When a query is issued, it looks up the table to locate the people
related to the query. Since there are usually thousands of results returned, some kind
of ranking mechanism is employed to sort the results. A primitive ranking algorithm is
to rank by surname, as currently used in Facebook, but this algorithm is usually too
naive to have any eﬀect on the ranking. Another strategy that is currently used by
some sites is rating-based ranking. However, the algorithm is easily subject to abuse
by users as over-rating or under-rating. This is true particularly when the users see
the beneﬁts of doing so. Unfortunately people do beneﬁt from such activities. The
preferential attachment, as described in BA model, indicates that people tend to make
friends proportional to the targeted individuals’ degree. Thus, better connections will
attract more friends. Therefore, we have developed a ranking algorithm based on social
connectivity to improve the search quality.





where vi is the ith active contact of u and P(i) is the weight of the connection between
u and v.
Social connectivity is essentially eigenvector centrality based on active connections. In
SNA, eigenvector centrality has long been used to signify the importance of a node in the
network[123]. The observation that higher social connectivity will have higher degrees
is also corresponding to a situation of preferential attachment. As the value is based
on active contact, socialising footprints that may contribute to the connectivity will be
disregarded. Social connectivity can therefore be used as an indicator for search ranking.
Compared with ratings system where reputation is manually rated, our metric is more
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7.4.2 Proximity Index
Many social networks provide an indicator called mutual friends. One can estimate how
close he or she is to a stranger by looking at how many mutual friends they share.
However, the indicator does not go beyond two degrees. As the network grows, there
may be more and more people sharing the same number of mutual friends. In addition,
it would be useful to tell which one is closer when both share the same number of mutual
friends. The index is particularly important when one has to rank the users or compare
diﬀerent users. Let S be the set of all members of an SNS, we introduce our algorithm
as follows:
Algorithm 5 Calculate Proximity Index
1: for Each node v in S do
2: Apply Breadth-ﬁrst Search to S ⇒ S1, S2, S3, ...
3: Let S0 = {v}
4: Apply Eigenvector Centrality to Sn ∪ Sn+1(n ≥ 0) ⇒ E1,E2,E3,...
5: Vn ← n.En(n > 0)
6: end for
Starting at v, it ﬁrst applies BFS to the whole set and assigns the people with the same
degree into the same set. For example, S1 contains the members who directly connect
to v while S2 represents the set of friends of friends. Arranged in increasing order, the
sets are evaluated by using eigenvector centrality. It ﬁrst calculates the eigenvalues of
the S1, then S2 and so forth. The eigenvalue is an integer. Finally, we generate the
proximity index by combining the degree of separation and eigenvalue. The resulting
indices would be formatted in the form of 1.xx, 2.xx and so forth.
Proximity index is arguably more important to individual users than centrality analysis.
Centrality analysis is a method to identify inﬂuential and prestige people in the social
network, yet these people may not be quite relevant to you. Proximity index can identify
the users who matter to you by calculating your network distance. While everyone
sees the same centrality analysis, diﬀerent people will see diﬀerent proximity index.
Furthermore, this proximity index may be applied to measure the trust of information
published by other users and trace their credibility.
7.4.3 Community Structure Detection
It is common to ﬁnd group applications on most social networks. Users who share similar
interests, values and ideas may join the same group. It is not unusual to ﬁnd groups with
hundreds of thousands of members. The problem is, however, these members may not
have personal connections with each other. These people may stay in the same group
simply under the name of some kind of interest. Users have to spend a fair amount of time
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Therefore, we provide an algorithm called community structure detection in our social
network system. The module implements Newman’s community algorithm[100]. The
algorithm oﬀers a relatively eﬀective approach for ﬁnding and evaluating the community
structure in the networks.
7.5 Applications and the Social Network
On the third and outermost layer of the system lies the applications that are useful for
the social network sites. These include essential utilities, impression management tools,
network viewer and communication tools. These applications and programs enable rich
activities and behaviours on the social network. This will add values to the RealSpace
social network system. Lessons should be learned from the earlier development of SixDe-
grees which managed to attract users to register with the site but provided few services
and programs. Users were quickly fed up with the site and left. Other important func-
tions for these applications and services are communication channels. The key algorithm
of the RealSpace social network system, ActiveLink, is based on the observed informa-
tion that is exchanged between the users involved. Therefore, it is important to create
channels and activities that facilitate various types of communication.
7.5.1 Network Viewer
Network Viewer is an application to visualise the social graph as identiﬁed by the Re-
alSpace algorithm. The visualisation of the social network makes it easier to navigate
and explore. Network Viewer would ideally require interaction between the social map
and users. Thus, the technique of AJAX or a programming language like Java will be
most appropriate for this purpose. The viewer is Java-based. The advantage is that it
can have maximum interactivity and ﬂexibility in designing. However, the drawback of
Java-based network viewer for a Web-based social network system is that it consumes
more computing resources and Internet bandwidth such that it can cause latency and
sometimes severe delay. We only consider the RealSpace prototype as software for prov-
ing and demonstrating the principles of the evolving social network model. Therefore
the problem of software response, network latency and the user experience are not our
priority.
Social networks based on active links are displayed in blue as the backbones of the
social graph. Connections that are not found in this social network but are regarded
as mutual connections by users will be displayed in grey and drawn in a smaller line.
By clicking the lines of connections, users can see the nature of connections if they have
speciﬁed, for example, relatives, colleagues, schoolmates and other types of friendship.
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user. The viewer will also support community structure detection. The algorithm of
community structure detection is discussed in the previous section. It aims to identify the
groups of users who share similar interests and hobbies with similar social and cultural
backgrounds. It recognises the groups of users based on the social network of active
links. With this function, users can easily identify their neighbourhood and the network
nearby. They will also be able to see how their friends belong to other groups and how
they are connected with each other. The application can change the background display
colour.
7.5.2 Essential Utilities
We have some essential utility programs that provide behind-the-scene functionalities to
the RealSpace social network system. These include two parts: complex network checker
and PHP cache. The network checker is used to estimate the parameters for complex
network model of social network. The cache module is used to improve the browsing
speed of the website.
The core algorithm of RealSpace identifying the active links and form the social network
based on it. This resulting social graph should conform to the real-world social network.
This means it should have a decent level of approximation to the topological features of
real network such as power-law degree distribution, clustering coeﬃcients, and average
short path. The RealSpace core algorithm is based on a trial-and-error method and
therefore the resulting social network will be compared against the real-world social
network each time to examine its eﬀect. This is likely to require signiﬁcant computing
resources. Therefore, we design a complex network checker to cope with the computing
issues. The module specialises on calculations of speciﬁc parameters such as power-law
degree distribution, clustering coeﬃcients, assortativity, average short path and so on.
It reuses the previous results whenever it can to save time and space.
7.5.3 Communication Tools
RealSpace is in essence a social networking tool. The availability and quality of commu-
nication tools are important for social network sites. At the time of writing, many social
network sites have already provided both asynchronous communication tools such as pri-
vate messaging and synchronous communication such as instant messaging. Facebook,
in particular, oﬀers a web-based instant chatting program. While these tools enrich
users’ communication experience, they leverage the power of social network, which can
provide a layer of trust and security. We showcase an anti-spam email system in Re-
alSpace. It will demonstrate the principle of using the social network as a layer of trust
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Email is usually regarded as the killer application of the Internet. It had been used in
some form even before the development of the Internet. The format of email includes
header and body. There are several ﬁelds in the header: From, To, Subject and Date.
Other common header ﬁles include Cc, Bcc, Received and Reply-To. Many social net-
work sites provide private messaging which is essentially a simpliﬁed version of email.
They can usually be only sent to other users of the same site. There are also headers, a
body and sometimes attachment. A key diﬀerence between email and SNS messaging is
the use of protocol. Email employs several Internet protocols such as POP3, SMTP and
IMAP. Web-based email system also utilises HTTP. In contrast, SNS messaging only
utilises HTTP and the ﬂow of messages is only achieved in the same system. This sug-
gests that while email can reach to broader audience in diﬀerent network, SNS messaging
can only be used in the same system.
Another important diﬀerence between email and SNS messaging is that to send a mes-
sage on social network site, one normally has already maintained a friend link to the
users they want to communicate with. The advantages and disadvantages of these dif-
ferent conﬁgurations are obvious. With email one can communicate with virtually all
the users on the Internet, but he or she may also receive a huge amount of spam. With
social network messaging, one usually communicates with the people they already know
and is restricted to neighbourhood, they are not able to reach broader audience. Re-
alSpace aims to take advantage of both communication methods while overcoming their
respective disadvantages. This requires a combination of email applications and social
network infrastructure.
RealSpace will ﬁrst introduce email-speciﬁc protocols to social network private messag-
ing. These protocols, such as those have been identiﬁed previously, will transform social
network messaging service to a functioning web-based email system. This makes the
RealSpace messaging service reach outside the system to many diﬀerent systems which
also support email protocols. The email address will be associated with a unique identi-
ﬁer from the RealSpace system unless they have been associated with another identiﬁer.
Therefore, users who do not register with RealSpace but communicate with users of the
system will be regarded as peripheral users and will equally be assigned an identiﬁer. If
there exists information exchanging between these users and the registered users, then
they will form active links with the registered users and become part of the RealSpace
social network. Note that these people will not appear on the social network site, for
example, they will not appear on users’ proﬁle. But they are treated internally as a part
of the social graph. Thus, we have a social graph of both registered members and unreg-
istered users who have connections with the registered users in the RealSpace system.
The RealSpace network is the core of the anti-spam email system.
Each user will have his or her own neighbourhood, as well as a part of the RealSpace
global network that he or she is able to navigate. We may call this the user’s local social
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their privacy preferences, diﬀerent users belong to diﬀerent parts of the RealSpace global
network. In fact, every user may end up with his or her own local social network which
is quite diﬀerent from one another’s. The local social network is the combination of
a user’s neighbourhood and a part of the RealSpace global social network. On many
social network sites such as MySpace and Facebook, the local social network could be
hugely inﬂated because of friendship inﬂation. Users may only recognise their ego-centric
networks. RealSpace local social network provides the key information for identifying
the spam.
A typical email system may have several folders: inbox, sent mail, drafts and spam. The
anti-spam email system based on social network system will add several extra folders:
ﬁrst degree mail, second degree mail, third degree mail, fourth degree mail, ﬁfth degree
mail, sixth degree mail and outside six degrees. As their names suggest, an email from
a friend who is directly connected to the user will go to his or her ﬁrst degree mail
folder. If the email sender is not presented in the user’s local social network, then
it will go to outside six degrees mail folder. The value of the degree is based on the
shortest path between the user and mail sender in the user’s local social network. In
fact, the initial categorisation of emails is based on the proximity index, an algorithm
previously discussed in Chapter 5. The arrangement of emails based on this particular
categorisation aims to improve the eﬃciency of viewing emails. This is justiﬁed by the
intuition that emails from our friends usually are more important to us.
For those mail senders who are outside the six degrees, if they send out emails that
contain unsolicited contents, then they are likely to be treated as spammers. Similar
rules will be applied to detect spammers who are far away from the receivers in their
local social network. Users may re-organise the initial categorisation by moving the mail
senders from one folder to another. For example, if he considers the mail sender in the
fourth degree folder to be important to him, then he may move the sender to the ﬁrst
degree folder. Once the user makes the change, the mail sender that has been moved will
stay in the designated folder until the user changes it again. The local social network
will be changed based on the changes of the ﬁrst degree folder.
7.6 Summary
In this chapter we discussed the detailed implementation of RealSpace social network
system. RealSpace system has four layers of structure: the core layer is the commu-
nication and interaction between registered users that the system intends to capture;
the second layer is the abstraction of the relationships using evolving social network
model; the third layer is the essential utilities of the system, such as impression manage-
ment tools (proﬁle editors), proximity indicator and community identiﬁer; the outermost
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has several important applications: impression management tools, essential utilities and
communication tools. We introduced the algorithms of social connectivity, proximity
index and community structure detection. For communication tools, in particular, we
discussed the anti-spam email system which employs a social network based on active
links.Chapter 8
Future Work and Conclusion
8.1 Conclusion
In this thesis, we have analysed the problems that challenge today’s social network
sites. These problems include friendship inﬂation, universal personas, privacy concerns,
etc. In particular, friendship inﬂation, which is caused by the clash between network
publicity and individual privacy, triggered by the technique of static links, has become
one of the major issues in today’s social network sites. Publicity and privacy are two
fundamental forces that drive the development of online social network. Without pub-
licity, users can not browse others’ social network. Without privacy, users risk exposing
themselves to strangers and spammers. A balance should be carefully negotiated be-
tween system designers and users. Unfortunately, the technologies currently employed
by most SNSs such as static links and universal proﬁles brutally damage this delicate
balance. While the problem of universal proﬁles may be remedied by providing multiple
proﬁles and communication channels, there are no easy solutions to friendship inﬂation,
as we show before. However, friendship inﬂation causes far more damage to the integrity
and usefulness of the social network.
A hyperfriendship network model was proposed as a theoretical framework to describe
the evolution of online social network. By preserving the rewiring edges the model
shows how the online social network is developing. The topological diﬀerences include
no deﬁnite cutoﬀ and dissortative mixing. Then, we discuss the issues incurred from
friendship inﬂation. The problems include unreliable connections, undiscernible hubs,
lack of peer pressure, spamming and phishing, inaccuracy of network algorithms and
information overload. We argue that friendship inﬂation is one of the major reasons
leading to the decline of social network sites. To support the argument, we cite the case
of the rise and fall of Friendster, MySpace and Facebook.
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To tackle the problem, we proposed RealSpace, a social network system based on evolv-
ing social network model. The main objective of this work was to overcome the friend-
ship inﬂation problem by introducing active links, which are based on complex network
theory. To achieve this objective, we ﬁrst deﬁne the concept of continuous reciprocity,
which can be seen on both direct and indirect communication. Based on Dunbar number
theory, we impose a connection cap, which is the maximum number of connections the
average users have. The connection decaying model, based on the forgetting curve of
human beings’ brains, was used to detect the obsolete connections.
The novelty of the work was the integration of topological features of complex network
to the evolving social network. There are two main characteristics of people’s social
network: preferential attachment and assortativity. Both features guarantee the short
paths between any two users in the network and therefore accelerate the dissemination
of information and knowledge. They also make the network more robust and resilient.
To achieve this, we allow users who have already maintained a higher-than-average
number of connections to make more connections with less eﬀort than average. The
algorithm will also prevent these highly inﬂuential users from being abusing the power
of connections by reserving the upper connections that only take place between these
users, whose number is a small percentage of the whole population of the network.
We gave a detailed description of what aﬀects active connection and how it works.
We explained the algorithm for evaluating active connection. Finally, we introduced
the system features of social connectivity, proximity index and community structure
detection.
8.2 Further Work
Besides this work on social network systems, a number of areas of interests came to our
attention which we were not able to further develop or study due to time constraints. In
this section, we summarise the areas which we consider to be worthy of future research
and outline a possible path for the future development of the software discussed in
this thesis. These include complex network theory, managing the range of connection
strength, improving the ranking of decentralised search algorithm, implementing the
remaining modules that have not been realised in the prototype, and social network
portability.
8.2.1 Complex Network Theory
Our goal is to support meaningful social networks. The idea is conceived according to
our model which predicts the problem of growth constraint in many social network sites.
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is, long-range shortcuts in power-law degree distribution. The model is used to explain
the growth of social network sites qualitatively rather than quantitatively. A detailed
computer simulation should be done to make the model more convincing. Furthermore,
a rigorous mathematical proof that long-range rewiring in the BA model can exhibit the
same topological features of complex network, such as small-world eﬀect, large clustering
coeﬃcient and power law degree distribution, should be in the future research agenda.
Current research has suggested that the clustering coeﬃcient with BA model, though
relatively large, is still not independent of the network size. We consider that since the
BA model only takes into account the factors of growth and preferential attachment,
the long-range rewiring in a power distribution fashion should provide some clues to
overcome the weakness of the model.
When many users have more connections than they actually do, the topology of the
network will increasingly diverge from real-world social network. We would like to de-
velop a more sophisticated model to simulate the growth and evolution of the cumulative
network.
The future model should be based on the BA network as discussed in the second chapter.
It has been observed that both conditions in the original model, growth and preferential
attachment, apply to social network sites. In addition, there are two open questions to
the model: (a) In the BA model, the exponent α=3, but in real network, the number is
between 2 and 3. What will this parameter be if we combine both of the models?; (b)
The BA model does not specify the value of m, the average degree of the network. How
this will be changed if we combine both of the models?
8.2.2 Future System Development
Four pieces of work have been identiﬁed to complete the research. First, we need to
merge the gap between Kleinberg’s lattice model and the BA model. This will pro-
vide better theoretical framework for our system. Second, loose acquaintances can be
distinguished from close friends in our system. But there are no eﬀective management
on acquaintances, who may make great contribution to the network due to weak tie
eﬀect. Thus, better categorisation of acquaintances should be developed to support
the network. Third, the decentralised search algorithm simply utilises two or three so-
cial dimensions, in conjunction with closeness measure. Finally, we need to ﬁnish the
remaining parts of the system according to our design.
8.2.2.1 Managing Connection Strength
So far, our system can only determine two types of relationships: acquaintances and
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the amount of close friends is small, the number of acquaintances is huge. Further,
these acquaintances represent a whole range of social dimensions diﬀerent from one’s
close network. One of the strength of social network sites is to retain history of all
these connections, allowing users to accumulate and utilise the contact resources without
memorising them. Thus, a useful social network site should not only identify the social
footprints automatically but also take full advantage of them. Therefore, we would like
to examine the range of connection strength. The focus is switched from nodes to ties.
Inspired by the formula of learning curve, we are particularly interested in testing the
hypothesis that the connection strength of social network displays a power law degree
distribution. The hypothesis should be further scrutinised against data from social
network sites and should be consistent with existing models.
We mainly focus on active connections, which refers to a connection between users who
often exchange and share information. The methods for exchanging messages include
both direct communications such as private messaging and instant messaging and in-
direct communications such as public wall posts, blog commenting, photo and video
commenting and virtual gift exchanging. Instead of assuming a zero-cost establishment
of connection, it levies a certain amount of communication eﬀort to maintain the connec-
tion. The idea will be translated into the practice that the system will no longer employ
the static links that take a few clicks to befriend one another, instead, it will look at how
users interact with others whom they have added as friends and only the presence of
continuous communication will signal connection. Many social network systems which
recognise the weakness of the static links may devise a new algorithm for social network
connection based on users’ behaviours and activities. However, they rarely consider the
role of social capital in determining the number of connections each user can acquire.
Active connection is designed to be consistent with some topological features as found
in the social network, such as Preferential Attachment and Assortativity. It will also
take into account the factors of ageing and cognitive limit of human beings’ brains. To
illustrate the model, we compare the network of active connections with representative
democracy model. Beyond the active connection, we would like to know more details
about the acquaintance connections.
8.2.2.2 Decentralised Search
Our design of a decentralised search algorithm has produced a transferable social table
that has similarities to Watts’ social distance model. We would expect that our algorithm
will yield better performance and is more reliable, yet a numerical simulation is still
required to justify the prediction.
Watts’ social distance model claims that only two or three social dimensions are needed
to provide the short paths and even lead to the optimum performance, in comparison
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who have many more contacts, these two or three dimensions may be an underestimate.
We suggest a change can be made to the model based on the node degree (individuals’
contact) to see if there is any improvement in the network navigation. None of the search
algorithms we have reviewed so far consider the motivational issues when forwarding a
message in the sorts of experiments carried out. The empirical observations suggest that
friends who have closer relationships (strong ties) are more eager to help ﬁnd items of
interests and pass the message to their friends more carefully. To overcome the weakness
of exhaustive search, we suggest a decentralised search algorithm based on the notion of
social distance. There are two steps in the algorithm:
(1) If someone knows the answer to the query or knows a friend who has the answer,
he will reply to the query or put the query to his friend. The answer will be returned
directly to the original sender. The spreading of query stops once the sender conﬁrms
the answer.
(2) Otherwise, one will consider a friend whom you believe is closest to the answer. A
two-dimensional table is constructed to help search for the relevant forwarder. In case
there are more than one candidate in the group, a closeness-based ranking is employed to
rank the people. In particular, if a candidate would like to share his or her social table,
one can immediately view his friend’s table, possibly with some restrictions or some form
of permission. The transferrable table is illustrated in Figure 8.1. H1,H2,H3,    ,Hn
are social categories such as geographical locations, occupations and hobbies. Every grid
will show up a group of candidates who belong to both categories.
Figure 8.1: The Direct Query of Friend’s Friend
The transferrable table is not mentioned in any previous research. It is proposed as
a novel idea in our decentralised algorithm. The idea has its origins in social network
sites where people can easily communicate and share information with multiple friends
in various channels.
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d(u,v) is the shortest network distance between u and v. It has been noted in chapter
2 that social search coupled with node degree yields better performance. We attempt
to further improve performance by using closeness centrality. The rationale is this: the
potential forwarder is expected to be closest to the ﬁnal target. Thus, the closeness of
the candidate is theoretically more important than his degree.
In theory, the algorithm can reach the target within O(logn) steps, compared with O(n)
in a centralised algorithm. Thus, unlike centralised search, which tends to take more
time as the network grows, the complexity of the decentralised algorithm is relatively
small as the network grows. For example, a network with 1 million members takes about
6 steps and 1 billion takes 9 steps. A concern of the algorithm is the response time,
since one may not be able to reply or forward the system if one is not currently using
the system. Therefore, it is also very useful to design a ﬂag to signify the availability of
the user. Senders can use the ﬂag to ﬁnd people who are currently online and are able
to provide the service. We intend to implement this algorithm in future work.
8.2.2.3 Implementing the Remaining Components
The RealSpace prototype has laid out a foundation for future developments, yet a good
deed of programming is still needed to complete important parts of the design. These
include a activity checker, social connectivity and a closeness calculator and more im-
portantly, a decentralised searcher.
For the prototype, the social network viewer is capable of displaying two types of social
network: the one based on active links, as we previously discussed; and the one based on
a user’s own ego-centric network. In many cases, user’s ego-centric network is not exactly
the same as the network generated from the ActiveLink algorithm. This is because users
add and remove friends from private friend lists, which may be viewed fully or partially
by other users in the social network. When they maintain a list of large number of
friends, they may not be able to exchange information with them often. Particularly if
the number of contacts exceeds the Dunbar’s number. Thus, these connections, which
may be regarded by the users as genuine connections, are not exactly active links based
on the continuous exchange of messages, virtual gifts and comments on proﬁles, photos
and videos. Still, these connections, while some of them may be weak ties and some of
them may be strong ties, can be important to users. Therefore, we intend to look at
methods to distinguish various sorts of ties.
8.2.3 Reputation and Trust
Reputation and trust are essential to the success of RealSpace. People are free to publish
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by remaining anonymous. As the Web keeps growing, there are a huge number of
websites of diﬀerent types that will produce an avalanche of information and stories,
some of which may well be rumours. It is diﬃcult to tell rumours from facts in expertise
domains the readers are not familiar with, not to mention the slightly exaggerated
stories and deliberately biased views that appear more subtle and undiscernible. Online
anonymity makes it diﬃcult to hold people responsible for their activities and behaviours.
This will give rise to many ramiﬁcations and issues such as spamming, malware, online
security, trust and privacy concerns. Therefore, there have been proposals to argue for
establishing a social web based on the existing Web and Internet infrastructure. The
idea is to bring trust and security to Internet by leveraging peer-to-peer pressure on
individuals. Accountability can be achieved with SNSs, as users generally publicise the
connections to their real-world friends. Friendster, with its social network reach of four
degrees when it was launched, is one of the ﬁrst sites to take advantage of the publicity of
proﬁles and contacts to provide trust and security. Our prototype still needs to improve
its reputation and management of trust.
8.2.4 Social Data Portability
With the hundreds of SNSs on the Web and many more emerging in diﬀerent languages
from diﬀerent countries, there are increasing concerns about the interoperability between
these walled garden SNSs. If a user who has registered with Facebook but wants to access
the social network on MySpace, he or she must create an account on MySpace and ﬁll
in all the details again and add friends, which has been done previously on Facebook.
Most social network sites allow people to have their data exported via an application.
But this is usually only restricted to proﬁles. The proﬁles were very simple in the ﬁrst
generation of social network sites, they become increasingly rich in description, thanks to
the advancement of Web technologies and standards. A proﬁle usually includes but is not
restricted to name, birthday, current location, hometown, interests, education and work
history. Some may also display information about their social networks, relationship
status, contact methods, etc. Users can change the permission of the proﬁles that can
be accessed by other members. However, if any part of the proﬁles can be accessed,
they are viewed by all visitors to be the same content. An SNS can not detect the
visitors based on the nature of the connections to others such as parents and employers.
Thus, the proﬁle is ﬁxed and universal on social network sites. Users who have already
maintained several accounts on diﬀerent sites also face the problem of synchronisation.
They need to constantly update the information on diﬀerent account in order to keep
them relevant and aligned. Hence, it is important for diﬀerent social networks to talk
to each other.
At the time of writing, SNSs do provide some solutions to this problem. Among the ﬁrst
is MySpace’s Data Availability program, which provides the MySpace social networkChapter 8 Future Work and Conclusion 134
system to third party websites which want to integrate social networking features. This
has been copied by Google Friend Connect, Facebook Connect, etc. Each of these sites
can oﬀer their own social network systems to third party sites. While this extends the
reach of a social network, there are still no solutions for diﬀerent social network systems
to talk to each other. There have long been academic proposals to solve this problem.
These include FOAF, Social Web’s standards such as XDI, openID, OAuth, etc. The
fundamental idea behind these methods is to decompose the social network system and
grant the users more permissions to handle, manage and transfer their own data. Users
will have more power over their various social networks. However, given the commercial
interest, security and privacy issues, it is unclear whether SNSs will adopt these solutions
and how far they can go.
8.2.5 The Emergence of Twitter
In Chapter 4 we discussed the topical boom and bust life cycle of social network sites.
At the time of writing, Facebook is arguably the dominant social network site. As it still
uses the technique of static links, we anticipate that it will eventually lose its position
as the top social network site. But what will be the next?
Created by Jack Dorsey as a side project in March of 2006 and launched in October
of the same year, Twitter has grown into the top microblogging site with more than
45 million registered users. It asks one question, “What are you doing?”. Answers, or
tweets, must be under 140 characters in length and can be sent via its website, Web
clients, mobile texting or instant message, thanks to its entirely HTTP-based API1. The
Ruby-based site has gradually grown into the top microblogging platform. The simple
mechanism works so well that even the top dog of social networks, Facebook, started to
implement its various feature.
We would like to point out that Twitter is a microblogging site. It is not a social network
site as we deﬁne them in this thesis. The connections on Twitter are not friendship
connections. However, it does facilitate intensive interaction between users? What is
the relationship between this interactive network and the real-world social network?
Can we identify unarticulated social network underlying Twitter with our ActiveLink
algorithm? More research would need to be undertaken to answer these questions.
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